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ABSTRACT 
 

Sports injuries are a significant public health burden both in Australia, and worldwide. 

Preventing injuries in sports settings is thus an important public health goal. It is now 

generally accepted that sports injuries are, like other unintentional injuries, largely 
preventable. Yet intractable problems remain. Complexity theory is harnessed in this 

research as a means of understanding such problems. To provide new insights into the 
complexity of sports safety promotion, this research consisted of a qualitative case study 

design underpinned by constructivist assumptions.  

Study A documented sports injury prevention and safety promotion resources available 
from the websites of key sporting organisations. A thematic document analysis approach 

was used to identify and describe how many, and what types of, resources were 
available, as well as the sports injury prevention and safety promotion issues addressed. 

The findings of Study A suggest that sport settings have access to a proliferation of rival 
resources, which reflects a potentially inefficient and ineffective manner in which to 

influence policy/practice.  

Study B determined the process that key intermediary organisations used to develop and 
disseminate the resources identified in Study A. Interviews with key participants about 

organisational processes of knowledge translation were undertaken, and a qualitative 
description approach was used to examine their accounts. The findings of Study B 

suggest that intermediary organisations can, and do, take on knowledge translation roles 
in order to make research knowledge more relevant (timely, salient, actionable), 

accessible (formatted and available), and legitimate (credible) for end-users.  

A complexity approach was applied to this study to assist in recognising that open 
systems (stratification and fluidity), non-linearity (emergent properties and feedback 

loops), and improbability (demi-regularities and the ability to evolve, learn, and adapt) 

underscore sports safety. This study explicates and examines key insights and 
implications of adopting a complexity approach to the prevention of injury in sport 

settings. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 

Introduction 
Promoting safety to improve health and wellbeing by controlling the hazards and 

conditions leading to physical, psychological, or material harm is a complex and 
challenging endeavour (World Health Organisation 1998). To improve understanding 

about injury prevention and safety promotion in the sporting context, arguments 
presented in this thesis pivot on the understanding that both sport settings and safety 

promotion are inherently complex.  

Given this challenging lens, and the ubiquitous question of whether a complexity 
approach is possibly too complex, this chapter presents the background, setting, context, 

and significance of the research described in this thesis. The research topic and problem 
are defined, and the theoretical framework and research approach introduced. In turn, 

two distinct but connected research aims are established, each with its own 
corresponding purpose, rationale, research questions, and methods. These form the 

basis of the two linked original research studies reported in this thesis. Finally, the 
structure of this thesis-incorporating-publications1 is set out through a brief overview of 

each chapter. 

1. A note on the format of thesis-incorporating-publications:  

Consistent with contemporary academic practice and Federation University Australia 

guidelines, this PhD thesis is presented as a hybrid style of thesis that sits between a 
traditional thesis and a thesis-by-publication. It comprises a combination of traditional 

chapters and three peer-reviewed publications.  

The rationale for including publications in a thesis is to show clearly that the research 
presented in the thesis is of internationally recognised publishable quality having 

undergone peer-review, and that it contributes significantly to knowledge in the field. 

The three publications have been embedded within this thesis in their journal published 
form, and therefore their tables, images, and references have not been duplicated in the 

main text. It must be noted here that this thesis-incorporating-publications in its entirety 

is, therefore, shorter than a traditional thesis as the chapters that may normally be longer 
were written to journal specifications and word limits. However, all necessary and 

relevant information has been included, and/or expanded upon in the main text. 
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Background to the study 
The word ‘accident’ was banned from the British Medical Journal in 2001 as it is often 
used inappropriately, as evoking ‘bad luck’, when describing incidents leading to injury or 

death (Davis & Pless 2001). Injury prevention researchers have long held the view that 
unintentional injuries are not unavoidable ‘accidents’, but rather the result of predictable 

and preventable events (Doege 1978; Evans 1993; Doege 1999). Adverse events 
occurring in sport settings should be understood in the same way.  

Every fifth unintentional injury in industrialised countries occurs through sport or physical 

activity (Conn, Annest & Gilchrist 2003), and sports injuries remain a significant public 
health burden in Australia (Finch & Cassell 2006; Finch, Kemp & Clapperton 2015). This 

has led to the development of a wide range of efficacious physical sports injury 
prevention interventions (McBain et al. 2011a; McBain et al. 2011b), and calls for further 

research into their effectiveness (including dissemination and implementation) within 
sport settings (Finch 2006; Finch 2011a; Finch 2011b).  

The past 20 years of research in the field of sports injury prevention has therefore 

provided clear evidence of ‘what works’ for sports injury prevention (efficacy), as well as 
provided the rationale and steps towards determining ‘what works in [a specific] context’ 

(effectiveness). However, limited research that adequately and comprehensively 

addresses effectiveness across complex contexts exists. In order to influence prevention 
outcomes in complex settings, the next step is to look at broader patterns in injury 

prevention and safety promotion, and how we study them, to start to uncover ‘what 
works, for whom, when, where, why, and how’ (Pawson & Tilley 1997). In this study, a 

complexity lens will be used to explore these questions. 

Safety in sport settings can only be achieved if the whole is considered as more than the 
sum of its parts. A complexity approach views settings and safety promotion as ever-

changing open systems that are fluid and in flux, with outcomes that are never entirely 
predictable (Boulton, Allen & Bowman 2015). It is this complexity approach that may 

provide valuable new insights for the prevention of injury and promotion of safety in 
sports settings.  
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Research significance 
Sport is widely recognised, by researchers, clinicians, policy-makers, parents and 
participants as a means to achieve positive health outcomes and improved wellbeing. 

Yet, participants do not always experience sport as a universally positive activity. This is 
because adverse outcomes such as injuries may also be encountered in sport settings 

(Conn, Annest & Gilchrist 2003; Finch & Cassell 2006; Finch, Kemp & Clapperton 2015). 

In order to reduce injury risks, improve safety, and ultimately increase the positive impact 
of participation in sport, there is a clear need for efficacious and effective injury 

prevention interventions to be available and implemented in such a way that the general 
sporting public can benefit (Finch & Donaldson 2010). To date, however, research 

suggests that very few injury interventions to improve safety in community sport settings 
have produced meaningful, long-term outcomes (Finch & Hennessy 2000; Timpka, 

Ekstrand & Svanström 2006). There has been limited critical evaluation, or indeed 
consolidation, of the steady accumulation and focus of interventions that this field of 

research produces, how sports injury prevention is researched theoretically, and how this 

corresponds with the inherent complexity of injury prevention and safety promotion in 
sports settings. 

In Australia, the limited number of studies that have investigated sports safety specifically 

have predominantly focused on improving understanding by describing the injury 
prevention and/or risk management practices of specific sporting organisations (Casey et 

al. 2004; Donaldson et al. 2004; Swan et al. 2009; Abbott et al. 2008; Finch et al. 2009), 
rather than addressing the pressing need to inform and overhaul the systemic safety 

practices of community sports clubs over a range of settings. This is, further, a 
recognised gap in both national (Finch et al. 2011) and international (Timpka et al. 2008) 

approaches to comprehensive systemic sport safety promotion. Nationally, this gap has 
been explicated and explored in one sport via the National Guidance for Australian 

Football Partnerships and Safety (NoGAPS) project, which identified a number of 
research to practice gaps in safety promotion in this sport (Finch et al. 2011). 

Internationally, Timpka et al. (2008) reviewed the global research to policy gap and found 

glaring inconsistencies in the systemic promotion of safety.   

The significance of this research, ultimately, lies in the reduction of cost to the healthcare 

system (Finch & Cassell 2006; Finch, Kemp & Clapperton 2015) as well as the reduction 

of physical, psychological, and material cost to sports participants themselves (Kerr et al. 
2013).  Sports participants who can avoid injuries and other forms of harm spend more 
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time participating, thus gaining more from the inherent health benefits of physical activity 

(Manini 2015). The research, policy and practice of sports injury prevention and safety 
promotion is, therefore, essential to helping people live healthier lives. Sports injury 

prevention and safety promotion is, in this way, important for individuals, and for society 
as a whole.  
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Setting and context for the study 
This study was designed under the banner, and informed by the assumptions and 
partnerships of, a much larger study, which was the National Health and Medical 

Research Council funded (for which the associate supervisor for this research, CF Finch, 
was a chief investigator) NoGAPS project (Finch et al. 2011). The protocol, findings, and 

analysis of the core NoGAPS partnership project have been published elsewhere (Finch 
et al. 2011; Donaldson et al. 2015; Fortington et al. 2015; Donaldson et al. 2016; Finch et 

al. 2016).  

The NoGAPS project intended to identify factors that influence the translation of safety 
promotion interventions into practice in community sport. The partnership aimed to 

reduce knowledge gaps between: 1) policy and practice, 2) efficacy to effectiveness, 3) 
research knowledge to translation, and 4) elite sport and community sport (Finch et al. 

2011). The NoGAPS study brought together six organisations for a research partnership: 
the Australian Football League (AFL), Victorian Health Promotion Foundation 

(VicHealth), New South Wales Sporting Injuries Committee (NSWSIC), JLT Sport as a 

division of Jardine Lloyd Thompson Australia Pty Ltd (JLT Sport), Sport and Recreation 
Victoria (SRV), and Sports Medicine Australia (SMA). These organisations were chosen 

for the original NoGAPS project because they are recognised as key stakeholders in 
safety promotion in Australia, especially as it applies to the sport of Australian football 

(Finch et al. 2011). This group is representative of organisations at both national and 
state level concerned with sports safety promotion in Australia. The larger NoGAPS 

project provided the opportunity for a convenience sample of the types of organisations 
that this research aimed to investigate. This study, therefore, was conceptualised as a 

case study of the NoGAPS organisations.  

Whilst the larger NoGAPS project focused on Australian football (i.e. Australian rules 
football), the work undertaken at the majority of the organisations included in this 

partnership is not limited to Australian football alone. This study aimed to investigate the 
wider systemic nature of sports injury prevention and safety promotion across Australian 

community sports settings by these organisations, so as to create a fuller picture of the 

complexity of promoting safety within a diverse range of sport settings. Therefore, while 
the outcomes arising from this research will be weighted towards the Australian football 

setting, they may resonate with a wider range of Australian community sport settings.  
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Introduction to the theoretical framework and research approach 
In Australia there is currently no national sports safety policy, as the National Injury 
Prevention and Safety Promotion Plan 2004-2014 (National Public Health Partnership 

2005), and its preceding National Sports Safety Framework (Australian Sports 
Commission 1997) and the Sports Safety Update (Australian Government Department of 

Health and Ageing 2003), have lapsed and been rescinded. This means that sporting 
organisations in Australia lack overarching guidance about how best to approach injury 

prevention and safety promotion systemically. Outside of legislative requirements such 
as ‘Working with Children Checks’, safety promotion in community Australian sport 

settings appears to currently be an ad-hoc undertaking (Casey et al. 2004; Donaldson et 
al. 2004; Swan et al. 2009; Finch et al. 2009).   

The original research studies reported in this thesis were conceptualized to contextualise 

the current complexity of promoting safety in Australian community sports settings. This 
research is thus comprised of two distinct, but connected, studies that were designed: 1) 

to elicit information about the resources available for safety promotion in community sport 

settings in Australia, and 2) the processes key organisations undergo to create and 
distribute these resources.  

Complexity theory was chosen as the theoretical framework for this study, as this lens 

may provide an understanding of the nature and implications of social reality as it 
pertains to the systemic promotion of safety in sport settings. A complexity approach 

recognises that open systems (stratification and fluidity), non-linearity (emergent 
properties and feedback loops), and improbability (demi-regularities and the ability to 

evolve, learn, and adapt) underscore social interventions. These key tenets will be 
explained in detail in Chapter 3.  

The methodology for this study is underpinned by a constructivist epistemology, 

consistent with a descriptive qualitative research paradigm. The strategy of inquiry is a 
case study approach, consisting of studies A and B.  
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Research topic and problem 
The research topic for this study is to investigate the complexity of safety promotion in 
sports settings. The research problem explored through this research is:  

Can a complexity approach help to better understand systemic safety promotion 

within Australian community sport settings? 

This will be explored through two linked studies, the aims, purpose, rationale, research 

questions, and methods of which are described below.  
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Study A 

 
Aim 

The aim of study A is to determine the number of, and thematically describe the type and 

scope of, injury prevention and safety promotion resources available online from a set of 

key organisations (the NoGAPS partners). 
 

Purpose 

The purpose of study A is to contextualise the overarching research problem by 

collecting information about the scope of sports injury prevention and safety promotion 
resources available online from key organisations.  

 

Rationale 

The rationale for study A is to understand the nature and scope of sports injury 
prevention and safety promotion resources available online from the NoGAPS 

partnership organisations. Little is known about the nature of safety promotion and injury 

prevention resources available online for community Australian sport audiences. The 
complexity inherent in the number, type and variety of resources, as well as type and 

variety of injury and safety issues they may address, is foregrounded in this study, with a 
view to understanding more about the ‘research-to-policy/practice’ gap.  

 

Research questions 

A1 How many sport safety resources are available online from the NoGAPS 
partnership organisations? 

A2 What types of sport safety resources are available online from the NoGAPS 

partnership organisations? 
A3 What sport safety issues are addressed in the resources available online from the 

NoGAPS partnership organisations? 
A4 Is there duplication of resources for the same sport safety issue either within or 

across the resources available online from the NoGAPS partnership 
organisations? 
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Methods 

Two approaches were used in collecting data for this study: 1) an online search of each 
NoGAPS website, and 2) a direct email request to each NoGAPS representative.  

Document analysis (Bowen 2009), a systematic, qualitative research method, was 

chosen to review documents thematically as a means of describing both the nature and 
content of the safety promotion resources available online from the NoGAPS 

organisations.  

Study A has already been reported on in more detail in a peer-reviewed published paper, 
presented in Chapter 4.  
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Study B 

 
Aim 

The aim of study B is to determine, and describe, the processes of knowledge translation 
undertaken by a set of key organisations (the NoGAPS partners) in developing and 

distributing the injury prevention and safety promotion resources identified in study A. 
 

Purpose 

The purpose of study B is to determine the process that the NoGAPS organisations use 
to develop and distribute injury prevention and safety promotion resources. 

 

Rationale 

The rationale for study B is to explore the process by which the NoGAPS organisations 
produce and distribute sports safety resources for community sporting organisations. It is 

unknown what the development and distribution processes for such resources are, and 
whether they are underpinned by research and/or proven methods of knowledge 

translation. The complexity of ‘bridging the gap’ between research and practice is 
foregrounded in this study, with a view to better understanding the implications for policy 

and practice. 

 

Research questions 

B1 How do the NoGAPS partnership organisations identify and prioritise injury 
prevention and safety promotion issues for the development of new resources? 

B2 What processes do the NoGAPS partnership organisations use to develop new 
injury prevention and safety promotion resources? 

B3 What distribution pathways do the NoGAPS partnership organisations use to 
circulate injury prevention and safety promotion resources to the general sporting 

public? 
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Methods 

Individual semi-structured interviews with key representatives of each of the NoGAPS 
partnership organisations were conducted to collect data for this study.  

The data, collected as audio files, were analysed thematically, consistent with a 

descriptive qualitative methodology. This methodology does not necessitate a highly 
theoretical or abstract rendering of the data, but rather presents the themes in ‘everyday 

language’ in such a way that they are potentially useful for policymakers and practitioners 
(Sandelowski 2000).  

Study B has already been reported on in more detail in a peer-reviewed published paper, 

presented in Chapter 4.  
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Organisation of thesis 
As this thesis is presented in the form of thesis-incorporating-publications, it consists of a 
combination of traditional chapters and peer-reviewed publications: 

 
Chapter 1: Introduction 

This introductory chapter has presented the background, significance, context, and 

setting of this research. The research problem has been defined, and the theoretical 
framework and research approach introduced. The aim, purpose, rationale, research 

questions, and methods have been set out for study A and study B respectively. Finally, 
this chapter presents this overview of the organisation of this thesis.  

 
Chapter 2: State-of-the-art review 

This chapter presents a state-of-the-art review of the models and frameworks 

underpinning sports injury prevention research. The purpose of this chapter is to provide 
a narrative overview of the theoretical development of the field of sports injury 

prevention, so as to show how research underpinning the resources used to inform policy 
and practice is produced, and to explicate where knowledge translation gaps emerge. 

This field is traced from its origins in efficacy ‘what works’ approaches, through to 

effectiveness ‘what works in context’ approaches. The influence of these theoretical 
models and frameworks are, in turn, demonstrated through a discussion of key meta-

analyses, systematic and other reviews, as well as examples, so as to show how these 
conventional approaches have shaped the field. Finally, this chapter highlights two key 

limitations to conventional approaches to sports injury prevention research, and makes 
the case for considering this topic through a complexity lens.  

 
Chapter 3: Theoretical framework 

Complexity theory is introduced in this chapter by comparing and contrasting it to the 

conventional approaches to sports injury prevention and safety promotion discussed in 
Chapter 2, through an embedded peer-reviewed publication. Next, the emergence of a 

complexity approach is discussed, before moving to detail the key tenets of complexity 
theory relevant to this research topic. Applications of complexity theory in other research 

fields are presented to demonstrate why this framework was chosen for this study 
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Chapter 4: Methodology and findings (Study A and Study B) 

This chapter is written to both present and augment the two peer-reviewed original 
research publications arising from this work and embedded within this thesis: that of 

study A and study B.  

First, this chapter explains the research approach taken, in more detail than was 
appropriate in the embedded peer-reviewed publications. The research paradigm 

(qualitative research), epistemology (constructivism), strategy of inquiry (case study), 
ethical issues, as well as rigour and trustworthiness are discussed.  

Secondly, this chapter presents the methods of data collection (study A: document 

collation, and study B: interviews), data analysis (study A: document analysis, and study 
B: qualitative description), findings, and conclusions of study A and B in the form of peer-

reviewed publications respectively: 

Study A:  
Bekker S & Finch CF. 2016. Too much information? A document analysis of sport 

safety resources from key organisations. BMJ Open 6(5):E010877. 

 
Study B:  

Bekker S, Paliadelis P & Finch CF. 2017. The translation of sports injury 
prevention and safety promotion knowledge: Insights from key organisations. 

BMC Health Research Policy and Systems 15(25): DOI: 10.1186/s12961-017-
0189-5 

 

Chapter 5: Discussion and conclusion 

Chapter 5 presents and discusses the key conclusions from this study that consolidate 
and discuss the findings of study A and study B (Chapter 4) in relation to the research 

problem (Chapter 1), existing literature (Chapter 2), and theoretical framework (Chapter 
3). Next, implications and recommendations for future research, policy and practice are 

made. Limitations are discussed. Finally, this chapter concludes the research presented 
in this thesis.  
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Conclusion 
This introductory chapter has introduced the research presented in this thesis by 
presenting the background, major questions and approaches that guide this work. This 

chapter closes with a guiding overview of the structure of this thesis-with-publications. 
Following, Chapter 2 presents a state-of-the-art review of the relevant literature, 

providing context to the rationale for this research.  
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Introduction 
To establish an understanding of current knowledge in this area, and, more pertinently, 

how it is produced, this chapter presents a state-of-the-art review of the key published 
frameworks and models that inform and underpin sports injury prevention research. 

State-of-the-art reviews are typically narrative in nature (Grant & Booth 2009), important 
for tracing and tracking the development of a principle, concept, or field of research 

(Ferrari 2015). The purpose of this state-of-the-art review chapter is to provide an 
overview of how sports injury prevention is typically researched theoretically, in order to 

illustrate how current knowledge has been produced, and to show where gaps emerge. 
The aim of this chapter is, therefore, to review the key models and frameworks 

underpinning conventional sports injury prevention research, to highlight where 
limitations exist, and, in turn, to make the case for a complexity approach.  

The sports injury prevention literature relevant to this study exists largely in the form of 

theoretical papers generally published as editorials, commentaries, and opinion pieces. 
Therefore, this chapter will focus on these types of publications. Further, as this is a 

state-of-the-art review of frameworks and models rather than a critical review of empirical 

literature, this chapter will largely draw on systematic reviews, meta-analyses and key 
examples to illustrate how key models and frameworks have shaped knowledge in this 

field, and led to gaps in the translation of knowledge to policy/practice. 

This chapter begins with a short overview of key theoretical models and frameworks that 

have been critical to better understanding and researching injury prevention in general. A 

move is thereafter made to discuss the models and frameworks underpinning sports 
injury prevention research more specifically, which will be the focus of this chapter given 

the context and setting for this study. The state-of-the-art of conventional efficacy and 
effectiveness models and frameworks for sports injury prevention intervention 

development will therefore be discussed in more detail, using examples and reviews from 
the sports injury prevention exercise programs literature. Finally, limitations to the 

conventional models and frameworks underpinning sports injury prevention research are 
discussed, and the need for a complexity approach is introduced. 
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What this chapter is not, and does not address: 

What this chapter is not, and does not address, is a comprehensive and critical 

review of the empirical sports injury prevention efficacy and effectiveness literature. 
The justification for this is that the aim of this study, as articulated in Chapter 1, is to 

determine whether a complexity approach can help to better understand systemic 

safety promotion within Australian community sports settings. Therefore, the 
purpose of this chapter is to explore narratively the ways in which sports injury 

prevention is researched, and where gaps in knowledge translation into 
policy/practice emerge, rather than the individual sports injury prevention strategies 

themselves.  

In other words, the purpose of this chapter is to consider and review the key 
theoretical models and frameworks underpinning sports injury prevention research, 

so as to present the strengths and limitations, and ultimately provide an overview of 
the state-of-the-art of how research is undertaken, underpinned, and translated in 

this area.  

The considerations that this chapter provides will feed into Chapter 3, the theoretical 
framework, where a complexity approach to sports injury prevention is introduced 

by comparing and contrasting it to the conventional research approaches discussed 
in this chapter, and then explained more fully. 
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Injury prevention 
Early understandings of injury focused on the assumed fault of the injured person, and 
thus assigned personal responsibility (Chapman v. Hearse 1961). Yet, personal 

responsibility is only one of a variety of factors contributing to injury. Therefore, 
understandings of injury prevention quickly developed to better account for systemic 

influences such as mechanistic causes (De Haven 1944), host-agent-environment 
models (Gordon 1949), and energy interchange (Gibson 1961). Today, injury is generally 

defined operationally as those diagnoses and codes (or their combinations) present 
under “Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes” in 

the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10th 
Revision (ICD-10) (World Health Organisation 2016). By way of explanation, Langley and 

Brenner (2004 pp70) write that this includes “all those pathologies most scientists and 

members of the public would describe as injury (for example, fracture, dislocation, open 
wound)” and “all those mechanisms or events which “cause” injury (for example, motor 

vehicle traffic crash, fall, sharp objects).” 

The epidemiologist Haddon (1980a) has been recognised as a world-leader in the area 
of injury prevention since the 1960s. His work derives from the earlier work of De Haven 

(1944), who was the first to formally focus on a model for the prevention of injury in the 
early 1940s. Haddon’s (1980b pp41-42) ‘The 10 Strategies’ remains a relevant hierarchy 

to understanding injury prevention:  

1. To prevent the creation of the hazard in the first place 
2. To reduce the amount of hazard brought into being 

3. To prevent the release of the hazard that already exists 
4. To modify the rate or spatial distribution of release of the hazard from its 

source 
5. To separate, in time or space, the hazard and that which is to be protected 

6. To separate the hazard and that which is protected by interposition of a 
material barrier 

7. To modify relevant basic qualities of the hazard 

8. To make what is to be protected more resistant to damage from the hazard 
9. To begin to counter the damage already done by the environmental hazard 

10. To stabilise, repair, and rehabilitate the object of the damage 
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Haddon further developed the Haddon Matrix (Haddon 1980a), which includes two 

dimensions as precursors to all injury events (Table 2.1; example Table 2.2). The first 
dimension describes three stages of injury: pre-event, event, and post-event. The second 

dimension consists of three factors that contribute to injury risk: human, vector, and 
environment. In public health terms, this matrix then considers how the host-agent-

environment intersects with primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention measures. 
Possibilities for the reduction of injury can thereby be considered through: 1) prior and 

possible future resource allocation and activities, 2) relevant research and other 
knowledge, and 3) priorities for countermeasures (Haddon 1980a).  

 

Table 2.1: A framework for Haddon’s Matrix (adapted from Haddon 1980a pp417) 

 Factors 

Phases Human Vector Environment 

Pre-event    

Event    

Post-event    
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Table 2.2: Haddon Matrix applied to the problem of school violence by firearms (adapted 

from Runyan 1998 pp303) 

 Factors 

Phases Human  
(students at school) 

Vector  
(firearm & bullets) 

Environment 
(school) 

Pre-event 
(before 
teen uses 
weapon) 

Educate teens about 
the dangers of 
carrying guns to 
school 
 
Educate parents about 
dangers of allowing 
teens access to guns.  
 
Teach students to 
recognise and report 
student behaviours 
indicative of possible 
violent behaviour 

Modify guns so they 
are only operable by 
the owner 

Install metal detectors 
at entrances to 
schools.  
 
Eliminate storage 
places in schools (for 
example lockers) 
where guns might be 
kept 

Event 
(when gun 
is taken out 
to be fired) 

Teach students to take 
cover when they see 
guns or hear gunfire 

Reduce capacity of 
weapons to fire 
multiple rounds quickly 
 
Modify bullets to be 
less lethal 

Install alarm systems 
to call law enforcement 
as soon as weapons 
are visible 

Post-event 
(after 
students 
are shot at) 

Teach students first 
aid skill 

Reduce the capacity 
of the gun to continue 
firing 

Make school grounds 
readily accessible to 
ambulances 

 

 

The Haddon Matrix has been an appropriate, successful, and widely used framework for 

the development of many injury prevention interventions, including sports injury 
prevention interventions (Vriend et al. 2017). However, it was developed out of Haddon’s 

research into, and understandings of, motor vehicle crashes (Haddon 1980a). Due to its 
underpinnings (and thus language) being drawn from mechanistic assumptions, its 

relevance to social interventions has been limited (Runyan 1998). Its applicability to the 
example problem of school violence by firearms in Table 2.2 above is evident, however 

contemporary understandings of firearm violence are closer to models of infectious 
disease, where violence is understood as transmitted via social interaction (Branas, 

Jacoby & Andreyeva 2017). Therefore, to account for the social element more fully, 

Runyan (1998) expanded the Haddon Matrix by introducing a third dimension that 
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proposes value criteria for injury prevention planning: effectiveness, cost, freedom, 

equity, stigmatization, preferences, feasibility, and other identified criteria that better 
acknowledge the social aspect of injury interventions (Figure 2.1) (Runyan 1998). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Three Dimensional Haddon Matrix (reproduced from Runyan 1998 pp304, 
used with permission from The BMJ through RightsLink / Copyright Clearance Center – 

Appendix 1a) 
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With regards to social interventions, then, arguably the most recognisable model by 

which to study and influence the prevention of injury is the Public Health Model, a 
scientific approach to prevention (Mercy et al. 1993). This model consists of four classic 

steps to intervention research as depicted in Figure 2.2. 

 

 

Problem          Response 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Public Health Model of a Scientific Approach to Prevention (reproduced from 

Mercy et al. 1993 with permission from HealthAffairs through RightsLink / Copyright 
Clearance Center – Appendix 1b) 

 

The Public Health Model (Mercy et al. 1993) has informed a wide range of interventions 
across different fields of public health, including violence prevention (Foege, Rosenberg 

& Mercy 1995) and injury prevention (LaFlamme, Svanström & Schelp 1999; Stout 2008; 

Hanson et al. 2012). The theory behind this model in particular has had a great influence 
on sports injury prevention research, and this influence and resulting shaping of the field 

will be further discussed in the next section. 

 

 

Define the problem 

 

Identify risk and 
protective factors 

 

Develop and test 
prevention strategies 

Assure widespread 
adoption 
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Sports injury prevention 
In the sports injury prevention literature, sports injury is most often defined as time lost 
from participation/competition or time off from daily activities (such as work or training), 

often, but not always, coupled with attention from a medical professional (Finch 1997). 
This definition, and other similar time loss iterations, generally refers to physical sports 

injuries - such as muscle strains. However, injuries occurring in sports settings can 
further be understood through a biopsychosocial (Engel 1980) and/or sociocultural lens, 

in that the possibility for harm exists beyond physical (biomedical or biomechanical) 
injuries alone (Wiese-Bjornstal 2010; Brackenridge & Rhind 2014). This is reflected in the 

three main categories of harm identified in a 2015 review and framework for the 
International Olympic Committee youth athlete development model, categorised as 

individual (including disordered eating/eating disorders, self-harm, doping, and other 

substance abuse), relational (including harassment, abuse, bullying, and neglect), and 
organisational (including discrimination, hazing, and medical mismanagement) (Mountjoy 

et al. 2015). Similarly, a refined taxonomy in the 2016 IOC consensus statement on 
harassment and abuse (non-accidental violence) in sport (Mountjoy et al. 2016), 

classifies other forms of harm occurring in sports settings as: 1) psychological 
harassment and abuse, 2) sexual harassment and abuse, 3) physical abuse and forced 

physical exertion, and 4) neglect.  

Models and frameworks informing sports injury prevention research developed out of 
theoretical understandings to the field of public health, as outlined in the previous 

section. More specifically, sports injury prevention research is largely theoretically 
informed by the Public Health Model (Mercy et al. 1993), an overview of which was 

provided in the previous section. Conventionally, research into sports injury prevention is 
undertaken as either efficacy or effectiveness studies (Finch 2010). This section will 

therefore provide a discussion of the conventional efficacy and effectiveness 

models/frameworks of sports injury prevention research respectively. 
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Efficacy: what ‘works’ to prevent sports injury 

Efficacy research, where “the preventive effect of the intervention is assessed under 
ideal and tightly controlled conditions”, describes the approach underpinning the vast 

majority of sports injury prevention studies (Finch 2010 pp213). Key to the efficacy 

approach in this field is the Sequence of Prevention (van Mechelen, Hlobil & Kemper 
1987, 1992), a model that has as its main outcome a measure of intervention efficacy - 

whether or not an intervention ‘works’.  

The Sequence of Prevention (van Mechelen, Hlobil & Kemper 1987, 1992) was 

developed in the Netherlands specifically for injury prevention in the sporting context, in 

response to increasing calls in Europe for improving the understanding of sports injuries 
and their prevention. Theoretical underpinnings of injury prevention under the Public 

Health Model (Mercy et al. 1993), as introduced in the previous section, reflect in the 
Sequence of Prevention, which thus consists of four similar steps, as depicted in Figure 

2.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: The Sequence of Prevention of Sports Injuries (reproduced from van 
Mechelen, Hlobil & Kemper 1987, 1992 pp84 with permission from Springer through 

RightsLink / Copyright Clearance Center – Appendix 1c) 

 

 

 

 

1. Establish the extent   of 
the sports injury problem 

- Incidence 

- Severity 

4. Assess efficacy by 
repeating step 1 

2. Establish aetiology and 
mechanism of injuries 

3. Introduce preventive 
measures 
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The development of efficacious interventions theoretically informed by the Sequence of 

Prevention (van Mechelen, Hlobil & Kemper 1987, 1992) has been key to understanding 
how sports injuries, which are typically considered by the lay public to be inevitable and 

unavoidable ‘accidents’ (Davis & Pless 2001), can be prevented. A key example of an 
intervention developed under the efficacy approach is the Fédération Internationale de 

Football Association (FIFA) 11+ warm up programme (Bizzini, Junge & Dvorak 2013). 
The 11+ was developed by the Santa Monica Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine 

Research Foundation, and the Oslo Sports Trauma Research Centre in 2006 (http://f-
marc.com/11plus/home/). The 11+ is the most widely evaluated sports injury prevention 

intervention, that, for example, has been empirically shown to ‘work’ through a 2008 trial 
of young female footballers in Norway, where players had 37% fewer training, 29% fewer 

match, and 50% fewer severe injuries (Soligard et al. 2008). When compliance was 

assessed in a further RCT of young female Norwegian football players, it was found that 
high compliance corresponded with significantly lower injury risk (Soligard et al. 2010). 

Other trials of the 11+ have also shown efficacy around various components associated 
with injury risk, such as functional balance (Steffen et al. 2013), neuromuscular control 

and knee flexor strength (Impellizeri et al. 2013; Bizzini et al. 2013), as well as 
static/dynamic balance and thigh muscle strength (Brito et al. 2010; Daneshjoo et al. 

2012a; Daneshjoo et al. 2012b; Reis et al. 2013). Therefore, the 11+ is considered 
clearly efficacious under the Sequence of Prevention model for key measures of sports 

injury prevention outcomes. It ‘works’ to prevent certain sports injuries. 

Similarly, the Nordic Hamstring exercise programme (Mjølsnes et al. 2004), also 
informed by the theoretical underpinnings of the efficacy approach, was developed with 

the aim of creating an efficacious intervention to prevent hamstring injuries. The Nordic 
Hamstring exercise intervention has been shown in efficacy trials to reduce the risk of 

hamstring injuries by at least 50% (Mjølsnes et al. 2004; Arnason et al. 2008; Petersen et 

al. 2011), and therefore is another example of a clearly efficacious intervention – it 
‘works’ to prevent injury under the Sequence of Prevention. 

The Sequence of Prevention (van Mechelen, Hlobil & Kemper 1992) has proven to be a 

key model of influence in the sports injury prevention literature, with the 1992 version 
having reached 1075 citations (Google Scholar March 2017). As its theoretical 

underpinnings are clearly compatible with efficacy approaches, the Sequence of 
Prevention has underpinned much of the popularity of studying sports injury prevention 

through the ‘gold standard’ of efficacy trials. The popularity of efficacy approaches to, 
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and the resulting proven empirical efficacy of, sports injury prevention interventions is 

reflected in several systematic reviews on the subject (McBain et al. 2012a; McBain et al. 
2012b; Lauersen, Bertelsen & Andersen 2014; Leppänen et al. 2014; Rössler et al. 2014; 

Soomro et al. 2016). Most tellingly, this influence reflects in a 2012 systematic review of 
sports injury prevention research that showed that, since the early 1980s, RCT studies 

increased by over 650% (McBain et al. 2012a).  

It would appear, therefore, that the existence of efficacious interventions developed 
under efficacy approaches theoretically informed by the Sequence of Prevention (van 

Mechelen, Hlobil & Kemper 1992) means that the future of injury prevention in sports 
settings is clear and secure. Yet, problems in preventing injury in the ‘real-world’ outside 

of controlled efficacy trials have emerged (Hanson et al. 2014; Bahr, Thorborg & 
Ekstrand 2015; Twomey et al. 2015; O’Brien, Donaldson & Finch 2016). Indeed, 

numerous issues have been encountered when transferring efficacious interventions to 
policy and practice in ‘real-world’ contexts, and therefore questions around intervention 

effectiveness, whether they ‘work in context’, have emerged (Kessler & Glasgow 2011; 

Finch 2011a).  

For example, the efficacious interventions highlighted above have proven to be less than 

successful when transferred to other settings. The worldwide uptake of the 11+ was, and 

remains, low, despite financial and other support from FIFA (Bizzini, Junge & Dvorak 
2013). The reasons for this are multi-faceted, but hinge on the underpinning assumption 

that what was proven to ‘work’ in a closed RCT in a high-income country, would work 
when translated to football clubs around the world. However, unforeseen implementation 

barriers were encountered in ‘real-world’ settings, including a lack of dedication and 
motivation to use the program (Bizzini, Dvorak & Junge 2013).  

Similarly, the highly efficacious Nordic Hamstring exercise programme (Mjølsnes et al. 

2004) previously discussed was recently found to not have been adopted or implemented 
by the majority of Champions League or Norwegian Premier League football teams 

(Bahr, Thorborg & Ekstrand 2015). This is despite: 1) hamstring injuries being one of the 
top injury concerns in this population, 2) the intervention itself being proven highly 

efficacious, 3) knowledge of the intervention being high, and 4) these being professional 
leagues which supposedly would have both the time and intrinsic motivation to 

implement such an intervention (Bahr, Thorborg & Ekstrand 2015). Returning to the 2014 

systematic review and meta-analysis of sports injury exercise intervention RCTs 
referenced previously, which showed that the included interventions were generally 
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efficacious, it also showed that limitations exist around study design and context 

homogeneity and thus that results may be ‘clinically useless’ because they are not suited 
to context (Lauersen, Bertelsen & Andersen 2014).  

Whilst efficacy studies theoretically informed by the Sequence of Prevention model (van 

Mechelen, Hlobil & Kemper 1992) are necessary to show whether interventions are 
efficacious, or ‘work’ in controlled settings, outcomes have not been as successful as 

expected when these are implemented across a variety of settings or locations (Finch 
2011b; Hanson et al. 2014; Bahr, Thorborg & Ekstrand 2015; Twomey et al. 2015; 

O’Brien, Donaldson & Finch 2016). These issues appear to have emerged across the 
board in transferring efficacious interventions developed under efficacy approaches to 

the ‘real-world’. A reason for this, as O’Brien and Finch (2014a) showed through a 
systematic review of the implementation of injury prevention exercise programmes in 

team ball sports, is that interventions which are shown to be efficacious inevitably fail to 
systematically examine the influence that key contextual components have on outcomes 

of effectiveness. Further, there is often inadequate reporting of any ‘implementation’ 

components in the published results of efficacy trials, if indeed they were utilised (O’Brien 
& Finch 2014b). Efficacy studies are thus useful for injuries where the aetiology and 

mechanisms of injury and prevention remain unknown, and where the efficacy of 
interventions are unproven, however tend to fall short when interventions are 

implemented in ‘real-world’ settings due to a number of socio-ecological factors (Kessler 
& Glasgow 2011; Finch 2011a). This will be further discussed in the following section. 
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Effectiveness: what ‘works in context’ to prevent sports injury 

In response to the emergence of ‘real-world’ issues impeding the success of efficacious 
sports injury prevention interventions outside of controlled contexts, Finch (2006) has 

been a leader in formally identifying a number of limitations to efficacy approaches to 

sports injury prevention. A key issue being that research has shown ‘what works’ to 
prevent sports injuries in controlled settings, but that this information is not always 

relevant to, nor effective in, ‘real-world’ sports settings (Finch 2006). In this way, Finch 
(2006) was the first to facilitate a key shift to researching intervention effectiveness in the 

field of sports injury prevention, which is “where the preventive effect of the intervention 
is assessed under everyday circumstances” (Finch 2010 pp213).  

Since 2006, a growing body of research, commentary, opinion pieces, and editorials on 

the importance of effectiveness approaches to sports injury prevention research, often 
framed as implementation and dissemination research, has emerged (van Tiggelen et al. 

2008; Finch 2010; Verhagen & van Mechelen 2010; Finch 2011a; Finch 2011b; 
Verhagen & Finch 2011; Bizzini, Junge & Dvorak 2013; Steffen et al. 2013; Hanson et al. 

2014; Donaldson & Finch 2013; O’Brien, Donaldson & Finch 2016). This reflects a similar 
move to effectiveness approaches in health research more broadly (Glasgow & Emmons 

2007; Kessler & Glasgow 2011; Hanson et al. 2012; Peters et al. 2013; Green 2014; 

Neta et al. 2015), including a better accounting for context (Hanson et al. 2005). 

Finch’s work (2006) has, therefore, emerged as significant in the sports injury prevention 

field, with 391 citations to date (Google Scholar March 2017). Critically, in addition to 
formally recognising limitations to efficacy approaches, Finch (2006) also proposed the 

Translating Research into Injury Prevention Practice (TRIPP) framework as a new model 

to theoretically inform sports injury prevention in ‘real-world’ contexts (Figure 2.4). This is 
a six-stage framework aimed at providing the means to ‘bridge the gap’ between 

research and policy/practice. The TRIPP framework therefore aims to assess sports 
injury prevention intervention effectiveness – whether or not an intervention ‘works in 

context’.  
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Model 
stage 

 
TRIPP 

 
Sequence of Prevention 
(van Mechelen, Hlobil & 

Kemper 1992) 
 

1 Injury surveillance Establish the extent   of the 
sports injury problem 

 
2 Establish aetiology and mechanisms of injury Establish aetiology and 

mechanism of injury 
 

3 Develop preventive measures 

 

Introduce preventive 

measures 
4 “Ideal conditions” / scientific evaluation 

 
 

Assess efficacy by repeating 

step 1 

5 Describe intervention context to inform 
implementation strategies 

 

 

6 Evaluate effectiveness of preventive 

measures to implementation context 

 

 

Figure 2.4: The Translating Research into Injury Prevention Practice (TRIPP) framework 

(reproduced from Finch 2006 pp4 with permission from the Journal of Science and 

Medicine in Sport through RightsLink / Copyright Clearance Center – Appendix 1d) 

 

A relevant example of effectiveness research informed by the TRIPP framework is an 

Australian study, the Preventing Australian Football Injuries through eXercise (PAFIX) 
trial, designed to investigate an intervention aimed at preventing lower-limb injuries in 

community Australian football players (Finch, Lloyd & Elliott 2009; Finch, Twomey, 
Fortington et al. 2016). When assessed for efficacy in a clustered RCT, this intervention 

showed a clinically important knee injury rate reduction of 50% and a lower-limb injury 
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rate reduction of 22% (Finch, Twomey, Fortington et al. 2016). Findings around 

effectiveness showed that the intervention only reached 50% of targeted players, but for 
those who were exposed to the training adoption was high (Finch et al. 2014). However, 

a further case study on the implementation challenges encountered during the study 
explained why the latter stages of effectiveness research remain difficult to achieve, 

including ‘real-world’ issues such as player- and coach-related challenges, and 
environmental/equipment factors (Twomey et al. 2015). More specifically, these 

challenges, or ‘real-world’ ‘unanticipated issues’ (Twomey et al. 2015), mirror common 
implementation barriers that have emerged in other similar intervention effectiveness 

studies, including: a lack of compliance (Soligard et al. 2010; Steffen et al. 2013), the 
effect of coach and player injury knowledge, attitudes and beliefs (McKay et al. 2014), 

and insufficient fidelity to the intervention itself (Fortington et al. 2015).  

A subsequent project, the National Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and 
Safety (NoGAPS) study (of which this research is a case study), made use of a TRIPP-

informed effectiveness approach to develop, disseminate and implement an efficacious 

injury prevention intervention, and to evaluate the resources needed for its effective 
uptake (Finch et al. 2011). Three primary phases were used to develop the resulting 

NoGAPS FootyFirst intervention: 1) compilation and quality assessment of research 
evidence, 2) incorporation of clinical expertise and practitioner knowledge and views, and 

3) consideration of end-user preference, capacity, and values (Donaldson, Lloyd, Gabbe, 
Cook & Finch 2016). These phases were informed by prior understandings of the ‘real-

world’ limitations of efficacy approaches (Hanson et al. 2014), the need for theory-
informed implementation practices (Finch 2010; Kessler & Glasgow 2011; Finch 2011a; 

Finch 2011b; Verhagen & Finch 2011; Donaldson & Finch 2013), and, innovatively, 
better incorporating end-users’ perspectives (Donaldson & Finch 2012). The process of 

development was underpinned by the assumption that “scientific evidence is just the 

starting point” (Donaldson, Lloyd, Gabbe, Cook, Young et al. 2016 pp334), and that “it 
will take more than an existing exercise programme to prevent injury” (O’Brien, 

Donaldson & Finch 2016 pp264). Key to this systematic process of developing the 
intervention was the hypothesis that much greater success with regards to the 

implementation of the developed intervention would be seen if it was developed and 
implemented under effectiveness assumptions (Finch et al. 2011). The resulting 

intervention, the FootyFirst lower-limb exercise programme, was thereby underpinned by 
scientific evidence (Donnely et al. 2012; Andrew et al. 2013), expert opinion (Donaldson 

et al. 2015), the knowledge gained in the PAFIX trial discussed in the previous paragraph 
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(Finch, Twomey, Fortington et al. 2016), and a systematic, iterative process to develop 

strategies for its implementation (Donaldson, Lloyd, Gabbe, Cook & Finch 2016; 
Donaldson, Lloyd, Gabbe, Cook, Young et al. 2016). 

Effectiveness models and frameworks, as the PAFIX and NoGAPS FootyFirst examples 

above show, build on, and add to, the success of efficacy trials. However, effectiveness 
approaches, such as those informed by the TRIPP framework (Finch 2006), represent a 

relatively new area of sports injury prevention research, and therefore much less 
published research exists (Klügl et al. 2010). The most recently available critical 

appraisal of sports injury prevention research studies found that 33% were incidence and 
aetiology studies, efficacy studies made up 10%, while effectiveness studies comprised 

1%, and the remaining majority of studies (56%) were reviews and editorials (Klügl et al. 
2010). This trend is reflected in the findings of a 1999 review of prevention research 

more generally, that found that 63% of publications were descriptive, 11% covered 
intervention development, 16% intervention testing, only 5% were concerned with 

implementation, and less than 1% were concerned with dissemination (Oldenburg et al. 

1999). Whilst these reviews are likely out-dated given their age, a 2014 systematic 
review of the reporting of implementation aspects of injury prevention exercise 

programmes in team ball sports, which used the RE-AIM framework (Glasgow, Vogt & 
Boles 1999) to assess reporting of implementation components, specifically: Reach, 

Efficacy, Adoption, Implementation, and Maintenance, paints a similar picture within 
interventions (O’Brien & Finch 2014a). This review showed that reporting of intervention 

components remains scarce. Reporting of efficacy measures was the highest with a 
mean of 58% of these papers mentioning this aspect, whilst reach (38%), implementation 

(36%), adoption (8%), maintenance (1%) reporting was lacking (O’Brien & Finch 2014a). 
Therefore, whilst it may be known whether an intervention ‘works’ or ‘works in context’ or 

not, the reasons why are not generally well articulated.  

Effectiveness approaches to sports injury prevention, theoretically informed by models 
such as the TRIPP framework, have been essential to moving the field forwards. A better 

accounting for, and understanding of, components that assist in ‘real-world’ 

implementation and effectiveness of interventions continue to grow. However, limitations 
to both efficacy and effectiveness approaches, and their theoretical models and 

frameworks, have emerged. These will be discussed in the next section   
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Limitations to efficacy and effectiveness approaches 
 

The ‘puzzle’ approach 

An unintended consequence of both efficacy and effectiveness approaches, as 

evidenced by reviews of study types and the reporting thereof discussed above (Klügl et 
al. 2010; Oldenburg et al. 1999; O’Brien & Finch 2014a), is that studies using these 

approaches rarely follow or investigate all of the steps under a model/framework from 
start to finish in one study. Effectiveness approaches were developed to ‘bridge’ the gap 

between research and its use in practice (Finch 2006; Finch 2011a; Kessler & Glasgow 

2011), however the tendency to reduce these research models and frameworks to a 
single stage study hinders more ‘real-world’ relevant research. Rather, studies tend to 

focus on ‘a piece of the puzzle’, justified as addressing one or two stages of the particular 
model or framework (Finch 2006). Rarely are research studies, such as the NoGAPS 

project (Finch et al. 2011), undertaken where all the steps of a model or framework are 
followed under one study. This may be because full efficacy or effectiveness studies 

following all the steps of a framework or model in one context are costly and lengthy to 
conduct, or that traditional single-disciplinary approaches preclude the multi- and inter-

disciplinary research that these models and frameworks rely on (Glasgow & Emmons 

2007; Craig et al. 2008; Hawe 2015b). 

Glasgow & Emmons (2007) refer to this as the ‘connectedness’ necessary to increase 

translation of research into policy and practice. Currently, research studies are 
“happening in separate ‘silos’ of unrelated activities, as often happens in large systems” 

(Glasgow & Emmons 2007 pp426). The ‘puzzle’ approach may, in this way, be 

hampering progress in intervention research, and reflects in the less-than-ideal wider 
trend within health care research that findings take an average of 17 years to influence 

practice (Morris, Wooding & Grant 2011).  
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The ‘pipeline’ effect 

As discussed, effectiveness approaches build on efficacy approaches to intervention 
research. However, as Greenhalgh & Wieringa (2011), Green (2014), and Hawe (2015a) 

theorize, both efficacy and effectiveness approaches tend to perpetuate the knowledge-

to-practice gap, rather than solving it. A pipeline is created by the research approach 
itself in that efficacy approaches sanitize intervention contexts in seeking empirical 

evidence, and effectiveness approaches tend to work after the fact to find ‘missing’ 
implementation components or factors which must then be influenced (Glasgow, 

Lichtenstein & Marcus 2003; Kreindler 2014).  

Accordingly, both efficacy and effectiveness models/frameworks reflect a ‘pipeline’ 
approach to research and practice (Green 2014; Hawe 2015a). The pipeline approach 

assumes that rigorous scientific research (efficacy research) is conducted at one end of 
the pipeline, and that the practice that must be influenced (through effectiveness 

research) exists at the other (Green 2014; Hawe 2015a). From this view, research must 
be translated into practice through more or different ‘puzzle pieces’ that aim to ‘bridge the 

gap’.  

The assumption that a ‘research to practice gap’ must necessarily exist because of the 
nature of scientific research under conventional models and frameworks, in which the 

pipeline is a temporal sequence in which certain steps must be conducted before the 
next, has been challenged by researchers theorizing about knowledge translation as 

being caused by underlying research assumptions, rather than an unavoidable and 
necessary delineation (Glasgow, Lichtenstein & Marcus 2003; Greenhalgh & Wieringa 

2011; Green 2014; Hawe 2015a). Greenhalgh & Wieringa (2011), in particular, highlight 

the tensions in the knowledge translation literature, finding that the ‘knowledge 
translation’ metaphor places constraints on study design, and often has an outcome 

where “knowledge obstinately refuses to be driven unproblematically into practice” (pp 
501). Further, these authors conclude that research needs to be conceptualised 

differently if better outcomes are to be achieved (Greenhalgh & Wieringa 2011). This is 
echoed by Kreindler (2014), Glasgow, Lichtenstein & Marcus (2003), Engebretsen, 

Sandset & Ødemark (2017), Greenhalgh (2010), Green & Seifert (2005) who have all 
problematized the knowledge translation metaphor, and the resulting ‘pipeline’ approach. 

As Hawe (2015a) concludes, such terminology under conventional approaches (efficacy 

to effectiveness, bridge the gap, knowledge translation) only perpetuates the illusion that 
intervention success is ultimately vested within the implementation process. 
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‘Knowledge translation’ is seeing a revival in the sports injury prevention literature, with 

tools such as the ‘Knowledge Transfer Scheme’ being developed to bridge the gap 
between science and practice (Verhagen et al. 2013). Similarly, a recent opinion piece 

stated that current sports medicine journals are outdated and ineffective in translating 
knowledge, and called for more and better knowledge dissemination (Barton 2017). 

However, these still tend to look at the problem through an efficacy-to-effectiveness lens, 
or a research-to-practice pipeline, and place the solution within these lenses.  

Rather than vesting the problem within the pipeline and through a puzzle approach, the 

arguments presented in this thesis will call for a move to considering  and working with 
ontological complexity, as will be argued in the next chapter. Complexity must be better 

accounted for in designing and conducting research if it is to have an impact on policy 
and practice (Glouberman & Zimmerman 2002; Craig et al. 2008; Boulton, Allen & 

Bowman 2015; Hawe 2015a), including within the sporting context (Bittencourt et al. 
2016).  
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In summary: making the case for considering complexity 
Despite the growth and theoretical development of the field of sports injury prevention 
and safety promotion research, intractable problems remain. It appears that current 

approaches to, and understandings of, sports injury prevention and safety promotion 
could benefit from novel approaches that account for the complexity of social 

interventions.  

As shown in this chapter, it appears that closing the gap between efficacy and 
effectiveness remains a challenging, and perhaps flawed, endeavour. Effectiveness 

approaches have proven useful in starting to ‘bridge the gap’ between content and 
context, or efficacy and effectiveness, through implementation and dissemination 

research. However, even when interventions are designed with included implementation 
plans, the complexity of the ‘real-world’ often impairs their effectiveness. A consideration 

for the complexity of processes both of the intervention itself, and the processes that 
occur between knowledge and action, may be necessary to account for the complex 

ontology of social interventions, and systemic safety promotion.  

Research has provided a wealth of evidence regarding ‘what works’ for sports injury 
prevention (efficacy), as well as provided the rationale and steps towards determining 

‘what works in context’ (effectiveness). A clear next step is to start to uncover more about 

‘what works, for whom, when, where, why, and how’ (Pawson 2006). The gap that this 
study will address is in better understanding the complexity in the gap between how 

knowledge is created, and its use in policy and practice. This includes better 
understanding about what the puzzle approach and pipeline effect look like in context.  

To influence complex problems, an understanding of the nature and implications of 

ontology is required. Therefore, there is a pressing need to take a different approach to 
build on the successes of the past to better understand the complexity of sports injury 

prevention. This will be discussed in Chapter 3.  
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Conclusion 
This chapter has provided an overview of key theoretical models and frameworks of 
injury prevention, and sports injury prevention more particularly. The theoretical 

development of the field of sports injury prevention was traced from its origins in efficacy 
‘what works’ approaches, through to effectiveness ‘what works in context’ approaches. 

This is clearly a young science and the volume of theoretical literature is still relatively 
small. This chapter focused on relevant models and frameworks that underpin these 

approaches, and the current understandings of this field were shown through key 
examples and reviews. Finally, this chapter highlighted two key limitations to 

conventional approaches to sports injury prevention research, and made the case for 
considering a complexity lens. This will now be presented and discussed in Chapter 3.  
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CHAPTER 3: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

Introduction 
The past 20 years of sports injury prevention research reflects a period of what Kuhn 

(1970) deems ‘normal science’, characterised by relative stability and consistent 
successes. Yet, discrepancies, intractable problems that resist explanation by methods 

of conventional science, persist. Accordingly, Kuhn (1970) asserts that progress on such 
issues can only be made when the conventional paradigm is cast into crisis and a 

‘paradigm shift’ occurs. Scientific revolutions are thus necessary to progress, particularly 
where complex problems exist. 

How can a shift to a complexity approach help to understand and influence safety 

promotion within sports settings? This chapter focuses on the key aspects and 
applications, insight and implications of complexity theory as an emerging paradigm in 

health research, and introduces its potential value for the study of injury prevention and 
safety promotion in sport settings. In the vein of Boulton, Allen & Bowman (2015) this 

chapter focuses on complexity ontology (complexity as worldview), rather than the 
epistemology of complexity (the ways we study complexity in the world). 

In the preceding chapter, the literature pertaining to the conventional paradigm of sports 

injury prevention research was reviewed, the intractable issues that persist were 
highlighted, and the need for a complexity approach was introduced. This chapter, 

accordingly, will further show, including through a published editorial, the compelling 
need to bring a complexity approach to sports injury prevention research. Thereafter, the 

theoretical frameworks of conventional and complexity approaches will be compared and 

contrasted. Next, the key tenets of a complexity approach will be defined and described. 
Finally, this chapter will show how complexity theory has been applied to intractable 

problems in other relevant research areas, to demonstrate how this approach could be 
harnessed to potentially benefit sports injury prevention and safety promotion research. 

Therefore, this chapter will show how a complexity approach, through foregrounding the 
ontological complexity of both sport settings and sports injury prevention and safety 

promotion, can potentially make a difference to some of the intractable problems that 
persist in this area of research, policy, and practice. 
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Bringing complexity to sports injury prevention research: from simplification to 
explanation 
 

This section has been published in the British Journal of Sports Medicine (Impact Factor: 

6.6) as:  

Bekker S & Clark AM. 2016. Bringing complexity to sports injury prevention 

research: from simplification to explanation. British Journal of Sports Medicine 
50(24):1489-1490 
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Bringing complexity to sports injury
prevention research: from
simplification to explanation
Sheree Bekker,1 Alexander M Clark2

Sports injury prevention research takes
being formulaic to the extreme. Countless
papers begin by reminding that sports injur-
ies remain a significant public health
burden,1 and we are reassured that the
proven efficacy of numerous interventions
shows that sports injuries can be prevented.2

Despite this optimistic picture, and amidst
the proliferation of consensus statements
and guidelines, the effectiveness of sports
injury prevention interventions remains dis-
appointingly inconsistent. We trace these
discrepancies to two approaches that have
guided past work—simple and complicated
—and then move to propose a potentially
useful way forward, that of complexity.

THE SIMPLE APPROACH
The ‘simple’ perspective advocates that injury
incidence can be reduced via a recipe-type
approach. Simplicity casts sports injuries as
straightforward occurrences for which an
optimal intervention is sought, where inter-
ventions either ‘work’ or ‘do not work’. The
Sequence of Prevention model,3 for example,
consists of four steps: (1) establish the extent
of the problem, (2) establish the aetiology
and extent of the injury, (3) introduce pre-
ventative measures and (4) assess intervention
effectiveness by repeating stage 1. Under this
simplified approach, research is conducted
solely into the efficacy of interventions.

Interventions thus remain remarkably
poorly described, hampering exploration
of reasons for variations in outcomes—
researched as a ‘whole’ rather than as

multifaceted entities. Moreover, it is
debatable whether the simple approach
can even accommodate variations in inter-
vention effects because the focus of this
view is on identifying ‘what works’ rather
than seeking to understand such varia-
tions. This does little to further the under-
standing of the large volume of both
positive and negative findings in this field.

THE COMPLICATED APPROACH
More recent approaches recognise the lim-
itations of this simple view, and the need
for more sophisticated ‘complicated’
approaches to intervention.4 As in other
disciplines, the complicated approach uses
formulae, past experience and historical
precedence to specify what to include or
address in interventions aimed to maxi-
mise their likelihood of effectiveness.5 In
contrast to the simple approach, the com-
plicated perspective acknowledges the
multifaceted nature of interventions,
seeking to understand the influence of
context, evidence-based content, dissemin-
ation and implementation on effective-
ness.4 This approach is often deemed more
‘ecological’, more ‘integrated’ and more
‘real-world’ than the simple approach.

Figure 1 The implications of a complexity approach to sports injury prevention research.
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The attempt to more fully capture what
influences intervention outcomes is
welcome. Yet research continually shows that
many other factors influence intervention
effectiveness, including such components as
compliance, attitudes and beliefs, and fidelity.
Although such components are ubiquitous
across sports settings, these factors remain
vaguely described and unaccounted for.
Consequently, there is no adequate means of
explaining the inconsistent outcomes of sup-
posedly promising interventions designed
under the complicated approach. As such,
variations in effects are dismissed, avoided or
cast as an array of implementation issues.
The assumption appears to be that interven-
tions are ‘proven’ efficacious but unidentified
and unanticipated barriers act to ameliorate
or mask effectiveness.

This complicated view is widely under-
stood and used as the means to ‘bridge
the gap’ between efficacy and effective-
ness. Accordingly, in practice, the compli-
cated approach translates into a lengthy
pipeline process which assumes that we
can bridge this gap if only ‘missing’ imple-
mentation factors are better understood.6

THE COMPLEX ALTERNATIVE
In contrast to simple and complicated
approaches, a complex approach recog-
nises that formulae, experience and prece-
dence have limited applicability across
situations, times and settings.5 Under this
approach, interventions cannot be inher-
ently effective because outcomes are influ-
enced by interactions of people, places
and programmes.7 Single factors are
unlikely to account for large variations in
effect size because interventions have

multiple components, which interact in
unpredictable ways and may be moderated
by context. The question as to whether a
specific type of intervention works or not,
or what its key ‘magic bullet’ components
are cannot, therefore, be addressed.
This shift reflects the complexity of sport

itself. In sport, both results and injuries are
influenced by interactions between people,
the physical environment and the social
environment. Interactions across and/or
between individual components (eg, the
actions or changes made by a coach), sub-
components (eg, actions of particular
players), context (eg, elite v community;
competitive v friendly), as well as a range
of other intervention-related factors (eg,
fidelity), affect outcomes. Given sports
injury prevention outcomes are influenced
by intrapersonal, interpersonal, organisa-
tional, community, and societal factors, it is
puzzling that research into sports injuries
remains firmly anchored in approaches that
view injury events as simple or compli-
cated. Rather, interventions should be
researched in terms of their complexity.8

Future interventions using a complexity
lens should take account of the complex
nature of interventions (figure 1).
Research should focus on ‘what works for
whom, when, where and why’—taking
account of not only whether interventions
work, but also how they interact, influ-
ence and interplay within individuals as
well as different populations.7
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Conventional (simple and complicated) approaches: the machine metaphor 
The machine metaphor of Newtonian science underpins the conventional (simple and 
complicated) paradigm of research. The conventional perspective, therefore, takes the 

approach that all systems consist of parts, and that parts can be studied and used to 
explain the whole (Zimmerman, Plsek & Lindberg 1998). This approach is reductionist 

and considers all systems, whether mechanical or social, as machines.  

The reductionist conventional approach has proven useful and successful in instances 
where simple (recipe-like) or complicated (composed of subsets of simple systems) 

problems are studied, however this is considered by some to be inadequate for 
understanding the nature of complex social systems (Glouberman & Zimmerman 2002). 

Potentially more successful sports injury prevention and safety promotion outcomes 
requires a better understanding of such complex social systems and how they can be 

influenced systematically. Therefore, a complexity lens has been chosen as the 
theoretical framework to underpin this research into sports injury prevention and safety 

promotion. 
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The complexity approach: social systems 
Complexity theory assumes that the whole is always more than merely the sum of its 
parts (Byrne & Callaghan 2013). In relation to social interventions, complexity holds that 

the world is an ever-changing open system, fluid and in flux, and that outcomes are 
never entirely predictable or even patterned (Boulton, Allen & Bowman 2015). 

Complexity theory, thus, emerged as a science by which to explore what surfaced as the 
limitations of conventional reductionist science (Table 3.1).  

Table 3.1: Comparing conventional paradigm with complexity paradigm (adapted from 

Mohammadi 2010 pp26)  

Table 3.1 has been removed due to copyright restrictions
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Emergence of complexity theory 
The origins of complexity theory are traced in Castellani & Hafferty’s (2009) ‘Map of the 
Complexity Sciences’. This map shows the rich, varied, and continually emerging history 

and development of this ontological perspective (Figure 3.1).  

 

Figure 3.1: Map of the Complexity Sciences (Reproduced from Castellani & Hafferty 
2009 with permission from Springer through RightsLink / Copyright Clearance Center – 

Appendix 1e) 

 

In the health sciences, the most commonly applied area of the complexity sciences is 

that of systems science. I have chosen not to use systems science in this work as, 

aligning with Boulton, Allen & Bowman (2015), systems thinking tends to involve dividing 
problems up into parts, and then studying the causal relationships between those parts. 

Therefore, systems science is, through the Glouberman & Zimmerman (2002) lens, 
classed as complicated rather than complex, and has an epistemological focus rather 

than an ontological one.  
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Instead, this study will draw from the development of social complexity meta-theory in the 

social sciences, as led by authors: Prigogine (1978), Prigogine & Stengers (1997), 
Zimmerman, Plsek & Lindberg (1998), Holland (2000), McElroy (2000), Glouberman & 

Zimmerman (2002), Castellani & Hafferty (2009), Byrne & Callaghan (2013), Boulton, 
Allen & Bowman (2015), and Tsoukas (2016). Secondly, this work draws from complexity 

theorists working in health sciences, including: Plsek & Greenhalgh (2001), Clark (2013), 
and Hawe (2015a). 

As a social complexity meta-theory in the health sciences emerged from a wide range of 

fields, including evolutionary biology, computer sciences, systems theory, and social 
sciences (Cohen 1999), it is not recognised as a pure theory as such, and would be 

better understood – for the purposes of this thesis - as a framework or lens (Mohammadi 
2010) which is how it is applied in this study. As Boulton, Allen & Bowman (2015) argue 

in their book on embracing complexity science, complexity “is not a model or a method or 
a metaphor, it is a description of the way things are” (pp27). Similarly, Castellani & 

Hafferty (2009) explain it in this way:  

“Social complexity theory is more a conceptual framework than a traditional 
theory. Traditional theories, particularly scientific ones, try to explain things. They 

provide concepts and causal connections (particularly when mathematicised) that 

offer insight into some social phenomenon...Scientific frameworks, in contrast, 
are less interested in explanation. They provide researchers effective ways to 

organise the world; logical structures to arrange their topics of study; scaffolds to 
assemble the models they construct. When using a scientific framework 

‘theoretical explanation’ is something the researcher creates, not the other way 
around” (pp34).  

On the same premise, Pawson and Tilley (1997), on arguing for ontic depth in 
intervention research, state the “need to penetrate beneath the surface of observable 

inputs and outputs of a program” (pp215) of a simple or complicated lens to move toward 
a deeper explanation of outcomes that manifest in the interplay of complex social 

mechanisms. Complexity theory thus situates the nature of being as a state where 

formulae and prior experience are necessary but insufficient to understanding the inner 
workings of social interventions. Using this view, social interventions cannot be ‘broken 

down’ into singular components or pieces of the puzzle, as the intersection of 
components is understood to hold very real synergies in the fundamental relationships 
between components (Clark 2013) - the whole is more than the sum of its parts. 
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Complexity theory is, in essence then, an ontological frame of reference (Castellani & 

Hafferty 2009).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is outside the scope of this thesis: 

For the purposes of this work it is important to note firstly what is not being attempted. I will 
not attempt a comprehensive overview or comparison of complexity science, in any of its 

multiple forms. I have a more modest goal, which is to provide an overview of the 

fundamental tenets of complexity theory that bear relevance to the study at hand, so as to 
later apply the relevant insights to the findings and conclusions of this research. Although I 

recognise the existence, critiques, contributions, and potential of the different stances, my 
study takes its point of departure in seeking ontological relevance above all, through the lens 

of complexity theory.  

The justification for this is that this research will not rely on specific complex intervention 
guidance or evaluation frameworks, but rather draws on the essence of complexity theory as 

a theoretical framework. The advantage of a complexity lens is that it provides the language 
by which a different manner of thinking about the ways in which the world works, and ways of 

being within the world can be explained. This allows implicit assumptions to be made explicit, 
which, in turn, allows for complexity ontology to be embraced rather than controlled for or 

written out.  

Therefore, my goal is to draw on the ontic depth and tenets of complexity theory to uncover 
how this perspective can be applied to sports injury prevention and safety promotion 

research, so as to ultimately suggest ways in which old incorrigible problems can be 
confronted in new and exciting ways. 
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Key tenets of complexity theory 
What are the relevant key tenets of a complexity theory framework? In this section, the 
three key tenets and respective sub-tenets introduced in the embedded editorial (Bekker 

& Clark 2016) will be further defined and discussed. These guiding assumptions will later 
inform the key conclusions drawn from this research. 

To refresh, the key tenets of a complexity approach are:  

1) Open systems (stratification and fluidity),  

2) Non-linearity (emergent properties and feedback loops), and  

3) Improbability (demi-regularities and the ability to evolve, learn, and adapt).  
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Tenet 1: Open systems 

Unlike conventional Newtonian approaches, complexity theory embraces an 
understanding of contexts as open systems that are fluid and in flux - rather than 

controlling for contextual inference or writing complexity out. Under a complexity 

approach, interventions are considered open systems, implemented within other, wider 
open systems (Clark 2013).  

Open systems are understood to be inherently messy, consisting of many dependent 
and interdependent components, ever changing, and constantly affecting one another 

(Clark, Lissel & Davis 2008). Interventions, under a complexity lens, must be theorised, 

designed, implemented, and evaluated in wholly different ways than conventional 
science allows so as to account for, rather than control for, the inherent messiness of 

open systems. Artificially controlling systems, as conventional simple and complicated 
research approaches do, is a limitation to gathering information about the real power and 

working of an intervention in the ‘real-world’.  
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Stratification 

The ontology of complexity, informed by critical realism, holds that “reality is divided or 
stratified into 3 domains: the actual (events and actions that are more likely to be 

observed), the real (underlying powers, tendencies, and structures whether exercised or 

not that cause events in the actual domain), and the empirical (fallible human perceptions 
and experiences, including science)” (Clark, Lissel & Davis 2008 ppE69). In order to 

understand and influence the way that interventions work more deeply and to understand 
the causal social mechanisms, an understanding must be brought in that accounts for 

the whole of reality. Research that accounts for the domain of the real, whilst 
investigating in the domains of the actual and empirical, holds to a better account of ontic 

depth. This stratification is congruent with, and holds insight for, a complexity approach 
to intervention within open systems. 

Stratification, at the level of the actual, refers to the layers or levels of both the individual, 

and their environment. A human being is a collection of cells, which forms a collection of 
organs, which forms a human being, which exists within a community, within a society. 

This stratification of the environment, as it relates to injury causation, has been depicted 
in the ‘injury iceberg’ (Hanson et al. 2005) (Figure 3.2).   

 

Figure 3.2: Injury Iceberg (Reproduced from Hanson et al. 2005 with permission from 
CSIRO Publishing © Australian Health Promotion Association 2016 - Appendix 1f) 
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Stratification is essential to understanding the world in that “instead of a purely 

conventional distinction between ‘micro’ and ‘macro’ it appeals to the real ontological 
distinctions between the various layers or ‘strata’ in the natural and social worlds” (Gorski 

2013 pp659). Complexity ontology holds that reductionism is futile, as breaking wholes 
down into ever-smaller parts can become a never-ending exercise (Gorski 2013). It is 

recognised that science can learn, and has learned, from this reductionism, but 
complexity also holds that the strata higher up the ‘pyramid’ are irreducible to simpler 

parts or lower levels. The whole is more than the sum of its parts.  

The tenet of stratification, therefore, explains why conventional approaches to 
interventions, developed under conventional simple and complicated lenses, are often 

not as successful as first deemed possible. Interventions that study and rely on parts of 
the whole (usually coaches) to adopt and implement sports injury prevention 

interventions are rendered inadequate when a complexity perspective holds that there 
are wider powers at work (e.g. managers, sporting culture, ‘winning at all costs’ mindset, 

patriarchal society) that need to be recognised, accounted for, and influenced. 

Furthermore, interventions are generally developed and evaluated through the lens of 
‘parts of the whole’, whilst the powers inherent in those parts remain unrecognised, 

unseen, and therefore unstudied.  
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Fluidity 

Stratified open systems are fluid and in flux. As Boulton, Allen & Bowman (2015) state: 
“the idea that the world is complex and interconnected – neither random nor chaotic, but 

not predictable either – is not a new idea” (pp6). Rather than focus on a false 

understanding of the social world as static, complexity theory holds that the world is 
constantly, and consistently, becoming. This allows for an understanding of 

interconnection and impermanence across stratification and within open systems. 

Prigogine (1997) explained fluidity as a world that is “under perpetual construction” (pp1), 

and that there is a potential for “order through fluctuation” (1978 pp781). Therefore, 

accepting the fluctuating nature of the world, and embracing inherent diversity 
(heterogeneity) as a key feature of complexity (Mohammadi 2010), allows for a more 

nuanced understanding of social systems.  
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Tenet 2: Non-linearity 

Non-linearity, or generative causation, holds that A plus B does not necessarily equal C. 
For example, as discussed in Chapter 2 the literature review, taking a sports team and 

adding an efficacious injury prevention intervention does not mean that it will be 

implemented consistently, or be effective. Outcomes are non-linear. Therefore, 
complexity theory tends to seek the deeper causal mechanism explanations of how 

interventions work, the generative causation, rather than the linear cause and effect 
relationships expected under the assumptions of conventional simple efficacy or 

complicated effectiveness research. 

Rather than the successionist or linear view of empirical research, a complexity lens thus 
acknowledges the existence of generative causation or non-linearity (Clark 2013). 

Causation is not taken to be linear, where intervention X causes outcome Y, but rather 
that the intervention triggers underlying causal powers inherent in strata, and thus the 

action of the intervention emerges (Pawson & Tilley 1997). Therefore, interventions do 
not ‘work’ as such, but it is the act of intervening that sets in motion a triggering of known 

and unknown social powers that act on the strata and thus generate outcomes. Indeed, 
Pawson (2014) asserts that it is a lazy linguistic habit to say that interventions ‘work’, 

rather it is ‘people that make interventions work’. 

Intervening in sports injury prevention and safety promotion is, then, not as simple as 
taking a population, adding an intervention, and expecting a hypothesised outcome. 

Rather, complexity ontology helps to theorize from the outset, and then explain why, the 
assumptions underpinning linear cause-and-effect type research are not holding to 

hypotheses as well as would be expected in the social world, even after controlling for 

barriers and enhancing facilitators. A complexity lens holds that interventions should be 
theorised in ways that account for deeper non-linear causation, with the ultimate aim of 

uncovering both positive and negative outcomes and learning from the patterns that 
emerge.  
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Emergence 

Emergence is defined as “a relationship between two features or aspects such that one 
arises out of the other…[but] remains causally and taxonomically irreducible to it” (Clark, 

Lissel & Davis 2008 ppE70). Where stratification is the explication of parts and wholes, 

emergence refers specifically to the powers contained within the combinations of those 
parts and wholes. Unlike simple or complicated approaches, complexity holds space for 

parts, wholes, and their powers (Clark 2013). These powers are not always observable, 
and thus cannot always be measured, even when they exert a real influence. Boulton, 

Allen & Bowman (2015) suggest that such changes are usually “a qualitative change – a 
shift in characteristics, patterns and relationships, and dimensions” (pp41). This is non-

linear emergence embodied.  

The emergent tendencies and powers held within the combination of strata exert a very 
real force on this world, whether this is recognised or unrecognised, exerted or not (Clark 

2013). Complexity holds that the ways that strata combine creates new inherent real 
underlying structures and powers at the level of the real, which cause events in the 

domains of the actual and empirical. Everything is therefore, understood to be 
connected, whether it can be seen, proven, recognised, or not. Further, emergence 

shows that components can come together across realms to create new components. 

For example, emergence holds that humans are more than just a collection of cells 
because if components in the stratified hierarchy are removed, the levels above cease to 

exist.  

Sport is emergence embodied. Sport is irreducible to the players, the equipment, and the 

rules - but rather it is the combination of these with a whole host of other parts which may 

or may not be readily observable (such as the spirit of competition, fans, the reward, the 
sporting culture etc.) from which that what we know as ‘sport’ emerges. Sport injury 

prevention and safety promotion interventions should be reconsidered in light of the 
potential powers that emergence contains and exerts. Complexity approaches hold that 

interventions do not merely act within the strata of the individuals and their environment, 
as current reductionist research assumes. Implementing a complex intervention within a 

complex sport setting both has, and creates its very own, non-linear emergent properties, 
and it is these that need to be recognised and explained in order to understand and re-

conceptualise interventions in such a way that potentially is more useful, more relevant, 

and more successful. 
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Feedback loops 

Interventions affect themselves. Interventions often have long tails (where effects and 
outcomes are seen in the longer-term), where periods of lag have passed after the initial 

success, and where long-term outcomes may be different from those that were initially 

observed (Hawe 2015a). This is because, according to the tenet of feedback loops, 
interventions affect themselves and thus re-organise future actions. Complexity holds 

that interventions are not static, but that they evolve, and that this needs to be accounted 
for in research designs. It is no longer enough to rely on simple and complicated 

methods that measure observable outcomes on a one-off and usually short-term basis. 
Rather, multiple follow-up evaluations are necessary to understanding how interventions 

really work and evolve in context. 

The presence of feedback loops can be observed in the sports injury prevention setting 
too. It has been shown that under-15 schoolboy rugby players believe that they can 

tackle harder when wearing protective headgear (colloquially known as the superman 
effect) (Finch, McIntosh & McCrory 2001), suggesting that behaviour is influenced by the 

intervention (headgear) itself. Therefore, feedback loops are at play as future actions by 
players are re-organised in light of the intervention. Similarly, it was recently reported in 

the New Zealand media that schoolboy rugby players were being starved/starving 

themselves to make the weight limit to participate in a tournament – the weight limit was 
introduced as a safety measure so that the risk of bigger boys injuring smaller boys 

would be reduced (Hurndell 2016). Such examples in injury prevention research are 
prolific, often framed as ‘unintended consequences’ of the intervention under simple and 

complicated lenses, rather than recognising the ontology of complex social structures. 
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Tenet 3: Improbability 

Intervention outcomes are uncertain, and in some cases unintended, unpredictable, and 
unknown. However, even if outcomes are uncertain, they are not likely to be entirely 

random (Boulton, Allen & Bowman 2015). If non-linearity, emergence, and feedback 

loops are assumed, then improbability of effects can be the only expected outcome. 
Instead of controlling for improbability, a complexity lens provides contingencies for 

facilitating better understandings through studying demi-regularities, and the ability to 
evolve, learn, and adapt.  
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Demi-regularities 

Complex outcomes from complex interventions in complex settings are better 
understood, and therefore studied, through the pattern of patterns, more formally termed 

demi-regularities. This allows for the crafting of deeper explanations behind the question 

‘what works, for whom, when, where, why, and how’ (Pawson & Tilley 1997). Outcomes 
in the form of demi-regularities are understood as being somewhat patterned, rather than 

being relegated to the uniform (identical over time) or chaotic (random over time) (Clark 
2013). Outcomes thus naturally self-organize (Boulton, Allen & Bowman 2015).  

All interventions are variations of interventions that came before them, applied in different 

contexts and thus triggering different causal mechanisms and outcomes in an open 
environment that is fluid and in flux (Pawson 2014). Therefore, it is possible to study the 

demi-regularities of interventions and their outcomes to draw deeper inferences from the 
existence of recurring patterns, which could allow for better transfer of findings over 

different contexts. 
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Evolve, learn, and adapt 

Finally, interventions are understood to evolve, learn and adapt under complexity 
assumptions. In other words, from the moment when an intervention is implemented, the 

context is already evolving, as a potential trigger for causal tendencies and powers has 

been introduced. This means that changes can be seen in the short-term, but also that 
medium-term and longer-term outcomes may be different from what was initially 

observed. A generative emergent ontology explains that interventions affect themselves, 
and that there is contextual learning, evolving and thus adaptation (Clark 2013). Further, 

there is a possibility that there may be a lag time, during which nothing of consequence 
happens, and effects and outcomes may only be seen in the longer-term (Hawe 2015a). 

This means that intervention evaluation cannot rely on once-off study, but that follow-up 
evaluations are needed once the intervention has had time to meld into its environment. 

Therefore, there is a need to understand that interventions work differently and have 
different effects over time. 

An example of this can be found in Pawson and Tilley’s (1994) research on crime 

prevention video cameras. Video cameras are often installed in so-called crime ‘hot 
spots’ to deter potential criminals. This may be effective in the short-term, however, in the 

longer-term the hot spot with the video cameras transforms into a new context in and of 

itself. Instead of being deterred by the cameras, would-be criminals often learn how to be 
‘better criminals’ in those areas, and perpetrate their crimes in new innovative ways that 

cannot be detected by the video cameras. In this way, the intervention has been subject 
to a feedback loop, there is evolution of the context in that it affected the very mechanism 

that made it effective in the short-term. Hot spots with video cameras become a new 
context in the long-term, and would-be criminals learn and adapt. 

For sports injury prevention interventions, once introduced into a sporting context, 

outcomes may change over time and different causal mechanisms may be triggered as 
the emergent context evolves and adapts. For example, coaches, support teams, 

managers, and the composition of the team itself change over time. This means that an 
intervention that was implemented and successfully triggered the desired causal 

mechanism last season, may be ineffective this season as the components change. 
Underlying powers and tendencies are not static, feedback loops come into play, and 

open environments are fluid and in flux.  
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Applications of complexity in research 
The complexity tenets, open systems (stratification and fluidity), non-linearity (emergent 
properties and feedback loops), and improbability (demi-regularities and the ability to 

evolve, learn, and adapt), provide an understanding of sports injury prevention and safety 
promotion as being inherently complex. Unlike studying machines, and unlike laboratory 

research in closed systems, sports injury prevention and safety promotion research falls 
squarely into the domain of active social interventions in open systems. Thus, a 

theoretical framework grounded in complexity is appropriate for this study.  

Complexity theory provides a lens with which to look at old intractable problems in new 
ways by advocating for the recognition of ontic depth. As introduced in the editorial at the 

start of this chapter (Bekker & Clark 2016), and previously explained in a commentary 
elsewhere by Clark et al. (2012), a complexity ontology must be brought in to the study of 

social systems as:  

“outcomes can be influenced by individual components (a manager), 
subcomponents (a single player’s attitude), context (a muddy pitch), and a range 

of uncontrollable factors (injury to key player). Deeper still, interactions between 
these elements may occur and generate new effects – for example, the gifted 

player who underperforms in the context of a ‘big match’ with a hostile crowd” 

(ppe8316).  

This analogy shows that a social intervention can never be simple or even complicated, 

but rather that interventions contain underlying mechanisms that both contain and exert 
powers, and that these are often messy, uncontrollable and inherently complex. Despite 

conventional research methods attempting to control for such elements in an attempt to 

uncover and influence causality, complexity holds that it is the underlying mechanisms of 
interventions that must be uncovered, examined, and influenced through research – 

rather than the overt focus on the outcomes of the intervention itself. Conventional simple 
and complicated approaches have a real danger of reducing everything to components 

and risk factors, and diminishing the complexity of the generative causation and non-
linearity of intractable issues.  

Researching only the observable inputs and outputs of an intervention most often 

translates into the flawed assumption that it is possible to determine whether an 
intervention ‘works’ or not (Pawson & Tilley 1997). This is likened to asking ‘does this 

football team win?’ – flawed because this cannot be a yes or no question; without 
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context, the answer must always be: ‘it depends’. Therefore, when questions are 

considered for their ontic depth, certain questions are rendered redundant (Clark et al. 
2012). Intractable problems, according to Pawson & Tilley (1997), “are always embedded 

in a range of attitudinal, individual, institutional, and societal processes, and 
thus…outcomes are generated by a range of macro and micro social forces” (pp215). 

Complexity theory has been applied as a theoretical framework in a similar manner to the 

lens taken in this research in a diverse range of fields such as criminology (Pawson & 
Tilley 1994), hospital and healthcare management (Plsek & Greenhalgh 2001), schools 

and health (Mohammadi 2010), and heart failure disease management programmes 
(Clark & Thompson 2012). Particularly pertinent to this study, Mohammadi (2010), in 

studying health promotion in school settings, concluded that there is a pressing need to 
achieve a deep understanding about the complexity of context, and that new strategies to 

intervene in the setting must be informed by a complexity ontology if changes are to be 
achieved. Similarly, the research around the complexity of heart failure disease 

management programmes relates particularly to the understanding of injury prevention 

and safety promotions programmes, as both focus on non-pharmacological interventions. 
Clark & Thompson (2012) made a similar call for a new complexity paradigm in heart 

failure research, and later published recommendations for future research in this area 
that included the need to examine demi-regularities, underlying causal mechanisms, 

context, and to address what works, for whom, when, and why (Clark et al. 2015). The 
strengths of a complexity paradigm are thus being recognised both in settings and health 

care research.  

Limited published literature exists in which this lens has been applied to sports injury 
prevention and safety promotion. Some published commentaries have alluded to the 

possibility of viewing injury prevention in general with complexity in mind, however these 
have focused on an epistemological or methodological shift to systems science, rather 

than a paradigm shift to an ontological lens grounded in social complexity theory 
(Hanson et al. 2005; Hanson et al. 2012; Lich et al. 2013; McClure et al. 2015; Hulme & 

Finch 2015).  

Recently, a conceptual paper utilizing complexity theory for sports injury prediction (the 
precursor to prevention) was published by Bittencourt et al. (2016). This paper included a 

narrative review of the paradigm shift from reductionism to complexity by utilising tenets 

such as open systems, non-linearity, recursive loops, and uncertainty, before introducing 
a new complex model for sports injury prediction. Accordingly, the authors present a 
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complex model for sports injury prediction, consisting of an emerging pattern of injury or 

adaptation determined by risk or protective regularities, a ‘web of determinants’, and 
recursive loops (Bittencourt et al. 2016). This new concept is a strong and positive move 

towards the inherent complexity of sports injury prevention, and can provide important 
new understandings for, and indeed dovetails with, the prevention of sports injury and 

promotion of safety as proposed in this thesis.  

If the world is viewed as inherently complex, then there must be no choice but to grapple 
with its complexity (Wong 2013). Not doing so, and continuing to approach complex 

problems with conventional simple and complicated approaches, renders efforts 
essentially futile. As Boulton, Allen & Bowman (2015) state: “if the world is complex, then 

acting congruently with that complexity can be simpler than trying to control a machine 
that does not exist” (pp6).  
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Conclusion 
Sport is a setting in which physical injury and harm may occur, and indeed sports injury 
prevention and safety promotion interventions themselves, can, and I argue should, be 

understood as complex. This view, seeing old issues in new light, could result in more 
effective and sustainable solutions to old incorrigible problems 

To improve prevention outcomes, this chapter has presented a broader perspective of 

the world, as being more inherently complex than is usually acknowledged in this field of 
research. This brings a greater attention to, a deeper understanding of, and a fuller 

sense of the power of viewing sporting contexts and injury prevention interventions as 
being complex, providing a framework which conveys an alternative approach. This 

allows profoundly different insights to, and implications of, approaching intractable 
problems systemically in this context.  

Following, Chapter 4 will present the methodology and findings of the research presented 

in this thesis.  
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CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY AND FINDINGS 

Introduction 
Seeking to prevent injuries and promote safety in sport settings is an important public 

health goal (Conn, Annest & Gilchrist 2003; Finch & Cassell 2006; Finch, Kemp & 
Clapperton 2015). This endeavour is not a straightforward one – rather, it demands a 

complex approach within complex sport settings that may yield complex outcomes 
(Bekker & Clark 2016). When seeking to reduce injury and promote safety, one size does 

not necessarily fit all.  

In Chapter 2, the literature was reviewed to present background information about 
frameworks and models used in sports injury prevention and safety promotion research. 

Chapter 3 presented and discussed the theoretical framework for this study - complexity 
theory - as a new way to understand, explain, and influence intractable problems in injury 

prevention and safety promotion in sport settings.  

This chapter describes the methodology for, and findings of, this study. As there is 
limited qualitative research in the field of sports injury prevention and safety promotion, 

and also a limited acknowledgement of the complexity of this field of research, this 
chapter will explain and then justify the use of this methodological perspective for this 

study. 

The first part of this chapter discusses the research approach, philosophical 
underpinnings, strategy of inquiry, ethical considerations, as well as rigour and 

trustworthiness for this research. The second part of this chapter is comprised of the two 
embedded peer-reviewed publications that provide further details of the methods used in 

both parts of this study, and present the findings. 
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Research approach 
In order to reduce risks, achieve safety, and increase participation in sport, there is a 
clear need for effective approaches to sports safety to be developed, distributed, and 

implemented. There has been limited development, or critical evaluation of 
understanding of the nature of social reality underpinning research into sports injury 

prevention and safety promotion, linked to the type of empirical research generally 
undertaken in this field. 

The research problem for this study, as defined in Chapter 1, is to determine whether a 

complexity approach can help to better understand systemic safety promotion within 
Australian community sport settings.  Whilst significant strides have been made in 

addressing the public health problem of sports injuries through prevention, there remains 
a paucity of knowledge as to how best to approach the intractable or complex problems 

that remain resistant to conventional research approaches. Complex problems are those 
issues that require a range of influences to counteract at different levels, including 

attitudinal, institutional, and societal considerations (Pawson & Tilley 1997), such as 

presents in the problem of sports injuries (Bekker & Clark 2016). The crux of the work 
presented in this study, therefore, lies in the use of an innovative theoretical framework 

as discussed in Chapter 3, which builds on conventional approaches to research (simple 
and complicated approaches), and moves to exploring safety in sport through a 

complexity lens (Bekker & Clark 2016).  

A complexity approach, by its very nature, advocates the use of the strengths, and 
mitigation of the weaknesses, of different research approaches by highlighting the 

ontological relevance of the research design and conceptualisation to the research 
questions being explored (Byrne & Callaghan 2013). This means that a complexity 

approach is compatible with qualitative, quantitative, and mixed-methods study designs 
(Byrne & Callaghan 2013; Bekker & Clark 2016). In this study, a qualitative design was 

chosen as the most appropriate and the rationale for this is discussed next.  
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Paradigm: qualitative research 

In deciding which approach was most relevant to this research study, it is useful to refer 
back to Chapter 2, the literature review, where the gaps in the existing literature are 

discussed. In this field of research, it is clear that the focus has largely been on 

quantitative approaches, as evidenced by the large body of research (Klügl et al. 2010; 
McBain et al. 2011a; McBain et al. 2011b) addressing the initial stages of sports injury 

prevention, underpinned by frameworks such as the Sequence of Prevention (van 
Mechelen, Hlobil & Kemper 1992) and the Translating Research into Injury Prevention 

Practice Framework (Finch 2006). Research into these initial stages focuses on issues 
such as injury surveillance and determining the efficacy of interventions, for which 

quantitative approaches are generally most appropriate. Indeed, a review by Klügl et al. 
(2010) showed that the vast majority of studies in this field investigate these initial 

stages. Therefore, sports injury prevention and safety promotion research is currently 
heavily weighted toward research that favours quantitative approaches, which does not 

readily address the issue of the complexity of safety in sports settings. Indeed, 

quantitative research does not adequately describe the processes of knowledge 
translation that occur between research outcomes and their implementation in 

policy/practice. The value of using a complexity approach, and its affinity with both 
qualitative and quantitative approaches, means that the approach chosen is led by the 

research question rather than methodological predilection. In this case, a qualitative 
approach was considered more suited to eliciting the kind of knowledge necessary to 

understanding sports safety through a complexity lens.  

More recently, Finch (2011a) called for more research into the implementation and 
dissemination of interventions, which suggests the use of qualitative research 

approaches, which may provide greater understanding of interventions. However, there 
still remains a lack of focus on exploring this and the wider sports safety issues from a 

qualitative perspective. As shown through the preceding chapters, this qualitative gap 
stems from, and has resulted in, a poor understanding of the implementation of complex 

interventions in complex sport settings. This is where taking a complexity approach will 

provide a different ontological lens through which to consider the issues of sports safety. 
To this end, qualitative research is well suited to meeting the objective of this research as 

it can provide “…a focus on individual meaning, and the importance of rendering the 
complexity of a situation” (Creswell 2009 pp4). 
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Further, similar to the contrast between conventional and complexity paradigms 

discussed in the theoretical framework (Chapter 3), there are significant differences 
between qualitative and quantitative paradigms of research (Table 4.1) (Mohammadi 

2010; Cresswell 2009). A qualitative approach will enable this study to explore the 
complex process of knowledge translation of sport safety information, and provides an 

alternative perspective from traditional quantitative outcomes to sports safety seen in 
many earlier studies.  

Table 4.1: Comparison of underlying assumptions in quantitative and qualitative 

research (Adapted from Mohammadi 2010 pp67). 

The field of sports injury prevention research has, up until recently, largely made use of 

simple and complicated lenses, and thus quantitative approaches have been used to 

address pressing research problems (Klügl et al. 2010). To reiterate, this does not imply 
that quantitative approaches are inappropriate or simplistic, only that they are inadequate 

for researching complex problems in complex contexts on their own (Bekker & Clark 
2016). If taken under an ontological lens grounded in complexity, then the qualitative 

research assumptions in Table 4.1 are clearly a good fit for complexity-consistent 
research relevant to this study. These assumptions mirror the tenets of complexity theory 

as discussed in Chapter 3.  

Table 4.1 has been removed due to copyright restrictions
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Therefore, to understand complex problems in the area of sports safety, an 

understanding of the nature and implications of complex social reality was required. In 
order to provide new insights into the social complexity of sports injury prevention and 

safety promotion, a qualitative study design was thus chosen for this study as this “is a 
means for exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a 

social or human problem” (Creswell 2009 pp4). In this study, a qualitative approach was 
considered to be the most appropriate for exploring the research problem and answering 

the research questions presented in Chapter 1. 
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Epistemology: constructivism 

In working from a complexity approach to sports injury prevention and safety promotion, 
as discussed in Chapter 3, it has been recognised that open systems (stratification and 

fluidity), non-linearity (emergent properties and feedback loops), and improbability (demi-

regularities and the ability to evolve, learn, and adapt) underscore intervention (Bekker & 
Clark 2016). The epistemological perspective must clearly fit with these ontological 

assumptions about social reality. As shown in Chapter 3, ontology is too often ignored or 
written out of interventions designed under simple and complicated lenses. Yet, 

epistemology is implicitly constructed out of ontological assumptions (Creswell 2009). 
Therefore, a coherent fit must be present for relevant and meaningful research to be 

undertaken. 

 Clark, Lissel & Davis (2008) suggest that, in stark contrast to the so-called ‘paradigm 
wars’ between positivist and constructivist approaches, a complexity lens reflects a deep 

consideration for the ontological lens rather than a focus on the epistemic basis of 
research – a focus led by the research question and context as opposed to the traditional 

disciplinary orientation. Therefore, a complexity approach was chosen for this study, led 
by an ontological perspective suggested by Fletcher (2016 pp2) in that “despite the 

seeming opposition between the constructivist and positivist perspectives, each reduces 

reality to human knowledge, whether that knowledge acts as a lens or container for 
reality”.  

Further to this, research under this lens is explained by Clark, Lissel & Davis (2008) to 
hinge on the explanation of social contexts in the ontological domain of the real 

(underlying powers, tendencies, structures), through the study of the actual (observable 

events and actions) and/or empirical (fallible human perceptions and experiences). 
Therefore, in this study, this approach allows for uncovering a problem in the domain of 

the actual, to validate it empirically, and then to further recognise that underlying social 
structures exist in the domain of the real (such as class, culture, or discrimination), which 

exert realised or unrealised power whether or not they are known or recognised (Clark, 
Lissel & Davis 2008). An example of how this perspective applies to research is provided 

by Clark, Lissel & Davis (2008): gender bias or discrimination may exist irrespective of 
whether or not it is recognised.  
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A key feature of this ontological approach, explained by Pawson & Tilley (1997) is to 

focus on questions of the explanation of the emergent reality of scientific fact, human 
experiences, as well as underlying social structures and systems, so as to show how 

these can cumulate into a progressive body of useful knowledge about so-called ‘wicked’ 
or complex problems. Research under this approach is, therefore, conceptualised to 

uncover the domain of the real to attempt to explain the deeper causal mechanisms, or 
those forces that produce events at the empirical and actual levels (Fletcher 2016). 

Complexity ontology allows a ‘both-and’ approach which holds positivism and 
constructivism as complementary rather than competing, and allows for the use of either, 

neither, or both epistemologically depending on the relation to the ontology of the 
phenomena being studied and the outcomes sought.  

Since the majority of research into sports injury prevention and safety promotion has 

been underpinned by positivist quantitative approaches (Klügl et al. 2010), a 
constructivist qualitative approach was considered appropriate to providing new insights 

and understandings to this field of research via this study. In this way, valuable new 

information to supplement and indeed complement current knowledge, produced through 
a different kind of knowledge creation, is provided.  

Qualitative research is typically associated with a social constructivist epistemology 

(Creswell 2009). As constructivism allows for understanding, multiple participant 
meanings, social and historical construction, and theory generation (Creswell 2009), 

these assumptions are clearly compatible both with complexity ontology and the aims of 
this study. This allows for researching the actual, whilst taking into account the real and 

the rich history of prior research into the empirical to construct and create a deeper 
reflection of the whole of social reality. Therefore, the original research studies reported 

in this thesis are underpinned by constructivist epistemological assumptions.  
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Strategy of inquiry: case study 

The complexity of the social world is explicitly assumed to have an effect on the outcome 
of research under a complexity approach. Outcomes are always understood to be 

mediated by context, and conditioned by location - in what Sayer (2010) deems 

“contingent necessity”. In other words, “activated differently, same causal power can 
have different outcomes” (Parr 2015 pp373). This reflects back to the assumption, 

explained in Chapter 3, that research is needed to determine ‘what works, for whom, 
when, where, and why?’ under complex assumptions (Pawson & Tilley 1997; Bekker & 

Clark 2016). More evocatively, paraphrasing Pawson (2013): ‘what works in Wagga 
Wagga on a wet Wednesday will not work in Melbourne on a muggy Monday’. Therefore, 

interventions and their outcomes are understood to be place, time, and context 
dependent (Pawson 2013).  

Case studies allow for in-depth research of a pre-determined setting, location or context, 

such as a specific intervention, group, or individual, bound by time and activity (Creswell 
2009). As this research aimed to contribute to a better understanding of the complexity of 

systemic safety promotion in sports settings, a case study strategy of inquiry is thus both 
relevant and ideal for this study.  

Further, the opportunity to conceptualise this research as a case study nested within the 

larger core National Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety (NoGAPS) 
project (Finch et al. 2011) allowed for a clear and purposive context, setting, and location 

for this research. Accordingly, this study consisted of two parts, A and B, which together 
form the original case study research reported in this thesis. 

The protocol of the larger NoGAPS partnership project has been published elsewhere 

(Finch et al. 2011). More detail on the location and setting for the case study reported in 
this thesis (the NoGAPS organisations, and the wider Australian sports setting) has been 

provided in Chapter 1, as well as within each of the following embedded publications.  

Further information on each study setting, participants, recruitment processes, data 
collection and analyses, and methodological limitations are provided within the following 

two embedded publications respectively. 
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Ethical considerations 

Proposed research with human participants must be granted approval from an 
independent human research ethics committee prior to its commencement (Creswell 

2009). As this research was conceptualised as a sub-study of the larger NoGAPS study 

(Finch et al. 2011), all ethical issues in the NHMRC National Statement on Ethical 
Conduct in Human Research (2007) were considered and duly addressed. Ethical 

approval was gained from the Federation University Australia Human Research Ethics 
Committee as application E13-014 (Appendix 2a) and E13-015 (Appendix 2b) for parts A 

and B respectively.  

As this research formed part of the larger NoGAPS project, the organisations and 
representative participants were informed of conduct of this research project at 

partnership research meetings in 2013. Prior to the commencement of data collection for 
each study, plain language statements and informed consent forms were emailed in 

advance to each participant, then confirmed and signed at data collection. Throughout 
this research, participants were assured that they were under no obligation to participate, 

that they would not be individually identified in any reporting or publication arising from 
this study, that confidentiality would be strictly maintained, and that data would be 

destroyed at their request or after the requisite retention period, which is currently five 

years. Each participant was further advised that they would be able to withdraw from 
participation at any stage, and that this would not affect their continued participation in 

the larger NoGAPS project. 

The data are stored separately in a password-protected electronic format and/or locked 

filing cabinet at the Australian Centre for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention 

(ACRISP) office. The interview recordings and transcripts were given a code and only the 
researchers listed on the ethics approval have access to a list that matches participant 

name and the name of the organisation to the code. Further, the transcripts were de-
identified prior to storage. The data will be destroyed by the chief investigator on the 

larger NoGAPS project (CF Finch) after 5 years, as per the ethics approvals. Final 
project reports for these studies have been submitted to the Federation University 

Australia Human Research Ethics committee. 
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Rigour and trustworthiness 

Establishing the legitimacy of a research study is important for demonstrating the 
integrity of the study process, and ensuring the credibility of the reported findings (Noble 

& Smith 2015). This is important for maintaining academic research standards, and 

ensuring acceptability with intended audiences. Legitimacy is generally established 
through addressing rigour and trustworthiness. Rigour refers to a measure of study 

validity and reliability, often associated with quantitative research (Morse et al. 2002; 
Noble & Smith 2015). Trustworthiness, on the other hand, emerged as a parallel means 

of establishing study quality and credibility when using qualitative research approaches 
(Lincoln & Guba 1985). 

In the reporting of qualitative studies, trustworthiness is most often addressed using 

Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) evaluative criteria, a series of techniques for demonstrating: 
1) credibility, 2) transferability, 3) dependability, and 4) confirmability. Techniques for 

addressing these aspects include, for example, triangulation, thick description, inquiry 
audit, and reflexivity (Lincoln & Guba 1985). Since the 1990s, various other iterations of 

the Lincoln & Guba (1985) criteria for evaluating the rigour of qualitative studies have 
emerged (Creswell 1997; Thorne 1997; Noble & Smith 2015).  

Ongoing debates, however, about the credibility of determining rigour and 

trustworthiness in qualitative research, and the purpose thereof, abound. Most relevant to 
this study is the concern raised by Morse et al. (2002 pp15) about the popularized “shift 

from constructive (during the process) to evaluative (post-hoc) procedures” when 
reporting on trustworthiness utilizing Lincoln & Guba’s (1985) and other (Creswell 1997; 

Thorne 1997; Noble & Smith 2015) criteria. Whilst ultimately Morse et al. (2002) make 

the case for process-driven verification strategies for establishing reliability and validity in 
qualitative research, they are in agreement with Wolcott (1990 pp121) in that 

considerations for paradigm must be taken into account when determining how best to 
“apparently ‘have’ or ‘get’ or ‘satisfy’ or ‘demonstrate’ or ‘establish’” aspects related to 

validity. Similarly, the post-hoc approach to trustworthiness runs the risk of positioning 
qualitative studies as inherently less ‘rigorous’ or legitimate than quantitative research 

(Morse et al. 2002; Sandelowski 1993; Noble & Smith 2015). Thereby, the adaptation 
and application of quantitative concepts of validity and rigour into a measure of 

trustworthiness for qualitative studies is problematized as possibly inconsistent with 

epistemological assumptions (Morse 1999; Morse et al. 2002), and therefore it is 
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important that paradigmatic underpinnings be taken into account when establishing 

trustworthiness.  

To this end, Porter (2007) makes the case for a realist ontology approach to rigour and 

trustworthiness. The complexity approach discussed in the theoretical framework used to 

inform the development, conduct, and reporting of this study is informed by my reading of 
critical realism, particularly the work of the philosopher Bhaskar as introduced in the text 

of Collier (1994). Therefore, it is appropriate to underpin this section with an ontological 
approach to rigour and trustworthiness that is grounded in realist principles. Most 

relevant to this study is Porter’s (2007 pp85) agreement with realist complexity theorists 
Pawson and Tilley (1997) in stating that “interventions will be viewed differently from the 

different perspectives of the different stakeholders involved. Thus, if we consider a 
healthcare intervention, then intervention formulators, policy-makers, managers, 

clinicians and clients will all have their different ‘take’ on its effectiveness and the factors 
that promote or inhibit that effectiveness”. These authors thus agree that complexity-

consistent rigour and trustworthiness requires that multiple perspectives be taken into 

account, and the understanding that interventions are never implemented in isolation in a 
closed-environment. Rather, open systems, non-linearity, and improbability underpin 

social mechanisms (Bekker & Clark 2016), and thus understandings of rigour and 
trustworthiness. Therefore, Porter’s (2007) case for a realist approach to validity is 

appropriate for this study.  

Porter (2007) admits that there is no ‘golden key’ to judging rigour or trustworthiness from 
this perspective, but recommends the TAPUPAS criteria from Pawson et al. (2003) as 

being consistent with realist complexity approaches. As the theoretical realist complexity 
work of Pawson and Tilley (1997) and Pawson (2006; 2013) extensively influenced the 

theoretical framework underpinning this study, their TAPUPAS criteria are appropriate to 
address aspects associated with rigour and trustworthiness in this study. These are: 

1. Transparency 

2. Accuracy 
3. Purposivity 

4. Utility 
5. Propriety 

6. Accessibility 

7. Specificity 
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Transparency 

Transparency asks whether the process of knowledge generation is open to outside 
scrutiny (Pawson et al. 2003). In the reporting of this study, the research aims, 

objectives, questions, theoretical framework, methodology, and methods used by 

reporting decisions made along the way have been made clear through each subsequent 
chapter of this thesis. This is to show exactly how the research was conducted, who was 

involved, and how data collection and analysis was undertaken, and why. Further, more 
details on each of the two peer-reviewed published studies embedded in this chapter 

have been reported, so as to augment the information and findings provided in the 
articles themselves. 

 

Accuracy 

Accuracy asks whether the claims made are “supported by and faithful to the events, 

experiences, informants and sources” (Pawson et al. 2003 pp9). In the reporting of this 
research, fidelity has been maintained through ensuring that any assertions, conclusions 

and recommendations drawn are based upon relevant and appropriate information. For 
example, to achieve this, suitably anonymised quotes from participants themselves have 

been reported in study B. I have been clear in any reported conclusions that these are 

based on this case study or these participant experiences within the theoretical 
framework of this study, and that whilst they may resonate with other people, these may 

not be widely generalizable to other settings. This further resonates with the realist 
complexity understanding that what may work in one setting, may not be appropriate in 

another, but that wider patterns or demi-regularities may arise (Pawson & Tilley 1997).  

 

Purposivity 

Purposivity refers to the approaches and methods utilized, and whether they are 
appropriate or ‘fit for purpose’ (Pawson et al. 2003). In the reporting of this research, I 

have documented the decisions made with regards to the approach and methods chosen 
to answer the research questions, in order to clearly show my reasoning. This is most 

clearly shown in chapters 3 and 4. Whilst it is highly probable that other researchers may 
have taken a different approach or used different methods, I believe that my approach 

and methods are justified as appropriate to meet the objectives laid out in chapter 1.  
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Utility 

Utility holds that “knowledge should be appropriate to the decision setting in which it is 
intended to be used, and to the information need expressed by the seeker after 

knowledge” (Pawson et al. 2003 pp10). In other words, are the knowledge claims 

appropriate and do they answer the research questions? Chapter 5 will more fully 
address utility, in drawing together studies A and B to present key conclusions and 

provide recommendations. The published findings of study A and B respectively, 
embedded in the next two sections of this chapter, have been evaluated by my peers as 

being of utility appropriate to publish in indexed peer-reviewed journals.  

 

Propriety 

Propriety asks whether the research has been conducted ethically, legally, and with due 
care to all relevant stakeholders (Pawson et al. 2003). Ethical considerations were 

addressed in the previous section of this chapter, including such aspects as informed 
consent, which inherently address and meet the legality and duty of care of this study.  

 

Accessibility 

Accessibility refers to the manner in which knowledge is presented, and holds that it 

should be presented in such a way that meets the needs of the knowledge seeker. For 
the purposes of this study, the knowledge produced has been presented in the form of 

this thesis, as well as two peer-reviewed publications. Other forms of knowledge have 
also been generated (and will be generated in future), such as conference and other 

presentations (Appendices 5-7), recognition from key organisations (Appendix 8), media 

(Appendix 9), as well as blog posts and plain language statements aimed both at 
researchers and policy-makers alike. These have also been shared with the research 

participants.   
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Specificity 

Specificity refers to the knowledge generated reaching source-specific standards 
(Pawson et al. 2003). In other words, the knowledge generated must ‘pass muster’. Both 

studies A and B have already been accepted as satisfactory through peer-reviewed 

publication in indexed scholarly journals as shown in the next two sections of this 
chapter. The full reporting of the research in this thesis has been guided and deemed 

appropriate by both my supervisors, however ultimately the judgement of specificity of 
this study for its purpose will lie with its examiners.   

The TAPUPAS principles are a useful complexity-consistent set of principles that assist 

with ‘thinking through’ criteria for assessing the reporting of a research study when 
addressing rigour and trustworthiness. Pawson et al. (2003) have asserted that these are 

not intended to be a simple checklist, but rather a means to assist the researcher to 
apply professional judgement on a case-by-case basis. It is my intention, through 

signposting the aspects that the TAPUPAS principles have provided, to show my own 
due process for ensuring the rigour and trustworthiness of this research.   
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Study A 
 

Too much information? A document analysis of sport safety resources 
from key organisations. 

 

This study has been published in BMJ Open (Impact Factor 2.4) as:  

Bekker S & Finch CF. 2016. Too much information? A document analysis of sport 
safety resources from key organisations. BMJ Open 6(5):e010877 

 

Supplemental material that was published alongside this paper as supplementary 
material 1, has been included in this thesis as Appendix 3. 
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ABSTRACT
Objectives: The field of sport injury prevention has
seen a marked increase in published research in recent
years, with concomitant proliferation of lay sport safety
resources, such as policies, fact sheets and posters.
The aim of this study was to catalogue and categorise
the number, type and topic focus of sport safety
resources from a representative set of key organisations.
Design: Cataloguing and qualitative document analysis
of resources available from the websites of six
stakeholder organisations in Australia.
Setting: This study was part of a larger investigation,
the National Guidance for Australian Football
Partnerships and Safety (NoGAPS) project.
Participants: The NoGAPS study provided the context
for a purposive sampling of six organisations involved
in the promotion of safety in Australian football. These
partners are recognised as being highly representative
of organisations at national and state level that reflect
similarly in their goals around sport safety promotion in
Australia.
Results: The catalogue comprised 284 resources.
More of the practical and less prescriptive types of
resources, such as fact sheets, than formal policies
were found. Resources for the prevention of physical
injuries were the predominant sport safety issue
addressed, with risk management, environmental issues
and social behaviours comprising other categories.
Duplication of resources for specific safety issues,
within and across organisations, was found.
Conclusions: People working within sport settings
have access to a proliferation of resources, which
creates a potential rivalry for sourcing of injury
prevention information. Important issues that are likely
to influence the uptake of safety advice by the general
sporting public include the sheer number of resources
available, and the overlap and duplication of resources
addressing the same issues. The existence of a large
number of resources from reputable organisations does
not mean that they are necessarily evidence based, fully
up to date or even effective in supporting sport safety
behaviour change.

INTRODUCTION
We have become a society hallmarked by the
aphorism ‘too much information’, or simply
‘TMI’, as the World Wide Web has ushered in

an era in which information is at our finger-
tips. It has been suggested that, for up to 61%
of American adults1 and 78% of Australian
adults,2 their first port of call for healthcare
information is searching the internet, or what
is colloquially referred to as ‘Dr Google’.
Moreover, it has been shown that if a doctor
working in primary care were to relay all of
the recommended primary healthcare infor-
mation to patients at every opportunity that
presented itself, it would take an average of
7.4 h of their time each day.3

The field of sport injury prevention has
seen a marked increase in information avail-
able through scientific and medical journals
in recent years, as evidenced by a systematic
review of over 12 000 published research arti-
cles.4 Coinciding with this, there has been a
concomitant proliferation of lay safety infor-
mation, such as policies, fact sheets and
posters, on injury prevention strategies
intended for informing the general sporting
public, ostensibly based on the aforemen-
tioned scientific evidence. This has been
accompanied by a strong trend towards elec-
tronic dissemination of such information,5

possibly because of the relative ease of access
and cost-effectiveness of developing and dis-
seminating resources in soft-copy rather than
hard-copy form.

Strengths and limitations of this study

▪ Document analysis is a systematic, qualitative
research method for thematically reviewing
documents.

▪ The websites from six organisations were
included. These organisations have previously
been recognised as key stakeholders in sport
safety in Australia, and hence are considered
broadly representative of similar organisations.

▪ This research did not analyse the quality of the
content of the resources, and while the import-
ance thereof is recognised, it was outside the
scope of this particular study.
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In light of this, this paper presents a first step in collat-
ing, and categorising, sport safety resources that key
organisations distribute electronically via their websites.
The aim of this research was to determine the number,
and thematically categorise the type and topic focus, of
resources disseminated by a set of key organisations
which curate sport safety promotion information
intended for the general sporting public.

METHODS
Describing the research context
This study was part of a larger investigation, the National
Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety
(NoGAPS) project.6 A key aim of the broader NoGAPS
study was to identify factors that influence the translation
of safety promotion interventions into practice in commu-
nity sport. The partnership aimed to reduce knowledge
gaps between (1) policy and practice, (2) efficacy to effect-
iveness, (3) research knowledge to translation and (4)
elite sport and community sport. The NoGAPS study pro-
vided the context for a clear and well-defined purposive
sampling of six organisations for this research study: the
Australian Football League (AFL), Victorian Health
Promotion Foundation (VicHealth), New South Wales
Sporting Injuries Committee (NSWSIC), JLT Sport as a
division of Jardine Lloyd Thompson Australia Pty Ltd ( JLT
Sport), Sport and Recreation Victoria (SRV) and Sports
Medicine Australia (SMA). These organisations were ori-
ginally chosen for the NoGAPS project because they are
recognised as key stakeholders in safety promotion in
Australia, especially as it applies to the sport of Australian
football.6 This group is therefore representative of organi-
sations at national and state level that reflect similarly in
their goals around safety promotion in sport in Australia.
Details of our engagement with these organisations,
though regular consultation and meetings throughout the
NoGAPS project, have been published elsewhere.7

Ethical approval
Ethical approval was granted by the Federation
University Australia Human Research Ethics Committee
(Ballarat, Australia).

Identifying sources of safety information
Currently, in Australia, there is no single source of infor-
mation or set of comprehensive resources available for
sport safety promotion, or to inform the general sporting
public about the risks associated with sport participation.
Sport settings, therefore, need to actively seek and use a
range of safety promotion information from a variety of
sources, often found online. The websites of the NoGAPS
organisations provide key example sources of this type of
information. This study collected, catalogued and the-
matically categorised the types and topic focus of all
safety promotion resources applicable to sport settings
available from the websites of the NoGAPS organisations
between April and October 2013, inclusive.

Identifying types of resources
First, the types of resources available from the NoGAPS
organisations that could be included in a catalogue of
safety promotion resources for community sport clubs—
rather than elite sport settings—in Australia were deter-
mined. Starting with formal document types, the World
Health Organization definition for policy (8 p4) was the
starting point to identify relevant formal resource types:
‘A policy on…injury prevention is a document that sets
out the main principles and defines goals, objectives,
prioritized actions and coordination mechanisms, for
preventing intentional and unintentional injuries and
reducing their health consequences’. The words ‘action
plan’, ‘strategy’ and ‘programme’ and their synonyms
were added as also denoting types of resources.8–10

Second, the practical end versions of resources (such as
posters/fact sheets/guidelines) and all synonymous deri-
vatives were included. The option to add to this list of
types of resources as they emerged was maintained
throughout the data collection process.

Search strategy
To ensure that no resources were missed, two
approaches were used in collating resources for the cata-
logue: (1) an online search of each NoGAPS organisa-
tion website by the first author; and (2) a direct email
request to each NoGAPS organisation representative.

Website search
The website search was conducted first. The home page
of each NoGAPS organisation website was accessed in
April 2013. This page was scanned for links to safety pro-
motion resources relevant to sport settings, before a sys-
tematic search of the full website was conducted. Owing
to the continually evolving nature of websites as informa-
tion is updated, this search was repeated 6 months later.
Repeating the search ensured that the final catalogue
represented an accurate reflection of the resources avail-
able from these organisations over the course of
6 months in 2013—so as to ensure inclusion of new
resources that were added to the websites over that time
period. Full details of the systematic search are detailed
in online supplementary material 1.

Direct request
A direct request for the website resources was also made to
each NoGAPS organisation’s nominated representative, by
email, in May 2013, requesting the same types of resources
as sourced in the online search. This was to ensure that no
resources were missed. Full details of this approach are
detailed in online supplementary material 1.

Collation of catalogue
Two catalogues (one for each search strategy) of col-
lected resources were created using NVivo qualitative
data analysis software (QSR International Pty Ltd. V.10,
2012). Each search strategy catalogue contained a list of
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the resources identified and retrieved, organised by the
NoGAPS organisation providing it.
The two catalogues were then merged, duplicate

resources between catalogues removed and a final cata-
logue of safety promotion resources available from the
NoGAPS organisations was collated. This process is
shown in figure 1.

Document analysis
The topics of items included in the final catalogue were
categorised for themes using document analysis, a sys-
tematic, qualitative research method for thematically
reviewing documents.11 The catalogue was coded first by
resource type starting with policy and its identified deri-
vatives, second by the less formal document types and
finally by including new types of resources as codes as
they emerged. The second theme coded for was the

sport safety issue/s addressed by the resource, based on
resource title alone, and adding codes to the sport safety
issue theme as they emerged. Each of these two themes
(type and issue) was then depicted using
NVivo-generated data visualisation Word Clouds that
encode word frequency information via font size and
font colour/shade,12 as shown in figures 2 and 3.

RESULTS
A total of 284 safety promotion resources were included
in the final catalogue, demonstrating a large number of
individual resources available for sport settings in
Australia from these NoGAPS organisations alone. The
types of resources in the catalogue are shown in table 1
and figure 2. As can be seen in table 1, the NoGAPS
organisations disseminated more practical forms of

Figure 1 Search strategy used to identify the sport safety resources available from the NoGAPS organisations. NoGAPS:
National Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety project.
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resources, such as fact sheets and flyers, than they did
formal policies or regulations. Resources aimed at
knowledge translation through education and guidance,
such as research reports and guidelines, were the
second and third most common types of documents dis-
seminated by these organisations. Figure 2 clearly
depicts the numerous types of resources (such as fact
sheets), with the frequency of their appearance in the
catalogue indicated by font size.
The range of sport safety issues addressed by items

within the catalogue is shown in table 2 and figure 3.
Table 2 shows that resources for the prevention of phys-
ical injuries were the most frequent, which may be due
to the focus of the sports injury prevention field being
predominantly on biomechanical and musculoskeletal
interventions. Resources for sport-specific injury preven-
tion guidelines were the second most frequent issue
addressed by the documents in this catalogue. This
covered very popular sports such as running and cricket,
but also included resources for less popular sports such
as aerobics and in-line skating (rollerblading). Third,
risk management and safety procedures, such as match
day checklists, were well covered by all six organisations.
In addition to injury prevention resources, four organisa-
tions also disseminated broader health promotion
resources such as physical activity promotion for diabetes
prevention. Figure 3 depicts the most common topic
issues (such as concussion)—with frequency indicated
by font size—as well as the target groups (such as
women or children) and the sports they addressed (such
as Australian football).

Table 3 depicts the considerable duplication of
resources for single sport safety issues across and within
organisations. For example, there were 15 identified
resources for concussion, including three duplicate docu-
ments, from two organisations. Similarly, there were 11
resources for heat/ultraviolet light protection from four
different organisations, with three duplicate documents.

DISCUSSION
This study is the first worldwide to analyse the number,
type and topic focus of safety promotion resources avail-
able online for sport settings, across a set of key organi-
sations. The resultant catalogue of resources addressing
an overlapping array of issues is reflective of the rapid
development and rise in the popularity of sport, and its
associated safety problems, which has occurred without
the concomitant development of comprehensive or tar-
geted safety initiatives.13 Moreover, it creates and perpe-
tuates the very same ‘too much information and too
little time’ issue in information dissemination and avail-
ability as described in the introduction to this paper.
Ideally, international, national and community sport

organisations should collaborate to address elite-level
and community-level safety by setting rules and norms of
conduct.14 Instead, the paucity of a national comprehen-
sive sport safety policy in Australia has led to an environ-
ment focused on fragmented safety issues that often
only cover single or limited concerns, which is often not
mandated in a top-down manner.15 The problem is exa-
cerbated because community sport has a heavy reliance
on volunteers adopting multiple roles, with very little
health-related knowledge or experience.16–18 This results
in a smaller pool of sustained knowledge and expertise,
particularly around the issue of safety practices,15–17

compounded by smaller budgets and personnel time
constraints.18 Formal safety policies and practices, in the
form of written or unwritten guidelines, are therefore
often lacking or inconsistently implemented in these set-
tings.16 19 20 This lack of a comprehensive and coordi-
nated approach to sport safety could result from sport
clubs themselves being unaware of available information,
or because of poor dissemination of formal policy and
related information by overarching sporting organisa-
tions.17 While most sporting organisations now recognise
the importance of safety issues, few sport clubs currently
have the resources, staffing, motivation or direct
mandate to administer measures to counteract risk.13

Organisations such as those represented by the
NoGAPS partners aim to bridge this gap by providing
and disseminating safety promotion information in the
form of a range of resources for a variety of sport set-
tings, as evidenced by the catalogue in this study. The
extent of this catalogue and the duplication within it, in
turn, may be indicative of the current ad hoc process
used in the development of sport safety resources. The
development of new resources appears to be largely
reactive to specific requests from sport clubs in reaction

Figure 2 Word Cloud of most common types of sport safety
resources available from the NoGAPS organisations.
NoGAPS: National Guidance for Australian Football
Partnerships and Safety project.

Figure 3 Word Cloud of most common sport safety issues,
target groups and sports found in the sport safety resources
available from the NoGAPS organisations. NoGAPS: National
Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety
project.
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to specific incidents or media coverage, or resulting
from outputs of research projects, rather than through
targeted broad proactive prevention efforts. This devel-
opment process perpetuates replication of the types of
resources available across organisations, and duplication
of resources covering the same safety issues within and
across organisations. Duplication of resources addressing
the same issue suggests a piecemeal approach and lack
of strategic accumulation of existing safety knowledge
and initiatives. Further, consideration for the needs of
the sport setting itself remains underexplored, and it is
imperative that the end-user perspective is taken into
account if safety promotion is to be effective,21 as it is
unknown as to whether or not these resources have
been evaluated for effectiveness across different con-
texts. It is apparent from this study that people seeking
sport safety information have to contend with the avail-
ability of a variety of overlapping resources, from differ-
ent organisations, addressing the same sport injury
prevention issue in either the same or different ways. An
unintentional rivalry of resources for safety promotion
activities is thus created, potentially rendering informa-
tion dissemination efforts ineffective.

Not surprisingly, considering the comparatively vast
base of scientific literature, the prevention of physical
injury in sport (eg, concussion or anterior cruciate liga-
ment injuries) was most commonly addressed in
resources from the NoGAPS organisations. The websites
of the NoGAPS organisations also typically provided
more of the practical and less prescriptive end versions
of policies, such as fact sheets, than formal policies
themselves.
It was beyond the scope of this study to assess the

quality of the content of resources or to explore how and
why they were developed by the organisations. This
should be the focus of future research because such
factors are likely to influence the uptake and use of such
resources by the public. Moreover, mere existence of
online resources does not necessarily equate to evidence-
based, useful or transferable information. A recent study
of online concussion information found the quality to be
varied with many key facts omitted from resources, even
though the research knowledge base for safety practices
to address concussion is sound.22 A more recent qualita-
tive review of sports concussion educational informa-
tion23 noted that simply making information available

Table 1 The type and number of sport safety promotion resources available from the six NoGAPS organisations

Resource type
Number of separate
resources identified

Number of NoGAPS organisations
providing resources of this type

Fact sheet/information sheet/booklet/pamphlet/brochure/
letter/summary/flyer

116 6

Education/research/reports 46 6
Manual/guidelines/framework/guide 36 5
Checklist/form/template/tool/system/action plan/sample 30 6
Policy 23 5
Acts/rules/regulations 7 3
Position statement 7 3
Poster 6 2
Code/code of conduct/code of behaviour 5 2
Links to other online resources 5 2
Resource list/order form 3 3
NoGAPS: National Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety project.

Table 2 The sport safety issues addressed in the catalogue of safety resources available from the six NoGAPS
organisations

Sport safety issue
Number of separate
resources identified

Number of NoGAPS organisations
providing resources addressing issue

Physical injury prevention (including concussion) 61 5
Sport specific 58 2
Risk management/safety procedures/first aid 48 6
Environmental issues (heat/ultraviolet/lightning/ground
conditions/facilities/infectious diseases/blood)

33 6

Social behaviours (doping/alcohol/gambling/smoking/
racial tolerance/religious tolerance/GLTBQIA*
tolerance)

20 5

Health promotion 16 4
*Gay, lesbian, transgender, bisexual, queer, intersex, asexual.
NoGAPS: National Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety project.
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increases knowledge, but does not produce long-term
behaviour change. Similarly, editorials and opinion
pieces24–26 have stated that, despite the existence of scien-
tific evidence, the effectiveness of sport injury prevention
interventions remains decidedly ineffective because little
attention has been given to information dissemination
needs and processes.
It must be stressed here that it is not interventions per

se that work, but rather it is people that make interven-
tions work.27 Interventions are always implemented
within a wider socioecological context,28 and attitudes,
individuals, institutions and societal constraints all play a
role.29 Furthermore, resources are never embedded into
contexts as a singular entity, rather they form part of a
range of rival interventions/policies/resources,29 as this
study has shown. The perpetual development and dissem-
ination of evermore resources, without recognising the
potential interplay thereof, or subsequent evaluation as
to effectiveness within context, only adds to this rivalry.

Study limitations
This study did not analyse the quality of the content of
the resources, and, as discussed, while the importance
thereof is recognised, it was outside the scope. The web-
sites from only six organisations were included; however,
these organisations have previously been recognised as
key stakeholders in sport safety in Australia and hence
are considered broadly representative of similar organi-
sations.6 7 While this study was conducted using a set of
Australian organisations, we believe the issues raised are
indicative of the nature of the development of sport and
its concomitant safety issues in similar countries globally.
This study did not collect information on how the need
for the particular resources was first identified or how
the specific resources were developed by the organisa-
tions. It will be an important next research step to evalu-
ate organisational process and intentions behind
resource development and dissemination strategies. The
first author completed the document analysis and

thematic coding, with review input from the coauthor.
Notwithstanding these limitations, and as described else-
where,7 there was significant consultation with, and rec-
ognition of this research by, the NoGAPS organisations,
each of which was invited to comment on the compiled
catalogue and findings relevant to their organisation.

CONCLUSION
This study used a qualitative document analysis approach
to identify and describe how many and what types of
resources are available for sport settings from the websites
of key organisations, as well as the sport safety issues they
address. The findings highlight important issues that are
likely to influence the uptake of safety advice and infor-
mation by the general sporting public. First, the general
sporting public has access to at least 284 resources for
safety promotion from these six organisations alone.
Second, the proliferation of resources on apparently the
same safety issues only adds to the rivalry of limited time
and ability of end users to identify and implement safety
initiatives within their sport settings. This is exacerbated
by the fact that those accessing the resources and needing
to make safety decisions are likely to be volunteers
without formal sport injury prevention training or health
backgrounds. If sport bodies do not mandate safety
actions through higher levels of administration, there is
potential for confusion at community sport club level as
to what action to take when there are many possible
options available to them though different resources.
Third, the mere existence of a large amount of resources
from reputable organisations does not mean that they are
necessarily evidence based, fully up to date or even effect-
ive in supporting sport safety behaviour change.
Over recent years, there has been a shift to online dis-

semination of sport safety promotion information,22 but
much of this has not drawn on well-established princi-
ples of social marketing to direct it.30 31 Unfortunately,
this ad hoc approach has led to a proliferation of
resources that are neither regulated nor scrutinised for

Table 3 The duplication of resources for specific sport safety issues, across and within the six NoGAPS organisations

Sport safety issue

Total number of resources
identified across all NoGAPS
organisations

Number of NoGAPS
organisations providing
resources on this broad topic

Number of duplicate
resources across NoGAPS
organisations

Risk management/
safety procedures

26 5 2

Concussion 15 2 3
Heat/ultraviolet 11 4 3
Respect/tolerance 9 3 0
First aid 9 3 0
Facilities 8 2 0
Doping 4 2 0
Ground conditions 4 2 0
Alcohol 3 3 0
Smoking 2 2 0
NoGAPS: National Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety project.
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quality. Sport settings, therefore, have access to a prolif-
eration of rival resources, which reflects a potentially
inefficient and ineffective manner in which to promote
safety. Research can only have an impact on sport safety
practice if evidence is consolidated and presented in
such a way that effective practices are triggered, rather
than creating a rivalry for implementation efforts
without concomitant evaluation for effectiveness. Rather
than merely calling for more research, or for more
knowledge translation, we conclude that there is an
immediate need to undertake research to better under-
stand how to focus information accumulation, resource
consolidation and better evaluation of the effectiveness
of sport safety resources. Most importantly, future devel-
opment and dissemination of sport safety resources will
require full consideration of the needs of the end user
from the outset.

Twitter Follow Sheree Bekker at @shereebekker and Caroline F Finch at
@CarolineFinch
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The translation of sports injury prevention
and safety promotion knowledge: insights
from key intermediary organisations
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Abstract

Background: A recognised research-to-practice gap exists in the health research field of sports injury prevention and
safety promotion. There is a need for improved insight into increasing the relevancy, accessibility and legitimacy of injury
prevention and safety promotion research knowledge for sport settings. The role of key organisations as intermediaries in
the process of health knowledge translation for sports settings remains under-explored, and this paper aims to determine,
and describe, the processes of knowledge translation undertaken by a set of key organisations in developing and
distributing injury prevention and safety promotion resources.

Methods: The National Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety (NoGAPS) project provided the context
for this study. Representatives from five key NoGAPS organisations participated in individual face-to-face interviews
about organisational processes of knowledge translation. A qualitative descriptive methodology was used to analyse
participants’ descriptions of knowledge translation activities undertaken at their respective organisations.

Results: Several themes emerged around health knowledge translation processes and considerations, including (1)
identifying a need for knowledge translation, (2) developing and disseminating resources, and (3) barriers and enablers
to knowledge translation.

Conclusions: This study provides insight into the processes that key organisations employ when developing and
disseminating injury prevention and safety promotion resources within sport settings. The relevancy, accessibility and
legitimacy of health research knowledge is foregrounded, with a view to increasing the influence of research on the
development of health-related resources suitable for community sport settings.

Keywords: Knowledge translation, Dissemination, Implementation, Injury prevention, Safety promotion, Sport

Background
In healthcare research, the time lag between evidence
being produced and its use in practice is an average of
17 years [1]. Knowledge translation has emerged as an
important research area concerned with reducing this
lag by determining how research findings can best in-
form guidelines, policy and practice [2]. WHO ([3], p. 2)
defines knowledge translation as “the synthesis, exchange
and application of knowledge by relevant stakeholders to
accelerate the benefits of global and local innovation in
strengthening health systems and advancing people’s

health”. Key functions of knowledge translation include
addressing the relevancy (timeliness, salience, actionabil-
ity), accessibility (formatting and availability) and legit-
imacy (credibility) of research for end-users [4].
The refrain – ‘bridge the gap’ – is often used in rela-

tion to knowledge translation in health services research;
however, it applies equally to any research that hopes to
influence health behaviours, including sports injury pre-
vention and safety promotion. As the phrase suggests,
there exists a recognised ‘gap’ between research and
practice in the field of sports injury prevention and
safety promotion [5], indicated by the lack of dissemin-
ation and implementation of evidence-based interven-
tions [6]. Implementation and dissemination science has
thus emerged as a means of ‘bridging’ the efficacy to
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effectiveness gap in this field [6, 7]. Frameworks for this
purpose have been developed for the sports injury pre-
vention context, including the Translating Research into
Injury Prevention Practice framework [8] and the Know-
ledge Translation Scheme [9].
The field of sports injury prevention and safety promo-

tion has thus started to embrace the importance of know-
ledge translation, via implementation and dissemination
research [10], as a means of addressing the relevancy, ac-
cessibility and legitimacy of research knowledge for end-
users. However, knowledge translation is still often – but
not always – left as recommendations for future research
activities. The researchers themselves rarely provide direct
safety resources or guidance for the general public based
on their research, and also do not share their lessons
learned from the process of dissemination. This perpetu-
ates the gap between research and practice. One reason
for this could be because the translation of research find-
ings into practice is time-consuming and complex, and re-
quires an understanding of the process by which research
findings might influence future behaviours [2].
Key organisations involved in sport settings (govern-

ment and non-government alike, such as sports governing
bodies) are therefore often required to take up an inter-
mediary role to assist in ‘bridging the gap’ by providing
research-based safety knowledge to the general public in
accessible forms. In this capacity, such organisations per-
form a knowledge translation role to inform end-users of
the findings of injury prevention and safety promotion re-
search by developing and disseminating resources [11], to
hopefully positively influence the practice of safety in
sport. To date, no studies in the peer-reviewed literature
have identified and explained the decisions and processes
that facilitate this role in the sporting context.
The aim of this study was to determine, and describe,

the processes of knowledge translation undertaken by a
set of key organisations in developing and distributing in-
jury prevention and safety promotion resources. This
study thus sought to provide novel insight into the know-
ledge translation activities undertaken by intermediary or-
ganisations that work to ‘bridge the gap’ between research
and practice in sport settings. Representatives from five
key intermediary organisations participated in individual
face-to-face interviews, and a qualitative descriptive meth-
odology [12] was used to understand their perceptions
and experiences of the sports injury prevention and safety
promotion knowledge translation role undertaken by their
respective organisation.

Methods
Context and setting
This study was designed under the banner of the National
Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety
(NoGAPS) project [13], and informed by its assumptions

and evolution [14]. The NoGAPS partnership organisa-
tions were the (1) Australian Football League, (2)
Victorian Health Promotion Foundation, (3) New South
Wales Sporting Injuries Committee, (4) JLT Sport as a
division of Jardine Lloyd Thompson Australia Pty Ltd.,
(5) Sport and Recreation Victoria, and (6) Sports Medi-
cine Australia. The main aim of the overarching
NoGAPS project was to identify the factors that
influence the translation of safety promotion interven-
tions into practice in community sport, particularly
Australian football. The original partnership goals were
therefore to reduce gaps between (1) policy and prac-
tice, (2) efficacy to effectiveness, (3) research knowledge
to translation, and (4) elite and community sport set-
tings [13].
These organisations were chosen for the original

NoGAPS project because they are recognised as key
stakeholders in safety promotion in Australia, especially
as it applies to the sport of Australian football. This
group is representative of organisations at both the na-
tional and state levels concerned with sports safety pro-
motion in Australia. Whilst the larger NoGAPS project
focused on Australian football, the work undertaken at
the majority of the organisations included in this part-
nership is not limited to Australian football alone.
Therefore, while the outcomes arising from this research
will be weighted towards the Australian football setting,
they should resonate with a wider range of Australian
and similar international community sport settings.

Ethical approval
Ethical approval was obtained from the Federation Univer-
sity Australia Human Research Ethics Committee (approval
number E13-015).

Recruitment of participants
The NoGAPS partnership project provided a clear and
purposeful sampling of the types of organisations that
this study aimed to include. The participants in this
study were the self-nominated representatives of the
NoGAPS partnership project organisations – as per the
original NoGAPS project [14]. The representatives were
initially informed of this particular study at a face-to-
face NoGAPS whole-of-partnership management meet-
ing in 2013, at which the lead researcher presented this
proposed study. A formal invitation to participate was
thereafter sent to each representative via email. Six rep-
resentatives from five organisations agreed to participate
(one organisation provided two representatives; partici-
pants denoted as 1a, 1b, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in the results sec-
tion). The sixth organisation’s representative declined to
participate due to time constraints.
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Data collection
Face-to-face semi-structured interviews were conducted
between July and September 2014. The interview format
ensured flexibility to explore processes at the level of
each organisation, as it was assumed that there would be
variation across NoGAPS organisations with regards to
adopted processes, and between participants with
regards to the information they had and were able to
disclose.
A plain language statement, informed consent form

and interview schedule were sent to the participants two
days prior to the scheduled interview time. Interviews
were conducted at the Melbourne, Australia, offices of
each NoGAPS organisation, at a date and time mutually
convenient to the participant (NoGAPS representative)
and interviewer (lead author). At the interviews, partici-
pants were provided with hardcopies of the plain lan-
guage statement, informed consent form and interview
schedule. The informed consent form was signed prior
to commencement of the interview. Each interview
lasted between 30 and 45 minutes, was semi-structured,
and comprised open-ended questions and prompts
(Additional file 1: Appendix A). The interviews were re-
corded using a password-protected iPhone and iPad(™).

Organisation and preparation of data
The interviews were transcribed by a professional tran-
scription company. Each participant was provided with
the transcript of their interview for perusal, clarification
and approval before the transcript was de-identified by
removing participant and organisational names, and any
identifying phrases. The transcripts were imported into
NVivo qualitative data analysis software (QSR Inter-
national Pty Ltd. V.10, 2012) as separate document
sources for ease of analysis.

Data analysis
This study was underpinned by Qualitative Descriptive
methodology [12] to conduct a thematic analysis of par-
ticipant descriptions of the processes of knowledge
translation undertaken at their respective organisations.
This methodology allowed the researchers to move easily
into and out of the data, and did not necessitate a highly
abstract rendering or theorising of the data [12]. Rather,
the analysis entailed “the presentation of the facts of the
case in everyday language” ([12], p. 336). Qualitative de-
scription is considered particularly useful when explor-
ing questions of relevance to policymakers and
practitioners [12].
All data analysis was undertaken by the lead author, with

review input from two further researchers (PW and RW)
experienced in qualitative research, and particularly ana-
lysis of interview data, who assisted with developing the
terminology around emerging themes. Analysis identified

emergent themes and common considerations and pro-
cesses between organisations. Participants provided ac-
counts that ranged in depth, both within and across
interviews. To ensure that the participants were given
ample opportunity to provide the most accurate descrip-
tions of process that they could, with the information that
they had available at the time, each participant was sent
the interview questions in advance. Further, participants
were provided the opportunity after transcription to check
and amend their accounts.

Results
This section describes the three themes that emerged
from the data, namely (1) identifying a need for knowledge
translation, (2) developing and disseminating resources,
and (3) barriers and enablers to knowledge translation.
The themes presented in Table 1 are an overview of the
general practices discussed by the participants from the
NoGAPS organisations, and summarises the types of
knowledge translation decisions and activities discussed
by participants.

Theme 1: Identifying a need for knowledge translation
Participants discussed procedures used to identify sports
injury prevention and safety promotion issues as the focus
of new resources, including monitoring of research, moni-
toring of sport itself or monitoring of the media for new
issues arising:

“…one process is through our research and observation
processes. The second thing is if we see a high incidence of
things or a change of incidence of things we’re always
looking for that. Obviously things that are important
topics in the community or the media” [Representative 3]

“Certainly more recently, the issues were identified
simply by keeping monitoring the research both in
terms of the information that flows from our research
partners as well as via various research newsletters
and other sources, particularly sources on the web
such as The Conversation, or even through various
media articles and occasional searches through Google
Scholar to see what is coming out” [Representative 1b]

“The two basic premises are where [organisation]
identifies a need because of some latest research or it’s
an area we’ve identified there is no information and
that may just be because we’ve been proactive and had
a look or it may be because we’ve had a number of
enquiries about a particular topic” [Representative 5]

Internal organisational goals or collaborative goals
between and across NoGAPS organisations were also
discussed as sources of initial development decisions:
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“…it might be that an organisation like [organisation]
comes to us and says, we want information on this
made available for community sport, can you put
something together?” [Representative 5]

“…what we do is consult broadly working with our key
stakeholders and funded [sic] partners, as well as our
specific program experts, campaigns and communications
and marketing team across the organisation. Where we’re
talking about sport safety resources we would obviously
consult with [organisation] to know if it is already in
existence or was going to add value, as well as
speaking with the sports sector that are actually the
end-users…” [Representative 2]

Government agendas were also mentioned as a start-
ing point for development of new resources:

“In the past there’s been a cross-government committee…
and more recently we had a – the government set up a
[committee] – and the advice from those bodies are
very important in getting approval for research and
projects” [Representative 1a]

Theme 2: Developing and disseminating resources
For all the participating NoGAPS organisations, the
process of development of new injury prevention and
safety promotion resources began with the commission-
ing of research. Alternatively, commission of resources
could arise from different sources such as consultation
with sporting bodies or scientific committees. The
NoGAPS organisations typically responded as their or-
ganisational capabilities allowed:

“So if there was a gap that wasn’t being looked at,
then it might be around some data that we need to
actually get to, then we would actually source that
out and then work with the appropriate partners,
internal and external, to strategise to get that

happening. So there’s a bit of analysis first and
research and program development as required to
create practical resources” [Representative 2]

All participants described how in-house develop-
ment processes within organisations were determined
in consultation with scientific committees, research
boards or external researchers:

“…largely just to work with [organisation] with our
[programme] and commission something specific. If
it doesn’t require some research it can just be
produced based on current information and expert
advice and often the expert advice would come
from the [organisation] members themselves. I think
they tend to have a national alignment with
communities or expert panels that can provide that
input” [Representative 1b]

“At some points in the past there was a scientific
committee that would write policies and documents.
That stopped being used as much. It’s now just
coming back in. In the meantime, it’s been a matter
of identifying what it is that has to be written and
then identifying the best writer, whether it’s
something that can be actually – its best practice
doesn’t mean lit review, doesn’t need that in-depth
research so it doesn’t need a researcher to write it.
It might be the national media manager can
manage it. Then we get an expert to look at it”
[Representative 5]

“What we do is because of our – the knowledge we
have within our team of sport and the sport club
environment at a local level and at other levels but
particularly this is aimed at the local level this one.
We come up with…we can populate the criteria on a
program like that. We then – and we’ve had a lot of
meetings with [organisation] and gone [sic] ‘is this

Table 1 A general overview of the knowledge translation considerations and processes undertaken by the NoGAPS organisations
(NoGAPS: National Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety)
Theme Considerations Processes

1 Identifying a need for
knowledge translation

Identification of issues (a) Monitoring of research, (b) Monitoring of sport, (c) Monitoring of media,
(d) Government, (e) Collaboration, (f) Organisational goals

2 Developing and
disseminating resources

Development of resources (a) Commission of research to underpin resources, (b) Commission of the production
of resources, (c) In-house development of resources, (d) Updating or review of
existing resources

Distribution pathways (a) Direct, (b) Indirect

3 Barriers and enablers to
knowledge translation

Barriers (a) Format, (b) Framing: Injury prevention, health promotion and/or performance
enhancement, (c) No clear strategy, (d) Reach/uptake/impact or justification of
resources

Enablers (a) Framing: Injury prevention, health promotion and/or performance
enhancement, (b) Awareness raising of injury prevention or safety issues
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criteria applicable’, can we tweak it? And it’s been
tweaked along, between us and [organisation] we’ve
tweaked it to a point. Then from there we release it to
say the [organisation]…and get feedback. So it has
gone through a feedback process” [Representative 4]

Another factor that the participants discussed was the
dissemination of resources. The dissemination pathways
that these organisations used were categorised as either
direct or indirect. Direct pathways consisted of directly
working with state sporting organisations, regional
sporting assemblies, or local sporting bodies to provide
them with the resources that were deemed necessary to
their context and settings, or by reacting to requests
from the sporting bodies themselves for resources on
specific sport safety issues:

“…we have direct communications which go through
our state bodies to leagues and clubs or in some cases
regions. So the states push out that information…In
terms of within the states place orders for the [injury]
resources for their community…” [Representative 3]

“The two channels that we use is one is direct or via
the sport, there are some things that we go direct to
clubs via email and there’s 4500 [sport] clubs that we
have to communicate with, 2500 [sport] clubs and so
the communication is not easy. It’s not always effective
but going direct via email at least we know that it gets
there” [Representative 4]

“…it’s distribution via the sport network. So if it’s a
[sport] factsheet we’d be sending it to [sport] and
asking them to promote it through their networks. If it
fits with something that a sport was doing, we would
send it to the organisation and ask them to promote it
through their links” [Representative 5]

“Sports come into us identifying the need and that
could be a state sporting association, regional sports
assembly, association or a club. Organisations can
make contact with us and may not even be a funded
organisation, e.g. We need this. How do we use our
defib [sic]. They need further guidance”
[Representative 2]

Indirect pathways to dissemination included events or
promotions of new resources, via the media, social
media and websites, newsletters or apps:

“…the distribution of something like the app is pretty
easy, you put it on the iStore or Google Play and done,
it’s effectively – well you can say that’s been
distributed” [Representative 4]

“We would do a media release that the national
media manager does on behalf of us. So then that goes
to media channels” [Representative 5]

“Social media, campaigns and innovation are new
areas for [organisation] to work in, providing more
opportunities for brand awareness and reaching target
audiences” [Representative 2]

“There’s a [programme] e-news that goes out monthly.
So any new resource is highlighted with a link to the
resource that’s posted on to the [programme] website.
It would be put as a news item on the [organisation]
website” [Representative 5]

Theme 3: Barriers and enablers to knowledge translation
A major barrier identified by all participants in the dissem-
ination of resources to community sport was the format in
which they received the knowledge from researchers:

“I would just say there’s a little bit of a gap between
research in its purist form versus reviews of research
and putting together resources. We have a gap, and by
a gap I mean often when we commission research, the
end reports and the products are written for
researchers by researchers and they’re not really
translated well into a product that [organisation] can
digest and use immediately. It takes on a lot of
translation and then some further work before we get
to a point where it’s something that we can actually
adopt quickly or implement or recommend that other
groups pick up and implement” [Representative 1b]

“Well it depends on the audience that we want those
resources to go to. They will sit with our branding
strategy that we’re working with in [organisation], but
it’s important to make sure what they’re called and
who they’re going to is clear. Is this for the sports
sector? Who is it targeted at? That will then guide how
we name it and how we work with it and what is its
intended outcome” [Representative 2]

A secondary barrier across these organisations was the
confusion between injury prevention, health promotion
and performance enhancement. Depending on the over-
arching aim of the organisation, the need to frame and
target resources was different. Framing injury prevention
resources as a means to health promotion or perform-
ance enhancement was generally considered by these
participants to be an important enabler for this group of
organisations:

“So it’s probably one of our priorities … how to get the
information in a form that people will pick that up
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and want to pick it up and know how to use it, as
opposed to messages about how risky particular
activities are. It’s more about well this is how to
improve your performance and at the same time
reduce your injury risk, but that’s yet to really take
place” [Representative 1b]

Another barrier discussed by participants was the need
to raise awareness that sports injuries are not inevitable,
and are thus preventable:

“Our challenge is to make the most of that situation
and keep that positive perception that something could
be done around sports injuries alive…Because I think
it’s very easy for people just to go back to well nothing
can be done about this. It’s too hard. Let’s just not do
anything about it. So from my point of view that’s our
big challenge at the moment” [Representative 1a]

This resonated with other participants’ perceptions of
the framing divide between sports injury prevention,
health promotion and performance enhancement – but
as an enabler:

“Under that is the tackling barriers for participation
and that includes the sports injury prevention. So it’s
within that area we are supporting…While it’s not
explicit in our action agenda (you don’t read sports
safety, sports injury prevention) the staff know it’s part
of our key work and it’s certainly still a priority…”
[Representative 2]

One participant commented that a major barrier to
the development process was the lack of a clear strategy:

“I don’t think we have a strong forward research
strategy from managing the program point of view
that would be easier, but then that needs to be
tempered with the need to respond to issues as they
arise” [Representative 1a]

This linked with the overarching perceptions of the
participants that there was a pressing need to address
the assessment of reach or uptake of resources, and to
determine their impact. The participants expressed that
justification of their research translation role is an im-
portant step, and potential enabler, in future funding
and allocation of more work in this area:

“The difficulty on getting good data and all that sort
of stuff means it’s very difficult doing or showing that
you’ve made an impact, apart from people’s
perceptions and so we’re really stuck with – that’s a
very hard area to work with, but we’ve just got to work

with that, that people at least perceive that doing
something is going to have a positive outcome. That’s
enough to maintain impetus” [Representative 1a]

“…and that will help how we build that program in
the future and this is something that’s seen as a very
good opportunity for capturing more accurate local
sporting clubs evidence. So while we do not have
specific stated sports injury goals in our strategic
documents (except at project level) this [type of]
evaluation will hopefully provide the clear justification
for us to continue this work” [Representative 2]

The major concern across all the participating organi-
sations was this lack of a current means to readily meas-
ure reach or uptake of resources once they had been
developed and disseminated:

“…internally are unaware of the broader effect the
resources are having, given we are not on the ground.
So we might have put those resources together but
found it difficult to do full follow up on effectiveness”
[Representative 2]

“…while they’re using it we may not get the feedback
from them about uptake or comments regarding value”
[Representative 1b]

“…maybe seek more formal feedback on that stuff
ourselves. Because while I see lots of evidence of uptake I
don’t know how much it is [or] how strong it really is.
So from the supply end I think we’ve done pretty much
everything we can. From the users’ end I am not sure
exactly how much – what the level of uptake is, what
percentage that’s information that we need to get more
of so that we know that – we’re pretty satisfied with
what the resources are and how they’re presented and
developed in terms of people’s receipt of information.
But we don’t have really strong research-based
information at this stage” [Representative 3]

Discussion
The larger NoGAPS project sought to address several
‘gaps’, including policy to practice, efficacy to effective-
ness and research knowledge to translation [13]. This
discussion links the themes identified in this study with
the role that intermediary organisations play in increas-
ing the relevancy, accessibility and legitimacy of research
knowledge for end-users. These aspects are highlighted
and reflected upon, particularly in relation to the partici-
pating NoGAPS organisations and their role as inter-
mediaries in translating research findings into useful
resources that can support safe sport practices.
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The (ir)relevancy of research knowledge
As theme 1 showed, research did not necessarily inform
the identification of issues for which injury prevention
and safety promotion resources were needed. The moni-
toring of research was only one aspect of this activity,
along with monitoring other sources such as govern-
ment priorities and media coverage. These organisations
appear to give as much weight to media and the self-
reported needs of sporting clubs as to robust research
evidence.
The identification of safety issues to be addressed there-

fore did not appear to follow a formal process in any of
the participating organisations. This ad-hoc approach to
the identification of issues that warrant new or updated
injury prevention and safety promotion resources suggests
a reactive, rather than proactive approach. In the absence
of researchers making research knowledge actionable, in-
creasing the ‘relevancy’ of research knowledge by address-
ing the timeliness, salience and actionability of the format
in which the knowledge produced is presented is an im-
portant intermediary function performed by organisations
in general [4], and by these organisations for the sporting
context. Future efforts should be directed towards the best
ways for making research knowledge actionable by these
organisations and others.

The (in)accessibility of research knowledge
Research findings written by, and for, researchers were
generally not considered useful to these organisations
when undertaking a knowledge translation role, as
theme 2 showed. As a group, they commented on the
pipeline lag between research and practice due to the
time and effort needed to understand, translate and for-
mat findings into resources suitable for community set-
tings. In their capacity as organisations providing a
service to end-users, it remained imperative that re-
sources were not provided to them in the form of ‘pure
research’ but rather as easy-to-digest practical resources
that could be readily used and easily understood by
those developing the resources, and by end-users at
community sport clubs. This is a step that researchers in
the field of sports injury prevention and safety promo-
tion traditionally do not undertake [6], and it is likely
that they expect organisations such as the NoGAPS part-
ners to assume this role. By addressing the formatting
and availability –‘accessibility’ – aspect of knowledge
translation, key organisations provide a vital intermedi-
ary service to end-users in general [4], and by these
intermediary organisations for the sporting context. It is
apparent from this study that there is a disconnect be-
tween how researchers present their research and the
needs of organisations who need to act on it. Going for-
wards, both groups will need to work together to opti-
mally remove this gap.

The NoGAPS organisations placed a distinct focus on
understanding and determining the most effective framing
of knowledge via resources for their audience. In other
words, they struggled with how best to ‘sell’ these re-
sources and the information contained in them to their
audience of end-users. Re-framing or contextualising in-
jury prevention or safety promotion information differ-
ently according to overarching organisational objectives –
such as health promotion and/or performance enhance-
ment – was thus seen as important. Therefore, whilst
these organisations do not necessarily explicitly state
safety promotion and injury prevention as overarching
goals, they do recognise the need and importance thereof,
and thus embed this within their general scope.

The (il)legitimacy of research knowledge
Theme 3 of this study suggests that the participating or-
ganisations generally did not evaluate the reach or ultim-
ate uptake of the resources that they developed and
disseminated because they generally did not have the
time/resources, staff or skill set to do so. This was per-
ceived as a major barrier to the development and updat-
ing of resources in the future, as these organisations
have no means of showing the impact of their efforts. As
with other intervention outcomes, when reach and im-
pact are not routinely evaluated, a significant barrier to
identifying the impact of the work is evident [15], and
ultimately the credibility, or legitimacy, of research
knowledge is thus undermined [4].

Limitations
Qualitative description is often characterised as ‘basic’,
‘fundamental’, or ‘surface’; however, it can be, and is, use-
ful and appropriate when exploring issues relevant to
‘real-world’ policy and practice [12].
Only six organisations were included in this research;

however, these organisations have previously been recog-
nised as key stakeholders in sports injury prevention and
safety promotion in Australia [13, 14]. Therefore, the
NoGAPS organisations are considered broadly represen-
tative of similar organisations that have briefs/action
portfolios relating to sports injury prevention and safety
promotion beyond that of the NoGAPS project focus.
Participants’ demographic data was not collected, as this
study was conceptualised as a sub-study under the inclu-
sion criteria and assumptions of the larger NoGAPS
partnership project [14]. Whilst the findings of this
qualitative study cannot be generalised to wider popula-
tions, it is suggested that the experiences of these partic-
ipants will resonate with other organisations responsible
for interpreting research and developing and disseminat-
ing resources to assist in the knowledge translation
process. Notwithstanding these limitations, and as de-
scribed elsewhere [14], there was significant consultation
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with, and recognition of this research by, the NoGAPS
organisations.

Conclusion
Given the ever-growing literature on the importance of
implementation and dissemination science for injury
prevention and safety promotion in sports settings [10],
the development of frameworks to underpin these issues
[8, 9], and the proliferation of resources [11], why do in-
jury prevention and safety promotion outcomes remain
challenging?
In this study, participants considered that research

knowledge is all too often irrelevant, inaccessible and il-
legitimate for the purposes of resource development
and, ultimately, for use by those at community sports
clubs. When research is produced solely by researchers
for researchers, the gap between research and practice is
perpetuated [16]. Indeed, this has been theorised as con-
tributing to the pipeline process in which research is
produced at one end, and practice occurs at the other
[16, 17]. These participants suggested that a knowledge
translation ‘gap’ does exist, and is consistent with prior
understandings in this field [5].
A large body of research on sports injury prevention

and safety promotion intervention has focused on imple-
mentation strategies (and the implied embedded dissem-
ination strategies); yet, this research is almost wholly
focused on the efficacy to effectiveness gap [18]. Research
evidence in this regard, as it currently stands, has shown
support for the efficacy and clinical relevance of sports in-
jury prevention and safety promotion interventions,
namely that they ‘work’ [19]. More recently, support for
these interventions has been bolstered by implementation
plans, suggesting that effectiveness can too be achieved,
and that they ‘work in context’ [20]. Research into sports
injury prevention and safety promotion tends to stop
short at recognising, and thus researching, the role of in-
dustry organisations in the translation of knowledge pro-
duced – the research-to-policy and practice gap. This
study suggests that there is a need for guidance on meas-
uring and demonstrating outcomes related to the impact
of dissemination efforts. It must be noted that key exam-
ples where this gap has successfully been bridged do exist,
including in the larger NoGAPS project and its successful
FootyFirst programme [20]. Further, models such as the
non-hierarchical organisational model [21], have been
proposed as a means by which constant data and informa-
tion exchange can be enhanced both across and within
end-users.
This study found that key intermediary organisations

can, and do, take on a knowledge translation role in order
to make research knowledge more relevant (timely, sali-
ent, actionable), accessible (formatted and available), and
legitimate (credible) for end-users. Indeed, this study

echoes a previous finding that “the greatest barrier to
implementation had nothing to do with implementation”
([22], pp. 223–4), but rather in understanding and influen-
cing the complexity of processes that exist between know-
ledge and action, in which the participating organisations
play an important intermediary role in the process. Recog-
nising and capitalising on the potential intermediary role
that these types of organisations play could enhance the
influence of research on policy and practice. Thus, such
organisations may have an important role to play as key
contributors to broad teams tasked with generating injury
prevention evidence and ensuring its uptake as an integral
part of future research studies, and should be included in
the process.
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Conclusion 
This chapter has presented the methodology and findings of the original research 
reported in this thesis. The first section of this chapter expanded on the chosen 

methodology for the overall study, providing information on the research approach, 
paradigm, epistemology, strategy of inquiry, ethical considerations, as well as rigour and 

trustworthiness. The publications, in turn, detailed the methods and findings for both 
parts of the study.  

Chapter 5 will next present the key conclusions from this study.  
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 

Introduction 
Can a complexity approach help to better understand systemic safety promotion within 

Australian community sport settings? This research problem was presented and 
discussed in Chapter 1, and the research plan to explore this question through studying 

the nature and development of sport safety resources was developed. Chapter 2 showed 
that, despite significant progress in preventing injuries and promoting safety in sports 

settings, intractable problems and considerable gaps and barriers remain. Complexity 
theory was introduced in Chapter 3, as a lens through which to understand, explain, and 

potentially influence the complex problem of safety in sports settings. The methodology 
and results for this research were presented in Chapter 4, consisting of a case study 

approach reported via two embedded peer-reviewed publications.  

This final chapter presents the conclusions arising from this research. As detailed 
findings and conclusions for Study A and Study B were presented in the publications 

included in Chapter 4 respectively, this chapter, in keeping with complexity theory, will 
present the overarching key conclusions and discussion. In turn, the implications and 

recommendations for future research, policy and practice that emerged from this 

research will be discussed. Limitations of this study will also be presented. Finally, this 
chapter concludes the research study presented in this thesis. 
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Key conclusions 
In promoting injury prevention and sports safety, various resources exist, intended to 
inform policy and practice in this regard. Yet, little is known about what safety issues 

these resources actually inform, or the context that informs their development and 
distribution. This consideration is particularly relevant in the Australian context where 

currently no national sports safety policy exists. Therefore, this study aimed to 
investigate the development and distribution, as well as the type, scope, and amount of 

resources available to community Australian sports settings from the organisations 
partnered with the National Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety 

(NoGAPS) project (Finch et al. 2011).  

Study A (Bekker & Finch 2016) aimed to investigate the number of, and thematically 
describe the type and scope of, injury prevention and safety promotion resources 

available online from the NoGAPS organisations. This original research showed that 
there were at least 284 different sports injury prevention and safety promotion resources 

available from these six organisations alone. Furthermore, that there was substantial 

overlap and duplication of content covering the same injury or safety issues via different 
resources. The findings of Study A suggest that, in the absence of a national sports 

safety policy, staff and/or volunteers at community sport settings have access to a 
proliferation of rival resources, which reflects a potentially inefficient and ineffective 

manner by which to systemically influence sports injury prevention and safety promotion 
policy and practice.  

Study B (Bekker, Paliadelis & Finch 2017) aimed to determine, and describe, the 

processes of knowledge translation undertaken by a set of key organisations (the 
NoGAPS partners) in developing and distributing the injury prevention and safety 

promotion resources identified in Study A. The findings of Study B suggest that key 
intermediary organisations can, and do, take on knowledge translation roles in order to 

try to make research knowledge more relevant (timely, salient, actionable), accessible 
(formatted and available), and legitimate (credible) for end-users. Recognising and 

capitalising on the potential intermediary role that these organisations play could 

enhance the influence of research on policy and practice. However, the complexity of 
knowledge translation processes that must occur between research and its use in 

policy/practice is hampering progress in this regard.  
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Two major conclusions, based on the findings of these two case studies, are as follows:  

1. There is potentially too much complex injury prevention and safety promotion 
information available for those working or volunteering at community sports 

clubs in Australia, which limits their ability to effectively synthesize, adopt, 

implement, and maintain relevant information.  
2. The translation of injury prevention and safety promotion research findings 

into resources suitable for community sports settings is hampered by the 
complexity of knowledge translation processes that must occur between 

research and its use in policy/practice.  

The two key conclusions are drawn from the findings of studies A and B, and are 
discussed in the next section in the context of prior literature and complexity theory.  
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Discussion 
In Chapter 2, the literature review, it was discussed that evidence has shown ‘what 
works’ to prevent sports injuries and promote safety, but that challenges and barriers 

remain in how best to ensure ‘what works in context’ (Finch 2011a). In other words, a 
wealth of research exists on the efficacy of interventions, yet challenges remain in how 

best to influence effectiveness in context over time. This gap between efficacy and 
effectiveness, or more broadly between research and policy/practice, is multifactorial and 

complex (Glasgow, Lichtenstein & Marcus 2003; Finch 2011b; Greenhalgh & Wieringa 
2011; Hanson et al. 2012; Kreindler 2014; Green 2014; Hawe 2015a; Bekker & Clark 

2016). 

The efficacy to effectiveness gap is most often theorized to be a knowledge translation 
issue. Green (2014 p25) states that “the usual answer to bridging the gap between 

research and practice or policy is to disseminate research findings more efficiently”. On 
this premise, research knowledge must be made more accessible for those working or 

volunteering at community sports clubs to understand and use, achieved by distributing 

research knowledge in lay formats, rather than relying on knowledge from published 
research papers to diffuse into practice over time. Barton (2017 pp 59) concurs with this 

premise, and proposed a four-step process to improve knowledge translation in the field 
of sports injury prevention: 1) complete research, 2) journal publication, 3) multimedia 

creation, and 4) social media dissemination. In this opinion piece, Barton (2017) 
theorizes that most researchers stop at step 2, and that the barriers to knowledge 

translation for end-users are comprehension, unengaging content, and time restraints. 
Therefore, it is suggested that knowledge needs to be transformed into different 

multimedia formats (infographics, posters etc.), and shared via social media in order for it 
to be more engaging and accessible for end-users (Barton 2017). Thereby the solution to 

the gap in knowledge translation is cast as a need for different, more, or better 

knowledge formatting and dissemination. In other words, the crux of knowledge 
translation, from this view, is assumed to be a need for the design of plain language 

resources that make research knowledge more accessible for end-users, reaching them 
by disseminating these resources via social media platforms.  

Barton’s (2017) call for more effective formatting and dissemination appears to be based 

on the theoretical assumptions of the conventional simple approach, as discussed in 
Chapter 3. This is in line with the view of Engebretsen et al. (2017 pp2) who argue that 

current understandings of knowledge translation are “based on a simplistic view of 
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translation and knowledge dissemination”. Further, this approach demonstrates an over-

reliance on the ‘fallacy of amelioration’ (Watters 2014) in sports injury prevention and 
safety promotion research and policy/practice. The fallacy of amelioration suggests that 

the problem of knowledge translation is simply about an untapped wealth of research 
knowledge, which merely requires improved mechanisms for the distribution of that 

knowledge to increase reach, and, in turn, the implementation of research knowledge to 
solve complex problems (Watters 2014).  

However, this assumption clearly demonstrates the pipeline fallacy in that a distinction is 

made between knowledge creation, its formatting and dissemination, and use in policy 
and practice (Green 2014; Hawe 2015a). The findings of this research have emphasised 

that locating the issue as a ‘gap’ in the research-to-practice pipeline, rather than 
interrogating and problematizing the relevancy, amount, and type of knowledge that is 

created in the first place, is a new perspective on sports injury prevention and safety 
promotion. Study A (Bekker & Finch 2016) has found that an intervention, provided in the 

form of a plain language resource, might be but one of possibly hundreds available to a 

community sports setting. So the question becomes: how do those involved in 
community sports settings make decisions about which resources are most valid, 

reliable, and evidence-based for their context? Further, Study B (Bekker, Paliadelis & 
Finch 2017) showed that plain language resources are already constantly and 

consistently being developed and distributed, and these often cover the same injury 
prevention and safety promotion concerns both across and between organisations. The 

issue, then, is that different organisations develop their own solutions based on a myriad 
of research and resources for each of the problems that they deem relevant (Bekker, 

Paliadelis & Finch 2017). Which is why, amongst the key participating organisations, an 
overlap of, for example, 15 different concussion resources and 11 different 

heat/ultraviolet resources were found to exist (Bekker & Finch 2016). This is clearly a 

concern that has not previously been identified in the existing literature.  

The overarching issue seems to be that knowledge formatting and dissemination are still 

too often assumed to be the full extent of knowledge translation, and are placed within 

the ‘pipeline’ gap. In other words, the assumption that underpins most of the existing 
literature is that if knowledge is formatted differently and disseminated better, then 

knowledge translation will be achieved. Indeed, Greenhalgh and Wieringa (2011), Green 
(2014), Kreindler (2014) and Hawe (2015a) have all flagged that this simplistic use of the 

term ‘knowledge translation’ is responsible for perpetuating these flawed underpinning 
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assumptions and actions, as discussed in Chapter 2. Merely disseminating research 

findings to end users in more attractive or accessible formats is not enough, as many 
community sporting organisations are not equipped to, or adept at, effectively adopting, 

implementing, maintaining or monitoring the outcomes of research findings and 
guidelines into policy/practice (Hanson et al. 2012; O’Brien, Donaldson & Finch 2016).  

Only some researchers in the field of sports injury prevention have identified the issues 

with this simple view of bridging the knowledge to practice gap (Finch 2006; 2011a; 
Hanson et al. 2012; Donaldson & Finch 2013; Verhagen et al. 2013). As discussed in the 

literature review, Finch (2006; 2011a) has called for more and better approaches to 
theory-informed knowledge translation through effectiveness approaches. This has been 

echoed by Hanson et al. (2012), Donaldson & Finch (2013), as well as Verhagen et al. 
(2013) as discussed in Chapter 2. All of these researchers posit knowledge translation as 

a much more complicated undertaking, in which context and other intervention 
components must be considered. By adopting a complexity lens, this study sought to 

build on work done by these researchers who represent the complicated approach to 

research and knowledge translation, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

By adopting a complicated approach to this topic, however, both the ‘puzzle’ and 

‘pipeline’ issues, as discussed in the literature review, still remain. This is because of the 

assumptions under which research is conventionally undertaken. The literature review, 
theoretical framework and embedded editorial (Bekker & Clark 2016) argued that the 

paradigm of conventional complicated sports injury prevention and safety promotion 
research still takes a parts-of-the-whole approach to solving problems in the sports 

setting. This conventional approach attempts to monitor, study, and influence each 
component part in turn. While this reductionist stratification is useful when breaking down 

the context, injury or safety issue, and its intervention into smaller, more manageable or 
more closed-system research appropriate parts, it does rely on the assumption of linear 

causation. In turn, single- and limited-issue sports safety resources are developed, as 
seen in Study A (Bekker & Finch 2016), on the understanding that if a ‘magic bullet’ 

component can be found and then influenced through an efficacious intervention, then 

the issue has essentially been resolved with best current evidence. That is, until a more 
complicated part of a part of that whole can be elicited, studied, and resolved in some 

way, or if the original part can be resolved in some new way. However, unexpected parts 
tend to emerge via such effectiveness approaches. For example, issues around reach, 

adoption, implementation, and maintenance (O’Brien & Finch 2014a) are still seen. From 
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this viewpoint, solutions to sports injury problems are seen as a set of complicated 

problems that must be solved, and re-solved. This approach fails to take into account the 
fluid nature of an open stratified ontology, such as community sports clubs, where the 

context is “under perpetual construction” (Prigogine & Stengers 1997 pp781).  

The conclusions of this study therefore supports and builds on the work of Green (2014 
pp25) who stated that “perhaps the question should not be how do we get more and 

better dissemination and implementation of the existing science to practitioners and 
policymakers, but instead, how do we ask the right questions in the first place and, in 

turn, how do we get better adaptation of the research practices into the real world”. 
Placing the onus on the ‘fallacy of amelioration’, ‘content delivery’, or simple and 

complicated views of ‘knowledge translation’ to solve complex social problems is 
hampering more meaningful change at a systemic and structural level. Using a 

complexity approach to sports injury prevention research enables a deeper 
understanding of ‘what works, for whom, when, where, why, and how’ in order to improve 

the relevance of research knowledge, and to better address the outcomes sought 

(Bekker & Clark 2016).  

As discussed in Chapter 3, sports safety both is, and occurs within, an open system. 

When understood as an open system, intervening in sports settings to promote safety 

cannot be a linear task with a predefined outcome. Instead, open systems are 
considered stratified, with interacting components that are fluid and in flux, and thus 

outcomes vary (Clark, Lissel & Davis 2008). Sports safety, from this perspective, cannot 
be broken down into component parts of a whole, on the understanding that the whole is 

equal to the sum of its parts. Rather, as this study has identified, the consideration for 
sports safety as an open system, consisting of interacting parts from which sports safety 

continually becomes, is more ontologically sound. From this perspective, it is clear that 
sports safety is equal to more than the sum of its parts.  

In considering sports settings as complex, open systems, everyday choices about injury 

prevention and safety promotion at community sports clubs are clearly varied and infinite. 
Therefore, a simple either-or choice between simply using, or not using, a single 

resource for a single problem (such as concussion guidelines downloaded from an app in 
a contact sport environment) represents a false dichotomy. Rather, the problem lies in 

how community sporting organisations make decisions about which resources to choose 

and use over a plethora of other, sometimes equally relevant resources, as identified in 
Study A (Bekker & Finch 2016). This is particularly seen when resources address the 
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same problem (such as concussion guidelines from different organisations in different 

formats such as apps and posters) and also the other problems that can arise in a 
complex sporting setting (forms of non-accidental violence such as harassment), as 

study A has shown (Bekker & Finch 2016). Furthermore, those implementing injury 
prevention and safety promotion interventions at community sporting clubs need to 

integrate these with what they already know and do in that setting for that particular 
problem, and take into account the myriad of other risks they seek to mitigate every day. 

This study has shown that the limitations of popular and current research approaches 
have contributed to the existence of too much information to be useful to those at 

community Australian sports clubs.  

When viewed through a complexity lens, the focus should then not be on creating more 
and more resources to ‘bridge the gap’ and thereby promote safety in sports settings. 

This is because this research has shown existing resources are already numerous, ad-
hoc and fragmented, which means that their usefulness and indeed power to effect 

change at a systemic or structural level within an open system is diluted. The current 

conventional mandate to effect change is too often couched as a myriad of individual 
suggestions conveyed via different types of resources developed by intermediary 

organisations, and left to the discretion and implementation efforts of those who are often 
volunteers at community sports clubs. As Hawe (2015a) and Hanson et al. (2012) 

suggest, this top-down approach in which each location handles the problem in its own 
way is ineffective, and as the current study shows, it is important to consider the process 

of how community sports organisations manage and implement a myriad of different and 
sometimes conflicting pieces of information. Individual behavior change strategies may 

be useful in effecting change for simple and complicated problems, however, this is 
sometimes at the expense of considerations of systemic contextual structural change. 

Therefore, individualising risk and its intervention is hampering more meaningful work at 

a larger systemic level. Parts of the whole are currently explicated and ‘stop-gaps’ are 
put in place, generally in a reactive manner in response to media coverage or other calls 

for action, rather than through a systemic and structural commitment to overall safety.  

This study has, therefore, shown that the knowledge translation gap in community sports 
settings does not represent a simple knowledge formatting and dissemination issue, or 

even a complicated implementation issue, but rather represents a complex research 
relevancy issue. By using a complexity lens, it has become clear that both the lack of a 

comprehensive national sports safety policy, and the ad-hoc development of sports 
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safety resources, stems from an insufficient consideration for ontology. The Australian 

sport setting has, in the past, perhaps been considered as too complex to influence as a 
meaningful whole, as there are too many moving parts – or fluid components. Therefore, 

the system has been viewed from simple or complicated lenses to better ‘control’ for 
complexity. However this is the problem, as ignoring the complex nature of sports 

settings leads to a fragmented and sometimes siloed view of how best to prevent sports 
injury.  

There is, therefore, a pressing need to move away from the simple or complicated focus 

on the interplay between the individual (or individual issues or sports settings) and their 
behaviour to prevent injury and approach safety. The focus needs to shift to an 

understanding of sports injury prevention as a larger and deeper structural matter, based 
on the complex nature of the stratified open system. A complexity approach accounts for, 

and aims to advance, understand, and influence the underlying causal mechanisms so 
as to achieve social change systematically. These include those structural factors, often 

deemed non-intervention components and written out of intervention research. For 

example, a complexity perspective holds that there are broader powers at work (such as 
managers’ key performance indicators, sporting culture, ‘winning at all costs’ mindset, 

patriarchal society matters) that need to be recognised and accounted for if chances of 
success to improve sports safety are to be increased – as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Resources developed under fragmented and single- or limited-issue assumptions run the 
risk of missing, misunderstanding, or misrepresenting the structural changes necessary 

to make them work. The implications and recommendations for future research and 
policy/practice will be discussed in the respective sections later in this chapter. 

This study is the first step in identifying that while there is a wealth of lay sports safety 

information available online, the proliferation of multiple, sometimes conflicting, resources 
may be doing more harm than good. The assumption that people will implement injury 

prevention or safety promotion interventions merely because they exist and are 
presented in an eye-catching format is naive. It is known that healthcare research, on 

average, takes 17 years to be translated into practice (Morris, Wooding & Grant 2011), 

and the problem remains that even if people do know about scientific evidence, they are 
often unsure of how to use it anyway (Mrazik et al. 2015). A new resource does not 

necessarily supersede or replace an old one, rather it just adds to the complex array of 
resources and requires greater responsibility and effort from those working at community 
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sports clubs to implement, despite the fact that these people often have limited time and 

capacity to do so.  

A major barrier to sports safety knowledge translation is not knowledge formatting, but 

rather the complexity of the act of knowledge translation itself. As sports settings are an 

open system with moving parts, fidelity of, and institutional memory about, interventions 
may not be consistent over time. Each new season the composition of the team or club 

may change, and new participants may bring new understandings, resources, or decide 
to change policy or practice. Despite the fact that an intervention may be efficacious and 

effective in one season, does not mean that it will be in the next, or that previous 
successes in sports injury prevention can be replicated. As discussed in Chapter 3, sport 

safety is continually ‘becoming’. In other words, safety within sports settings is a state 
that must be sought each new day, hour, and minute that sport is participated in, and 

therefore is never fully ‘achieved’ or ‘not achieved’. Therefore, as the conclusions of this 
study have highlighted, safety within sports settings is a process, rather than an 

outcome. By moving to understand sports safety as a process, profound and novel 

insights can emerge that will influence the systemic structural change necessary to 
address complex incorrigible problems. 

In summary, this study concludes that there is potentially too much complex injury 

prevention and safety promotion information available for those working or volunteering 
at community sports clubs in Australia, which limits their ability to effectively synthesize, 

adopt, implement, and maintain relevant information. Further, the translation of injury 
prevention and safety promotion research findings into resources suitable for community 

sports settings is hampered by the complexity of knowledge translation processes that 
must occur between research and policy/practice.  
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Implications and recommendations for future research 
As discussed earlier, sports safety has, in the past, been studied from an approach 
characterized by a machine metaphor in which parts are considered equal to the whole 

(Zimmerman, Plsek & Lindberg 1998). This approach has been focused on developing 
and testing single- and limited-issue interventions in closed systems, which are then 

translated into resources for end-users in the complex real world by key intermediary 
organisations, in a ‘piece of the puzzle’, ‘pipeline’ approach informed by simple and 

complicated assumptions (Bekker & Clark 2016). This approach to understanding sports 
injury prevention has been based on the implicit assumption that individual interventions 

and their corresponding resources can, and do, effect safety outcomes within larger open 
systems. 

The development of resources based on single and limited issue interventions places 

onus on the individual to act on individual issues when, in fact, complex problems exist at 
a wider systemic level. This study has identified that sports injury interventions and the 

resources disseminated generally lack consideration for ontology and an awareness of 

the complexity of the issues. 

This study has concluded that simple and complicated approaches are inadequate for 

solving the ‘wicked’ problems that comprise safety issues in sports settings (Bekker & 

Clark 2016). Therefore, a complexity lens was applied to consider these complex 
problems in an attempt to better understand and influence injury prevention and safety 

promotion outcomes within community Australian sports settings. 

In considering the nature of the world as inherently complex, there is a need for future 

research to accept this complexity. Theoretical perspectives, such as those presented in 

this study, pave the way to raising awareness of the ontology of social interventions. 
Further, qualitative approaches to research, which are absent in the vast majority of 

sports injury prevention studies, can improve understanding of context-specific 
considerations for successful social interventions. The following recommendations 

provide specific examples of how the findings of this study could inform future research. 
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Recommendation 1: A content analysis of the resources identified in Study A 

First, it was beyond the scope of this unfunded, time-limited study to undertake an 
assessment of the actual content of the resources identified in Study A, which would help 

to better understand the quality of the knowledge provided to community sporting 

organisations, and whether this knowledge is potentially too complex. Of particular 
importance would be to determine whether or not these resources are evidence-based, 

and up to date with current evidence, and whether any are outdated and contain 
information that conflicts with new evidence. 

A qualitative content analysis (Elo & Kyngäs 2008) of these resources may be 

appropriate to answer the research question ‘’are the sports safety resources available 
from the NoGAPS organisations evidence-based?” to fulfil the above aim. This is 

important because Study A determined how many and what kind of resources exist, but it 
is yet unknown as to whether the content that they contain is of a high quality or 

meaningful to end-users. A thematic analysis of the resources would assist in better 
understanding the focus of the information provided about a range of sports injury 

prevention strategies.  
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Recommendation 2: Monitor the reach and uptake, and evaluate the 

implementation and maintenance of sports injury prevention and safety 
promotion intervention resources 

Monitoring the reach and uptake of these resources by community sporting organisations 

will provide useful information on the potential impact of such resources. An evaluation of 
the reach and uptake of the resources identified in Study A would help to better 

understand the dissemination needs, and potential adoption of, such resources by 
community sporting clubs in Australia. Evaluation of the implementation and 

maintenance of the interventions prescribed by these resources will help to provide an 
understanding of their use over time, and will assist intermediary organisations, such as 

the NoGAPS partners, in better tailoring future resources for use at community sporting 
organisations.  

A realist (Wong et al. 2016) or complex (Craig et al. 2008) intervention evaluation, 

underscored by the RE-AIM framework (Glasgow, Vogt & Boles 1999), incorporating 
focus groups and observations to explore the knowledge and experiences of sports club 

administrators, coaching and other staff, parents, and athletes may be appropriate to 
answer the research question ‘what works, for whom, when, where, why, and how’ in 

terms of sports injury prevention resources in community sports settings in Australia. 

This is important to determine whether or not resources are actually used, how, by 
whom, and why in community sporting organisations in Australia. This will assist in better 

tailoring such resources in the future. 
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Recommendation 3: Undertaking similar research in different contexts and 

settings 

This study has uncovered an oft-overlooked outcome of research under conventional 

approaches as discussed in Chapter 3: that too much information is produced without the 

input of key intermediary organisations, and that end-users are assumed to ‘puzzle’ this 
information together in a meaningful way. As this research is a case study that cannot be 

generalised across contexts and settings, undertaking similar studies in other places 
both nationally and internationally would be of benefit to better understanding how to 

ensure our work is more relevant. It is expected that differing legal, sporting cultures, and 
preventive policy and programs would produce different results, but that larger patterns 

across these contexts and settings would emerge, and have implications for injury 
prevention on both small and grand scales.  
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Implications and recommendations for policy and practice 
The following implications and recommendations for policy and practice all reflect how 
the participating organisations could make use of the findings of this study to manage the 

increasing workload of translating and disseminating injury prevention messages to 
community sporting bodies more effectively. The three recommendations provide specific 

examples of how the findings of this study could guide the participating organisations, 
and potentially other sporting groups, to consider sports safety knowledge translation for 

future use in policy/practice. 
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Recommendation 1: Review current resources 

As identified in this study, a large amount of resources currently exist, with duplication 
and overlap between and across organisations that develop and disseminate them 

(Bekker & Finch 2016). These organisations rarely reported reviewing their current 

resources as part of their development process (Bekker, Paliadelis & Finch 2017), and 
thus there is scope for taking stock of current resources. It is suggested that the 

participating organisations review their current resources to assess for duplication and 
inconsistency, and to develop a process to better inform a continuous review of 

resources available to community sporting organisations. This might include a process 
for document control, regular updating of resources when new information emerges or 

research is published, and a clear communication strategy to end-users of how and 
when updated or new information will be provided.  
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Recommendation 2: Update and curate, rather than create 

As Study A (Bekker & Finch 2016) found, there are a large amount of resources 
available, and as Study B (Bekker, Paliadelis & Finch, 2017) showed, the updating and 

review of these resources is only a small component of the development process. 

Therefore it is recommended that intermediary organisations place a larger emphasis on 
updating and curating current resources, rather than focusing on creating new ones. This 

may include ensuring that popular resources are reviewed on an annual basis, and 
rescinding resources that no longer reflect current evidence. 
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Recommendation 3: Collaborate  

In order to avoid duplication of work in the development of resources, intermediate 
organisations should consider collective work with each other, with relevant researchers, 

and with policy-makers and peak sporting bodies to create, curate, and collaborate on 

resource provision. The NoGAPS partners already show a keen interest in future 
collaboration (Finch, Donaldson, Gabbe et al. 2016), which would assist in sharing the 

responsibility for ensuring the currency of resources among members and enable the 
development of expertise across the organisations. This might include working with 

researchers and community sporting organisations to evaluate the uptake and 
implementation of current resources to better understand when, why, and by whom 

current resources are used so as to better understand their impact. Further, there is a 
need to work with these groups to create more relevant resources and avoid duplication 

and overlap.  
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Limitations 
First, overarching limitations to this study relate, in part, to the constraints of conducting 
unfunded doctoral degree research, namely time and money.  

Second, as this study was conceptualised as a nested case study within the NoGAPS 

project, it represents the experiences of the NoGAPS organisations and their work in the 
Australian Football context. Therefore, generalisations cannot be made across other 

Australian community sports settings, nor community sports settings internationally. 
However, in the original protocol for the core NoGAPS project (Finch et al. 2011), and in 

the embedded case study reporting publications (Bekker & Finch 2016; Bekker, 
Paliadelis & Finch 2017) these organisations are recognised as broadly representative of 

the Australian sporting context, and may be similar to other international organisations. 
Further, as the overarching key conclusions, and recommendations and implications for 

research, policy, and practice are drawn under complexity ontology, these may, 
therefore, resonate with sports safety in other contexts, settings, and locations. 

Third, the sample size of six organisations may be considered too small for a meaningful 

research study of this topic. However, as this research was a qualitative study aiming to 
elicit rich, valuable data, the study of these six major Australian organisations was 

deemed appropriate. Further, the study of this select group of organisations has been 

recognised as delivering meaningful research through the core NoGAPS project (Finch et 
al. 2011), and paves the way for further research to adopt a complexity perspective. 

Finally, the specific methodological limitations for each case study, A and B, have been 
reported in the respective publications embedded in Chapter 4.  
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Conclusion 
Sport, and sports safety, has been identified as quintessentially complex. This research 
study intended to draw on an understanding of this complexity, and ultimately generate 

insights into how complexity plays a role in the promotion of safety in community 
Australian sports settings. Further, this research intended to contribute to understandings 

for future research, policy, and practice in this regard.  

It is evident that there is a greater need for a better understanding and accounting for the 
consideration of complexity when developing and distributing future sports safety 

resources for this setting, and working towards systemic safety promotion policy and 
practice. The conclusions reflect the overall collective picture of the National Guidance 

for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety organisations that emerged via a case 
study approach, however may be broadly applicable to the wider Australian community 

sporting context.  

This study looked at the complexity of injury prevention and safety promotion in 
community Australian sports settings by drawing on theoretical perspectives not 

previously applied in this topic area. This final chapter has presented the major 
conclusions of this research, which were: 1) that there is potentially too much complex 

injury prevention and safety promotion information for those working or volunteering at 

community sports clubs in Australia to effectively synthesize, adopt, implement, and 
maintain, and 2) that the translation of injury prevention and safety promotion research 

findings into resources suitable for community sports settings is hampered by the 
complexity of knowledge translation processes that must occur between research and its 

use in policy/practice. 

If the world is regarded as complex, then it is only by recognising it as so, and grappling 
with that complexity, that we can begin to address the complex problems that persist. 

Paraphrasing Jones (2017) on obesity, sports injury prevention and safety promotion ‘is 
complex, but we shouldn’t let complexity get in the way of implementing promising 

policies’. Thereby, implications and recommendations for future research, policy, and 
practice were presented for consideration. The study limitations were also declared. 

Finally, I wish to wholeheartedly thank the participating organisations and individuals who 
contributed to this study, without whom the insights presented here would not have been 

possible.  
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Supplement 1: Search strategy 

a) Website search

Australian Football League (AFL) www.afl.com.au 

The link for the AFL community website (www.aflcommunityclub.com.au) was 

followed, as it included information on “everything on coaching, playing, umpiring, 

volunteering and managing your club”. The landing page of the AFL community club 

section was scanned for relevant resources. Related resources were systematically 

accessed and downloaded using the menus at the top of the page headed: coaches, 

players, umpires, administrators, schools, health and fitness, courses. Finally, the 

search function of the website was used, and a query for “injury prevention” returned 

seven links that were systematically accessed, and any resources not yet included in 

the website search catalogue were downloaded. 

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation (VicHealth) www.vichealth.vic.gov.au 

The menus at the top of the home page were systematically accessed to search for 

any relevant links. The first menu “About” was accessed for the “policies” link 

(www.vichealth.gov.au/About-VicHealth/VicHealth-policies.aspx), and relevant 

resources were downloaded. The second menu “Programs and Projects” was 

accessed for the link to “Physical Activity”. Finally, the search function of the website 

was used, and a query for “injury prevention” returned 289 links that were followed, 

and any resources not yet included in the website search catalogue were 

downloaded. 
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New South Wales Sporting Injuries Committee (NSWSIC) 

www.sportinginjuries.nsw.gov.au 

The menus at the top of the home page were systematically accessed to search for 

relevant links. The link to “Publications” 

{www.sportinginjuries.nsw.gov.au/publications.asp) was followed, and resources 

relating to safety promotion and injury prevention were downloaded. Secondly, under 

the menu “Schemes” (www.sportinginjuries.nsw.gov.au/4_howdo_i_apply.asp) the 

link to the “Research and Injury Prevention Scheme” was followed, after which the 

“Research Reports” (www.sportinginjuries.nsw.gov.au/4_research_reports.asp) were 

accessed and downloaded if relevant. This website had no search function. 

JLT Sport as a division of Jardine Lloyd Thompson Australia Pty Ltd (JLT Sport) 

http://www.jltsport.com.au/ 

As the capacity of the involvement of JLT Sport in the NoGAPS project is around 

Australian Football, only the “AFL” link (www.afl.jltsport.com.au/) was followed. This 

link contained two further sections. The first, “Community Football” 

(https://afl.jltsport.com.au/community.aspx), was accessed where the “downloads” 

(https://afl.jltsport.com.au/downloads_flyers.aspx) menu was selected and relevant 

resources downloaded. The second section, “18 Member Club Collective” 

(https://cir.jlta.com.au/login/afl), was also accessed as it listed information on “current 

policies including policy schedules, assets schedules, policy wordings, and 

transactions”, however this section of the website was blocked by a client register 

login. This website had no search function. 
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Sport and Recreation Victoria (SRV) www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/sport 

At the time of data collection, SRV was under the Department of Planning and 

Community Development (this has since changed, under the new government, to the 

Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure, new website 

(www.dtpli.vic.gov.au/sport-and-recreation). The menu for publications was 

accessed, and relevant resources under the following sections were downloaded: 

community facilities, club resources, injury prevention, and inclusive sport. Finally, 

the search function of the website was used, and a query for “injury prevention” 

returned seven links that were followed, and any resources not yet included in the 

website search catalogue were downloaded. 

Sports Medicine Australia (SMA) www.sma.org.au 

The menus at the top of the home page were systematically accessed to search for 

relevant links. The “Resources and Advice” banner was accessed, and documents 

were downloaded under the topics: injury fact sheets, sport fact sheets, policies and 

guidelines, concussion, SMA programs, and sports injuries. The search function of 

the website was used, and a query for “injury prevention” returned 212 links that 

were scanned, and any relevant resources not yet included in the website search 

catalogue were downloaded. 

As an SMA sport safety and injury prevention program, the SmartPlay website 

resources were also included in this search. The home page 

(www.smartplay.com.au/Pub/pStart.asp) was accessed and scanned for relevant 

resources. The menu was systematically accessed and, under the “Resources” 

section, documents were downloaded from the following pages: general sport safety, 
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sport factsheets, injury factsheets, policies/guidelines, recommended forms, women 

in sport, and resource order form. The search function of the website was used, and 

a query for “injury prevention” returned 14 links that were scanned, and any relevant 

resources not yet included were downloaded. 

Each search was repeated six months later as an update, and to ensure that no 

resources were missed. 

b) Direct request

Australian Football League (AFL) 

The AFL referred the direct request to their AFL community club website for 

resources. 

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation (VicHealth) 

VicHealth provided two resources that they usually sent to Regional Sports 

Assemblies, being 1) List of Actions, and 2) Resource List. The List of Actions 

covered organisational priority areas for health promotion. The Resource List 

contained a column with hyperlinks to each of the resources on the appropriate 

website, and a brief summary of each resource and its applicability. VicHealth also 

provided softcopies of fourteen relevant resources that were identified in partnership 

with Sports Medicine Australia (Victoria) under the Healthy Sporting Environments 

programme and the SmartPlay banner. 

New South Wales Sporting Injuries Committee (NSWSIC) 
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NSWSIC responded to the direct request that it does not provide resources, but that 

it supports other agencies in doing so, or funds research into safety promotion. 

JLT Sport as a division of Jardine Lloyd Thompson Australia Pty Ltd (JLT Sport) 

The only resource that JLT Sport provided to community clubs was a Match Day 

checklist, either in hard- or softcopy format. 

Sport and Recreation Victoria (SRV) 

SRV referred the direct request to their website, for all publicly available resource 

documents. Links to other SRV initiated and supported resources (e.g. the Vicsport 

Risk Management project, etc.) were provided. All other publications that SRV 

supports/funds are held and promoted through the SmartPlay Program under the 

auspices of Sports Medicine Australia. 

Sports Medicine Australia (SMA) 

SMA provided a Sport Safety Resources Order form that could be completed so that 

     all their relevant resources could be ordered in hardcopy. It also referred to their 

     website and the SmartPlay Program, where softcopies of all resources were 

     available. 
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THE TRANSLATION OF SPORTS INJURY PREVENTION AND SAFETY 
PROMOTION KNOWLEDGE: INSIGHTS FROM KEY INTERMEDIARY 
ORGANISATIONS 
 

Additional file 1: Appendix A 

Interview Schedule 

What process does [organisation] follow to develop new injury prevention and safety promotion resources? 
 How does [organisation] identify new issues for resource development? 
 How does [organisation] prioritise new issues for resource development? 
 How does [organisation] decide who is involved in the development process? 
 How does [organisation] generally develop new content? Is it evidence-based? 
 How does [organisation] decide on the description of title of the resource? 
 How do you feel the process works? What has worked well / not so well? (successes / failures) 
 What are the future plans for the development of new resources?  
 Would you do things differently if you could? What would you do differently? 

How does [organisation] distribute injury prevention and safety promotion resources to community sport clubs? 
 How does [organisation] identify pathways for the distribution of resources to community sports clubs? 
 How does [organization] monitor the uptake of resources at community sports clubs?  
 Does [organisation] collect feedback about the use of resources at community sports clubs? 
 How well do you feel this distribution process works? What has worked well / not so well? (successes / failures) 
 What are the future plans for distribution of resources?  
 Would you do things differently if you could? What would you do differently? 
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Methods: Seventy-eight clubs were targeted for implemen-
tation of an online injury surveillance system (approximately
4000 athletes) in five community Australian football leagues
concurrently enrolled in a larger injury prevention project
(National Guidance for Australian Football Partnerships and Safety
(NoGAPS)). System implementation was evaluated quantitatively,
using the RE-AIM framework, and qualitatively via semi-structured
interviews with targeted-users (mainly sports trainers).

Results: Across the 78 clubs, there was 69% reach (informed
about/trained in use of injury surveillance system), 44% adoption
(set up an online account with intention of recording injuries),
23% implementation (used system to record injuries throughout
season) and 9% maintenance (used system over two consecu-
tive seasons). Reach and adoption were highest in those leagues
receiving concurrent support for the delivery of the NoGAPS
injury prevention training program (FootyFirst). Interviewees iden-
tified several barriers and facilitators to implementation including
personal (e.g. belief in the importance of injury surveillance), socio-
contextual (e.g. understaffing and athlete underreporting) and
systems factors (e.g. the time taken to upload injury data into the
online surveillance system).

Discussion: The injury surveillance system was implemented
and maintained by only a small proportion of clubs. Outcomes were
best in those leagues receiving concurrent support for the deliv-
ery of FootyFirst, suggesting that engagement with club personnel
and organisations at all levels can enhance use of injury surveil-
lance systems in community sport. Interview findings suggest that
increased implementation could also be achieved by educating club
personnel on the importance of recording injuries, asking leagues
to create clearer injury surveillance guidelines, increasing club
staffing, better remunerating those who conduct surveillance and
offering flexible surveillance systems in a range of accessible for-
mats. By increasing the use of surveillance systems, data will better
reflect the target population and increase our understanding of the
injury problem in community sport.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsams.2014.11.134
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How do we know if they are doing what we
want them to? Assessing exercise fidelity in an
injury prevention exercise program

L. Fortington 1,∗, A. Donaldson 1, T. Lathlean 1,
B. Gabbe 2, D. Lloyd 3, W. Young 4, C. Finch 1

1 Australian Centre for Research into Injury in Sport
and its Prevention (ACRISP), Federation University
Australia, Australia
2 Department of Epidemiology and Preventive
Medicine, Monash University, Australia
3 Centre for Musculoskeletal Research, Griffith
University, Australia
4 School of Health Sciences, Federation University
Australia, Australia

Background: It is assumed when exercise-based sports injury
prevention programs are implemented, that coaches can provide
appropriate instruction to enable players to perform the exercises
correctly. This assumption has important ramifications for imple-
mentation strategies and, therefore, how effective the programs
are in preventing injuries. However, the actual quality of exercise
performance, or exercise fidelity, has rarely been evaluated. The aim
of this research was to evaluate exercise fidelity in an injury pre-
vention program using a purpose-designed observational tool.

Methods: The FootyFirst injury prevention program was specif-
ically designed for community Australian Football. The program
resources were designed for coaches to deliver the program to
their players. In these, correct techniques were strongly empha-
sised with detailed images and descriptions of teaching points and
common faults. The FootyFirst program contains 12 warm-up exer-
cises and 5–6 exercises within 5 progressive levels. Performing
each FootyFirst exercise with a high level of fidelity was consid-
ered essential to ensure the program injury prevention benefits.
The FootyFirst Observational Tool (FOT) was developed to assess
exercise fidelity by breaking the exercises down into 3–5 criteria
describing correct technique, volume and intensity. Correct per-
formance of each criteria was recorded as either ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Two
assessors independently used the FOT to assess exercise fidelity
performed by players while participating in FootyFirst as part of
their regular training. Attainment of exercise fidelity for each exer-
cise was when all criteria were rated as ‘yes’ by both assessors.
Results: The assessors agreed on 61 of 70 observations. The nine
observations where the assessors disagreed could not be assessed
for fidelity as it is not known which assessor was correct. Of the 61
agreed observations, exercise fidelity was achieved in 41 observa-
tions (67%), indicating that these players performed the observed
exercise as intended. At least one essential criteria of an exercise
was given a ‘no’ in 20 exercises (33%), indicating the exercise was
performed incorrectly. Across all exercises, the most frequently
incorrect exercise performance criteria was volume.

Discussion: Results from this study suggest that one third
of players participating in FootyFirst may not have received the
desired injury prevention benefits because they did not perform
the exercises exactly as prescribed. Simply asking players/coaches
if they are using a program is not enough; exercises should be
observed to see how well they are performed. The insights from
evaluating exercise fidelity will be used to modify the way the
program is delivered.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsams.2014.11.135
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A catalogue of the sport safety resources for
community Australian Football clubs from the
websites of key sport safety agencies

S. Bekker 1,∗, P. White 1, A. Donaldson 1, J. Cook 2,
B. Gabbe 3, D. Lloyd 4, C. Finch 1

1 Australian Centre for Research into Injury in Sport
and its Prevention (ACRISP), Australia
2 Department of Physiotherapy, Monash University,
Australia
3 Department of Epidemiology and Preventive
Medicine, Monash University, Australia
4 Musculoskeletal Research Program, Griffith Health
Institute, Griffith University, Australia

Introduction: Community Australian Football (AF) clubs have
a responsibility to protect their players with a safe environment.
Community AF clubs currently have access to, and use, numer-
ous types of sport safety resources addressing various sport safety
issues, obtained from a number of sources. This study describes
a catalogue of the AF-relevant sport safety resources, available
from the websites of key agencies in Australia which develop and
disseminate such documents, so as to identify the gaps and dupli-
cations in the available resources.

Methods: Document analysis as a qualitative research method,
using sport safety resources obtained from the websites of seven
key agencies involved in the National Guidance for Australian Foot-

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsams.2014.11.134
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ball Partnerships and Safety (NoGAPS) project, was undertaken.
These agencies include a peak sports body, an insurance com-
pany, as well as government and non-government agencies which
develop and disseminate sport safety resources for community AF
clubs.

Results: A catalogue of the AF-relevant sport safety resources
developed by and disseminated on the websites of seven key sport
safety agencies in Australia was developed. A total of 216 (187
after removal of duplicates) sport safety resources for community
sports clubs were identified between May and September 2013.
The types of resources catalogued were: research reports (n = 40),
factsheets and brochures (n = 39), guidelines (n = 26), checklists and
tools (n = 25), policies (n = 22), position statements (n = 6), rules
and regulations (n = 6), posters (n = 6), codes of conduct/behaviour
(n = 5), online resources (n = 4), and other (n = 5). Themes around
sport safety issues were also identified through the cataloguing
process, and these include types of sport safety issues (such as
concussion and heat) as well as target groups (such as women
and children). The cataloguing process revealed a duplication of
resources for single issues both within and across agencies.

Conclusion: Sport safety resources are currently developed and
disseminated in the form of different types of resources that cover
single issues. This creates duplication of resources covering the
same sport safety issue. The role of key sport safety stakeholder
agencies in developing and disseminating sport safety resources is
to effectively engage the end-user in sport safety interventions. Key
sport safety agencies need to collaborate to develop a comprehen-
sive sport safety resource that covers multiple issues and multiple
solutions, which can easily be disseminated online, and effectively
implemented and adopted by community AF clubs.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsams.2014.11.136
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Cutting edge in rehabilitation: New frontiers in
driving neuroplasticity

P. Hodges

A copy of this abstract may be made available at a later date (not
available at time of printing).
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‘Tendon neuroplastic training’: It’s dynamite

E. Rio 1,∗, D. Kidgell 2, C. Purdam 3, J. Cook 1

1 Monash University, Australia
2 Deakin University, Australia
3 Australian Institute of Sport, Australia

Tendon pain remains a clinical challenge. It is recalcitrant to
treatment, frequently recurs and often becomes bilateral. Whilst
the cornerstone for treating tendinopathy is exercise, we do not
understand the mechanism behind its effectiveness. The success of
intervention studies that aim to improve tendon pain and function
appear to be unrelated to change in tendon structure on imaging.
If we look outside the tendon, we have previously shown mal-
adaption of motor control and large amounts of motor inhibition
in people with patellar tendinopathy and that these changes may
be positively altered with specific training. Maladaptive changes to
motor control and motor inhibition may be potential contributors
to recalcitrance if our interventions fail to address them. It is
unlikely that our current exercise prescription in tendinopathy
actually addresses these motor control changes. If we look to the

strength training and motor control literature, our protocols may be
lacking the specific features required to induce change. It is possible
our approach to tendinopathy needs to include a better apprecia-
tion of motor control, the central nervous system (CNS) and changes
that occur, termed neuroplasticity and most importantly, how to
influence them. We present a new concept in tendon rehabilitation
and explain the basis behind the specificity of training and instruc-
tion. Tendon neuroplastic training (TNT) combines the successful
clinical protocols for treating tendinopathy, however with a strong
focus on modulating the CNS and neuromuscular control with
the goal of inducing neuroplasticity. The effect of different types
of muscle contractions (isometric, isotonic – both concentric and
eccentric phase) on the motor cortex activation is explained. The
specific features of the TNT protocols will be discussed including
simple methods of inducing neuroplasticity in exercise prescription
for the clinician.
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Nordic hamstring exercise weakness is a risk
factor for hamstring strain injury in elite
Australian football: A prospective cohort study

D. Opar 1,∗, M. Williams 2, R. Timmins 1,
J. Hickey 1, S. Duhig 3, A. Shield 3

1 Australian Catholic University, Australia
2 University of South Wales, Australia
3 Queensland University of Technology, Australia

Background: The Nordic hamstring exercise (NHE) reduces the
risk of hamstring strain injury (HSI). It is unknown if measuring
eccentric hamstring strength during the NHE can predict risk of
future HSI in elite Australian footballers. The objective of this study
was to determine if measures of eccentric hamstring strength dur-
ing the NHE could identify athletes at risk of future HSI.

Methods: Elite Australian footballers (n = 210) from five teams
in the Australian Football League participated in this prospective
cohort study during the 2013 season. Eccentric strength during the
NHE was measured at the start of preseason as was anthropometric
and injury history details. Details of prospectively occurring HSIs
were recorded by team medical staff.

Results: Low levels of eccentric hamstring strength at the start
of preseason training increased the risk of future HSI by 2.7 fold
(p = 0.002). Prior HSI increased the risk of future HSI by 3.1-fold
(p = 0.018). No measure of between limb imbalance or any other
prior injury data increased the risk of future HSI. Multivariate
logistic regression revealed an interaction between increasing age,
previous HSI and eccentric hamstring weakness leading to an
increased risk of HSI.

Discussion: Low levels of eccentric hamstring strength during
the NHE increases the risk of future HSI in elite Australian foot-
ballers and this effect is magnified in older athletes and in those
with a previous HSI. This evidence suggests that a modifiable risk
factor (eccentric strength) can modulate the risk conferred by non-
modifiable factors such as age and previous injury.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jsams.2014.11.139
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17 WHAT IS THE ROLE OF KEY SPORTS SAFETY AGENCIES
IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND DISSEMINATION OF SPORT
SAFETY POLICIES FOR COMMUNITY SPORT SETTINGS?

S Bekker,1 P White,1 A Donaldson,1 J Cook,2 B Gabbe,3 D Lloyd,4 CF Finch1.
1Australian Centre for Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention (ACRISP),
Federation University Australia, Ballarat, Australia; 2Department of Physiotherapy,
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Background Although sports clubs have a responsibility to
protect their players with a safe training and playing environ-
ment, little is known about actual safety policies and procedures
adopted by community sports clubs. Currently, there is no
definitive macro-level sport safety policy available for clubs to
implement in Australia. Community sports clubs use micro-
policies around issues deemed relevant to their club, which are
sourced from various agencies.
Objective This presentation will describe the full range of
safety resources (policy documents, guidelines, action plans,
research papers, fact sheets, posters, and procedures) as devel-
oped and disseminated online by key sports safety agencies in
Australia. The gaps and duplications in the set of safety
resources will also be identified. Finally, a recommendation
around the safety needs of community sports clubs with regards
to a macro sports safety policy that covers all relevant aspects
which can easily be implemented and adopted will be made.
Design Document analysis as a qualitative research method.
Sources Online sport safety documents from key sport safety
agencies in Australia.
Main outcome measurements To determine the relevant sport
safety resources available online to community sport clubs
through key sport safety agencies.
Results A collated list of recommended sport safety policies and
procedures as developed and disseminated online by key sport
safety agencies in Australia, for use by community sports clubs.
An analysis of the gaps in current sports safety policy is also
discussed.
Conclusions Sport safety policies and procedures are currently
provided in the form of micro-polices that cover single issues
(SunSmart, blood rule, concussion policy etc). It is recom-
mended that key sport safety agencies collaborate to develop a
macro-level policy around sport safety that comprehensively
covers the full spectrum of safety under one plan that can be
easily accessed, adapted and implemented in a variety of com-
munity sports club settings.
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026 THE TRANSLATION OF SPORTS INJURY PREVENTION AND
SAFETY PROMOTION KNOWLEDGE: INSIGHTS FROM KEY
ORGANISATIONS

Sheree Bekker,1 Penny Paliadelis,2 Caroline Finch1. 1Australian Collaboration for
Research into Injury in Sport and its Prevention, Federation University Australia,
Ballarat, Australia; 2Faculty of Health, Federation University Australia, Ballarat,
Australia

10.1136/bjsports-2016-097372.26

Background A recognised research-to-practice gap exists in the
field of sports injury prevention and safety promotion. The role
of key organisations in increasing the relevancy, accessibility, and
legitimacy of injury prevention and safety promotion research
knowledge for sport settings remains under-explored.
Objective This study sought to provide new insight into the
knowledge translation activities undertaken by a set of key orga-
nisations that work to ‘bridge the gap’ between research and
practice in sport settings.
Design Semi-structured face-to-face interviews about organisa-
tional processes of knowledge translation were undertaken with
representatives from five key organisations.
Setting The National Guidance for Australian Football
Partnerships and Safety (NoGAPS) project provided a clear and
purposeful context for this study.
Participants The participants in this study were the self-
nominated representatives from the following NoGAPS partner-
ship organisations: 1) Australian Football League, 2) Victorian
Health Promotion Foundation, 3) JLT Sport as a division of
Jardine Lloyd Thompson Australia Pty Ltd, 4) Sport and
Recreation Victoria, and 5) Sports Medicine Australia.
Main Outcome Measurements A qualitative descriptive meth-
odology was used to analyse participants’ descriptions of knowl-
edge translation activities undertaken at their respective
organisations.
Results Several knowledge translation processes and considera-
tions emerged around three key themes: 1) identifying a
need for knowledge translation, 2) developing and disseminat-
ing resources, and 3) barriers and enablers to knowledge
translation.
Conclusions This study provides new insight into knowledge
translation processes that key organisations undertake when
developing and disseminating injury prevention and safety pro-
motion resources for sport settings. The role these organisations
play in increasing the relevancy, accessibility, and legitimacy of
research knowledge through the development of useful injury
prevention and safety promotion resources is key to influencing
policy and practice in sport settings.

294 Br J Sports Med 2017;51:284–413.
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Appendix 6: 

List of unpublished conference abstracts: 

a. Bekker S & Clark AM.  
Bringing complexity to sports injury prevention research: what is it and 

how to do it? 
IOC World Conference on Prevention of Injury and Illness in Sport, 

Monaco, March 2017 
 

b. Bekker S.  

Complexity theory and ‘wicked’ problems. 
Federation University Australia Higher Degree by Research 

Conference, Ballarat, July 2016 
 

c. Bekker S, White P, Watson R, Finch CF.  
An analysis of safety promotion and injury prevention resources for sport 

settings from stakeholder organisations in Australia: type, scope, 
development processes and dissemination practices 

12th Australasian Injury Prevention and Safety Promotion 

Conference, Sydney, November 2015 
 

d. Bekker S, White P, Watson R, Finch CF. 
The process that informs the development and dissemination of sport 

safety resources within key sport safety agencies in Australia 
Federation University Australia Higher Degree by Research 

Conference, Ballarat, November 2014 
 

e. Bekker S.  
An investigation into National Guidance for Australian Football 

Partnerships and Safety (NoGAPS) partner organisation’s sport safety 

policies, and their dissemination and implementation in community 
Australian Football clubs 

Federation University Australia Higher Degree by Research 
Conference, Ballarat, November 2013 
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Appendix 7: 

List of other unpublished presentations (invited): 

a. Bekker S & Clark AM. 
Bringing complexity theory to injury prevention research in sport settings. 

The George Institute lunchtime seminar, Sydney, August 2016 
 

b. Bekker S 
The complexity of safety in sport. 

Australian Centre for Research into Injury in Sport and its 

Prevention retreat, Hepburn Springs, July 2015 
 

c. Bekker S 
There is no such thing as an accident 

NerdNite, Wagga Wagga, July 2015 
 

d. Bekker S 
Safety doesn’t happen by accident 

3 Minute Thesis, Federation University Australia heats, Ballarat, 

September 2014 
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From: [redacted] To: "Caroline Finch"  
Subject: RE: The translation of sports injury prevention and safety 
promotion knowledge 

 

Thanks Caroline. Highlights the lack of an overall policy along with the 
fragmented approach of government and the respective codes many of 
which like AFL still work according to a federated union structure. Will 
definitely take on board going forward. Thanks 

 
[redacted] 

 
Sports Medicine Australia 
Tel: 03 9674 8711 
Mob: 0434 061 740 
Sports House, 375 Albert Rd, Albert Park VIC 
3206 sma.org.au 

 
 

Subject: The translation of sports injury prevention and safety promotion knowledge 
 

Dear [redacted] 
 

This email is a follow-up to a discussion re had recently about the value of SMA 
resources, especially in the sports safety promotion area. 

 
You may, or may not be aware, the SMA (though its then National and Victorian 
branches) participated in a large NHMRC Partnerships Project grant that I led, 
known as the NoGAPS project.  As part of that project, which involved 5-7 partner 
agencies (including SMA, SRV, JLT, AFL), part of the research focussed on the 
overlap of focus of online sports safety resources across all agencies – this showed 
much duplication of resources and topics, potentially leading to confusion for the 
general public seeking information. We also conducted a follow-up to that 
explored how peak bodies identified sports safety knowledge and translated it into 
safety guidance for general circulation.  This work was insightful and has 
highlighted major gaps that still exists between the needs of organisations such as 
yours and evidence generated by researchers based in universities or clinics. This 
gap is articulated well in the published papers and, I think, should provide some 
useful information to guide SMA’s efforts for moving forward and planning its role 
in information dissemination. 

Both items are in Open Access form at: 
-Journal of Health Research Policy and Systems at: http://rdcu.be/qrKB (The translation 
of sports injury prevention and safety promotion knowledge: insights from key 
intermediary organisations) 
-BMJ Open   http://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/6/5/e010877 (Too much information? A 
document analysis of sport safety resources from key organisations) 

 
I’d be happy to discuss this with you in the future, should you be interested in doing 
so. 

 
 

http://sma.org.au/
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From: [redacted] 
To: Sheree Bekker 
Subject: RE: Update: NoGAPS linked study 
Date: Friday, 14 April 2017 3:52:36 PM 
Attachments:  

 
 

 

Hi Sheree, 

Great! 

Thank you for your email with the paper PDF attachment and link.  Well done on the study and 
pulling the results together pointing to some important findings to build upon – that will 
hopefully influence how we work in the future. 

 
[redacted] 

 
You might be interested to know – soon we will have our welcoming and healthy framework of 
actions and resources for health promotion in sport up on the Vicsport website. It’s a partner 
project with Vicsport to have a ‘one stop’ shop for the sporting sector, to compliment other 
existing resources/links in the sector.   Our aim will not be to duplicate, but to provide an 
evidence based resource.  I’ll send you the links in the coming months once it’s complete. 

 
Thanks 
[redacted] 
Victorian 
Health 
Promotion 
Foundation 
(VicHealth) 
15-31 Pelham Street Carlton  Victoria  3053 

 
[redacted] 

 www.vichealth.vic.gov.au 
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Appendix 9: 

Media reports:  

a. AFL, NRL and other codes must lead way to protect amateur and elite 
athletes 

Sydney Morning Herald (Fairfax syndicated), April 9 2014 
 

b. Time for single sports safety plan to protect every player 
The Border Mail, April 10 2014 
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Appendix 10:  

List of prizes/awards: 

a. Best student paper 

Bekker S & Finch CF. 2016. Too much information? A document 
analysis of sport safety resources from key organisations. BMJ 

Open 6(5):e010877 

Australian Collaboration for Research into Injury in Sport and its 
Prevention, Ballarat 2016 

 
b. Best student presentation 

12th Australasian Injury Prevention and Safety Promotion Conference, 
Sydney 2015 

 
c. 2nd Place best student presentation 

Federation University Australia Research Conference, Ballarat 2013 
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